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UNITED ST ATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR TH}~ DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA 

ZA YN~ALABrDI)'<; MUHAMMAD 
HUSAYN, 

Civil Action No. os.e-. 1360 (RWR) 

ROBF~RT GATES, 

Respondent 

• • 
RE~PONUENT~s MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AlJTHORITlES IN 

OPPOSITION.TO PETITIONER'S MOTION FOR lllSCOVERV ANJ) Pli~TITIQ~ER'S 
MOTION FOR SANCTIONS 

Petitioner's 2 I 3 numbered requests for discovery far exceed the narrow scope of 

discovery authorized in these habeas corpus proceedings under the Court's Case Management 

Order (CMO). Discovery in habeas corpus proceedings is much more tightly constrained than 

discovery in ordinary civil actions, and the CMO contains provisions carefully drafted to ensure 

that a habeas corpus petitioner has a fair opportunity to contest his detention while paying heed 

to the Supreme Court's warning that the Jaw "must accord the Executive substantial authority to 

apprehend and detain those who pose a real danger to our security," Bomm.::dienc v. Bush1 128 S. 

Ct 2229, 2277 (2008). In accordance with the mandatory disclosure provisions of the CMO 

(§§ l.D.1 and I.E. I), Respondent has made extensive disclosures. Petitioner's various objections 

to Respondent's disclosures either simply misconstrue the terms of the CMO or assume, without 

any basis, that Respondent has failed to comply with the disclosure requirements. As for 

Petitioner's requests for additional discovery under CMO § I.E.2, most of Petitioner's requests 

foil to satísfy the requirements set out by this Gourt. Under CMO § LE.2, a habeas petitioner 
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must begin with specific, credible factual allegations "showjing] reason to believe that the 

petitioner may ... be able to demonstrate that he is confined illegally," Harris v. Nelson1 394 
.. 
V U.S. 286, 300 (1969), and must use those factual allegations as a starting point for making 

narrowly tailored requests for specific evidence to contest his detention. Petitioner's motion 

essentially turns this process backward, making sweeping requests for broad, vaguely defined 

categories of evidence and gambling that some of his requests will turn up information that 

might later help Petitioner undermine the Government's allegations. Fishing expeditions of this 

sort are not authorized by the CMO and are not consistent with traditional habeas corpus practice 

in U.S. courts. 

Respondent objects to Petitioner's requests for the reasons stated in this memorandum 

and in the attached Respondent's Supplement to Memorandum in Opposition to Petitioner's 

Motion for Discovery, which Respondent hereby incorporates by reference. This memorandum 

states objections to Petitioner's motion by category. The Supplement states Respondent's 

objections to each of Petitioner's 213 requests in sequence, referring as appropriate to the 

categorical objections stated in this memorandum. 

Petitioner's Motion for Sanctions for the Spoliation of Evidence (Sept. 21, 2009), which 

seeks additional discovery based 011 the Court's inherent authority to issue sanctions for 

destruction of evidence, should be denied. The motion is essentially an improper request for 

discovery; neither the grounds for the motion nor the relief it seeks fits within the principles 

governing sanctions for destruction of evidence in ordinary civil proceedings, and the relief 

Petitioner seeks is far out of proportion to the destruction of the interrogation tapes at issue. 

1 
!v Moreover, the Court should stay any further evidentiary proceedings into the grounds for 

Petitioner's motion because such proceedings could interfere with an ongoing criminal 
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investigation into the destruction of the interrogation tapes at issue. 

UACKGROUN;D 

1. Diselosures Required by the CMO 

The Supreme Court held in Boumediene v. Bush, 128 S. Ct. 2229 (2008), that the 

Constitution guarantees military detainees at Guantanamo Bay an opportunity to contest their 

detention in federal habeas corpus proceedings. At the same time, the Court recognized that 

inquiry by civilian courts into military detention operations during a time of ongoing conflict 
... 
• would entail a host of serious difficulties that do not arise in ordinary domestic civil 

litigation=-for example, the potential for the litigation to interfere with ongoing military und 

national security operations, the risks inherent in providing military captí ves access 10 sensitive 

informatiou, and the challenges of evaluating evidence and information obtained in military or 

intelligence operations on foreign soil. The Court recognized that: it was simply incongruous to 

expect that detainee habeas corpus litigation could proceed under the open-ended procedures that 

operate in everyday domestic civil litigation, or even the narrower procedures that federal courts 

employ in typical statutory habeas corpus actions. The Court took it as given that courts hearing 

bobeas corpus challenges would craft procedures appropriate to the wartime military context. 

i~t at 2276 {"[I]t does not follow that a habeas corpus court may disregard the dangers that 
I • 

detention in these cases was intended to prevent ... Certain accommodations can be made to 

red uce the burden habeas corpus proceedings will place on the military without impcrrnissibly 

diluting the protections of the writ."); Jg.1 al 2276-77 ("Jn considering both the procedural and 

substantive standards used to impose detention to prevent acts of terrorism, proper deference 

must be accorded to the political branches .... The law must accord the Executive substantial 

authority to apprehend and detain those who pose a real danger to our security."). 

BECRElffNOP0RN 
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In keeping with the Court's direction in Boumediene, this Court's Case Management 

Order set out a special procedural framework to govern the present detainee habeas corpus 

challenges. (dkt. nos. 48, 62). This framework includes mechanisms for compulsory disclosures 
.. 
' and för narrow additional discovery designed to afford detainees an ample opportunity to 

challenge their detention before the Court while still recognizing that the writ of habeas corpus is 

an extraordinary equitable remedy, see Munafv. Geren, 128 S. a. 2207, 2220-21 (2008). The 

framework also properly accounts for the unique circumstances of this litigation and its 

"uncommon potential" to interfere with military and national security interests, Hamdi v. 

Rumsfeld, 542 U.S. 507, 533 (2004) (plurality opinion). Judge Hogan first set out this 

framework in an order dated November 6, 2008, Later, after the Government moved for 

. reconsideration, Judge Hogan significantly narrowed several provisions of the CMO hy an order 

dated December 16, 2oog. 

i 

' 
The first major component of this disclosure scheme is CMO § I.D.1, which requires the 

Government to disclose «exculpatory evidence," defined as evidence "that tends materially to 

undermine the informatíon presented to support the government' s justification for detaining the 

petitioner." The Government must search "reasonably available evidence" för such exculpatory 

material. CMO § l.D. 1. The term "reasonably available evidence" has a specific meaning within 

the CMO-the order defines "reasonably available evidence') as "evidence contained in any 

information reviewed by attorneys preparing factual returns for all detainees" and "any other 

evidence the government discovers while litigating habeas corpus petitions filed by detainees at 

Guantanamo Bay." 

The second component of the framework is CMO § l.E. l, which requires the 

Government, at the petitioner' s request, to discl ose certain materials that the Government relies 
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on to justify the petitioner's detention: 

(I) any documents or objects in the government's possession that the government 
relies. on to justify detention; (2) all statements, in whatever form, made or 
adopted by the peti tioner that the government relics on to justify detention; and 
(3) information about the circumstances in which such statements of the petitioner 
were made or adopted. 

Finally, CMO § J. E.2 provides a mechanism for "limited discovery" of additional 

CMO § LE.1. 

material with ¿1 sufficient showing of good cause. CMO § I..E.2 embodies the Supreme Court's 
• • 

recognition that "[a] habeas petitioner, unlike the usual civil litigant in federal court; is not 

entitled to discovery as a matter of ordinary course." CMO § I.E.2 (quoting Bracy y. Gramle.Y., 

520 U.S. 899, 904 ( 1997)). A request for additional discovery unde!' § I..E.2 must meet four 

requirements: first, it must be "narrowly tailored, not open-ended." Second, it must "specify the 

discovery sought": that is, it must be sufficiently particular. Third, it must "explain why the 

request, if granted, is likely to prod lice evidence that demonstrates that the petitioner's detention 

is unlawful." Petítíoner's showing on this third requirement must have a foundation in "specific 

allegations" indicating that "the petitioner may, if the fäets arc fully developed, be able to 

demonstrate that he is confined illegally and therefore entitled to relief." Harris v. Nelson, 394 

i • lJ.S. 2861 300 (1969), cited in CMO § I.E.2. Finally i a request for additional discovery must 

"explain why the requested discovery will enable the petitioner to rebut the factual basis for his 

detention without unfairly disrupting en· unduly burdening :the government." If a request meets all 

four requirements, the Court may exercise its discretion to grant the request. However, the CMO 

also recognizes the Court's diseretíon to deny a request for discovery even if the request satisfies 

all four requirements of CMO § l.E.2. &.~ CMO § LE.2 (stating that the Court "may" grant a 

properly supported request), 

SSCit@ffl;'f:i 8F0fil'J 
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The CMO leaves it to the Court to resolve disputes relating to the various required 

disclosures and to receive and evaluate requests for limited discovery under CMO § l.E.2. On .. 
' May 18, 2009, the parties submitted a joint proposal for a scheduling order to permit fair, 

orderly, and expeditious. resolution of this case. See Joint Status Report and Proposed Scheduling 

Order ( dkt. no. 161) (May I&, 2009). The Court adopted the parties> proposal without 

modification as a Scheduling Order (dkt. no. 167) on May 22, 2009. The Scheduling Order set 

deadlines för the various disclosures required by the CMO, with the Government's final 

díselos ures due July 17, 2009. The Scheduling Order also established. a framework for the 

orderly resolution of disclosure and discovery disputes, specifying that "[ajny and all" such 

disputes "shall be resolved through consolidated proceedings." The Scheduling Order provided 

that Petitioner would file a consolidated motion comprising any challenges to the adequacy of 

• y Respondent's disclosures and any requests by the Petitioner for limited additional discovery 

under CMO § LE.2. If the Government disclos-es additional information based on a rul ing on 

Petitioner's consolidated motion, the Scheduling Order authorizes a second motion fot limited 

discovery based on the newly disclosed information. The Scheduling Order accounts for 

previously unforeseeable discovery needs by explicitly providing for modification of or 

departure from the agreed discovery framework on a properly supported motion. The Scheduling 

Order stays the deadlines for Petitioner's filing of his traverse (which is ordinarily required 

shortly after the completion of the Government's disclosures, ~ CMO § I.O) and briefs for 

judgment on the record pending the final resolution of disclosure and discovery disputes. 

U. Respondent's Disclosures and Proceedings to Date 

The Government filed a factual return and supporting material in this case on April 3, 

2009. The Government's factual return included six volumes of diaries written by Petitioner 
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before his capture, in which Petitioner recounts detailed information about his activities and 
• ' plans. It also included a propaganda video recorded hy Petitioner before his capture in which 

Petitioner appeara on camera expressing his solidarity with U sama Bin Ladin and al-Qaida, The 

factual return does not rely on any statements made by Petitioner aller his capture. Sec Factual 

Return ir 20 n.2. A large volume of material required to be disclosed under CMO §§ I.D. l and 

Respondent made further disclosures after the filing of the factual return. On May 27, 

I.E. 1 was either included with the factual return or disclosed at the same time. 

2009, Respondent provided Petitioner's counsel with the original Arabic pages of the six diary 

volumes relied upon in Respondent's factual return. On May 29, 200Q, Respondent completed its 

disclosures pursuant to CMO §LE.I, and on July 17; 2009, Respondent completed its 

• I' 
disclosures pursuant to CMO §LD.I, except för a small number of documents that had not yet 

been cleared for disclosure by the appropriate agencies. Respondent disclosed these documents 

on August 19, 2009. Lastly, on September 29, 20091 Respondent disclosed some additional 

documents to Petitioner under its continuing cbllgation to produce materia! later identified as 

exculpatory,_.s.pe CMO § l.D.2. 

The Court's Scheduling Order required Petitioner to present any and all objections to 

Respondent's disclosures and any requests for discovery in a consolidated motion. Petitioner 

filed this consolidated motion on September 14~ 2009, usserting numerous objections to 

Respondent's disclosures to date as well as numerous requests for additional limited discovery 

d (-'M(·)· ,:: ·1 r·· ? un cr ., ::,- .. ~, ..... 

One week later, on September 21, 20091 Petitioner fi led a Motion för Sanctions for 

Spoliatíon of Evidence based on the destruction of postcapture interrogation tapes by the CIA. 

The request is styled as a motion for sanctions, but the only relief it seeks is additional discovery, 
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By minute order dated September 3 O, 2009, and a Memorandum Order dated October 1 ~ 

2009; this Court granted in part and denied in part an earlier request by Petitioner for access to 

certain documents created by Petitioner. The order requires Respondent to produce these 

documents to Petitioner's counsel by November 30, 2009. 

ARGUMENT 

I. Respondent's requests far exceed the narrow scope of habeas discovery under the 
CMO and are who-Ily improper. 

Petitionerts numerous requests for information do not meet the requirements for 

additional discovery under the CMO, for several reasons: the requests ure vague and open-ended, 

they are not supported by fäets suggesting that the Government has improperly withheld 

evidence, and the)' do not provide allegations or explanations that suggest that a specific search 

for evidence is likely to produce information that wi11 demonstrate that the Petitioner's detention 

is unlawful. 

The disclosure and discovery provisions in the CMO are narrow, focused, and bounded. 

These provisions were designed to be carefully constrained because habeas corpus litigation, 

even in domestic civilian cases, normally does not and should not entail the kind of wide-ranging 

i 

' 

discovery seen in ordinary civil litigation. See CMO § l.E.2 (citing Bracy v. Gramley1 520 U.S. 

899, 904 ( l 997) and Harris v. Nelson) 394 U.S. 286, 300 (1969)). The provisions also reflect the 

Supreme Court's admonition that military and national security interests-as well as: merely 

practical concerns involved in obtaining evidence on foreign soil during a military 

conflict-counseled against an expansive discovery regime. See CMO at 1 (noting that the 

Supreme Court plurality in Hamdi v. Rumsfeld, 542 U. S. 507 (2004 ), had stressed the need for 

challenges to military detention to proceed with caution, .'.542 U.S. at 539); CMO § I. E.2 (citing 
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... 
' 

the Hamdi pluralitys direction that habeas proceedings "may be tailored to alleviate their 

uncommon potential to burden the Executive at a time of ongoing military conflict," 542 U.S. at 

534); see also Harndi, 542 U.S. at 532 (plurality opinion) (warning against a "futile search for 

evidence buried under the rubble of war"). Thus, the disclosure and discovery provisions of the 

CMO focus on ensuring that the Government produces the evidence that it relies on to support 

the petitioner's detention, ensuring that the Government produces reasonably available evidence 

that would undermine the Government's case, and permitting targeted requests for specific 

additional evidence when a petitioner is able to demonstrate that the request will produce 

evidence that petitioner should not be detained. See CMO §§ I.D. l , I.E.l 1 I.E.2. 

Petitioner has filed a barrage of discovery requests tbat far exceeds the narrow scope of 

discovery permitted under the CMO. Petitioner's Appendix of Discovery Requests consists of96 

numbered requests containing 213 numbered subparts. A number of these 213 subparts in turn 

contain multiple broad requests . .See, e.g., Request Nos. 16, 50, 56 . Such a large number of 

requests might be justified if each of the requests were targeted, spe ci fic, and grounded in a 

proper showing of good cause as required by CMO § l.E.2. But Petitioner's requests do not 

pursue narrow, focused Iines of inquiry based on specific and credible allegations or evidence. 

Instead, they merely take shots in the dark, hoping to bit something that might fit into some yet- 

to-be-conceived factual theory. Petitioner's haphazard, dragnet-style requests largely fail to meet 

any of the§ I.E.2 criteria. 

.. 
' 

Many of the requests do not approach the level of specificity required by § I.E.2, which 

requires that requests be "narrowly tailored, not open-ended," CMO § I.E.2(1 ), and that they 

"specify the discovery sought," CMO § I.E.2(2). Instead, they vaguely seek "information" or 

"evidence" without specifying the kind of discovery sought. See, e.g., Request No. 66. Or they 
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~· 
' seek "information" or "evidence" "tending to undermine," "tending to indicate," "tending to 

Request Nos. 29a-jt 4l, 45, ö l, 621 63, 65, 66, 67, 69, 71, 72, 75. Such vague, open-ended 

show," "tending to suggest," "suggesting," Or "indicating" sorne hypothesis or its opposite. See, 

latitude in discovery. &~e Fed. R. Civ. P. 34(b)( 1 )(A) (rule requiring that a request for production 

requests are not even appropriate in ordinary civil litigation, where the parties have much greater 

of documents must "describe with reasonable particularity each ítem or category of items" 

requested); Wagener v. SBC Pension Ben~fü Plan-Non-Bar,¡¡:alned Program, 2007 WL 915209 

at •1 (D.D.C. 2007) (Lamberth, J.) (denying motion to compel response to request in civil 

litigation for "documents tending to support or refute" certain contentions, finding that the 

request was "vague and ambiguous"). Such requests certainly are not appropriate under the 
• ' CMO in this case. See Sadkhan v. Obama1 608 F. Supp. 2d 331 39 (D.D.C. 2009) (Collyer, J.) 

("A discovery request that stans with 'any and all' is almost ceríäinly in trouble under the CMO 

.... "). 

Also, in most of his requests, Petitioner does not state any reason to believe the request 

will produce evidence helpful to his case. Indeed, in most of his requests Petitioner does not 

provide his own account of events described in his diaries or elsewhere in the Government's 

factual return, and does not even summarily deny any of the Government's allegations. Instead, 

he merely asserts that it is conceivable that additional evidence undermining the Government's 

case could exist somewhere, in some form. The CMO does not permit Petitioner to demand that 

I 
'* 

the Government conduct a laborious and burdensome search for materials that might or might 

not exist based solely on speculation that responsive materials conceivably could contain 

exculpatory information that the Government has failed to disclose, The CMO authorizes 

discovery only when the petitioner "explainjs] why the request, if granted, is like!)'. to produce 

SBêMW;'Pf 8:P8I@J 
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evidence that demonstrates that the petitioner's detention is unlawfut" CMO § LE.2(3) 

(emphasis added), and "explainjs] why the requested discovery will enable the petitioner to rebut 

the factual basis for his detention without unfairly disrupting or unduly burdening. the 

government," CMO § I.E.2(4), See Bin Artash v. Obama, 628 F. Supp, 2d 24, 32 (D.D.C. 2009) 

(Lamberth, J.) C'[Petitioner] has pointed to nothing beyond mere speculation that [additional 

documents suggesting fäets that would be helpful to petitioner's case] exist. Absent a specific 

and colorable daim that the government has not produced material exculpatory evidence, the 

Court cannot order the government to reconduct a search or produce evidence to the Court for in 

• • 
camera review."); Saùkhan v. Obama, 608 F. Supp. 2d 33, 41 {D.D.C. 2009) (Co11yer, J.) 

(declining request for discovery based on a judgment that it amounted. to a ''fishií1g expedition 

that is entirely inconsistent with [habeas corpus] proceedings"). 

The vagueness and ambiguity of Petitioner's requests have mode it difficult for 

Respondent to frame specific objections. For purposes of objecting to Petitioner's requests in this 

memorandum and the attached supplement, Respondent has accorded reasonable interpretations 

to Petitioner" s requests. r n particular, when faced with a request that did not specify the 

discovery sought, Respondent has assumed that Petitioner seeks documents and other tangible 

things. When faced with a request that does not identify specific documents or information, but 

instead refers to evidence "tending to undermine" a specified proposition, or employs similar 

phrases, Respondent has assumed that these general requests are intended to track CMO § I.D. 1; 

that is, Respondent has assumed that Petitioner seeks disclosure of evidence that "tends 

materially to undermine" the specified propositions and is found within "reasonably available 

SßCtME,1/N 8 !f 6ftM 
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evidence" as currently defined by the CM0.1 .Qt.L..~U v. Obama, 2009 WL 3030648, at *l 

(D.D.C Sept. 23, 2009) (Lamberth, J,) (construing scope of discovery requests as following the 

bounds of the CM0).2 

II. The Court should reject Petitioner's challenges to the scope of Respondent's 
searches for exculpatory informAtion and the form of Respundenr's disclosures. 

• '- A . The Court should adhere to the CM O's original definition of "reasonably 
available evidence" and should deny Peeítionerts request to compel the 
Government to conduct additional searches for exculpatory evidence outside 
the bounds of the CMO. 

The CM O's exculpatory disclosure provision, § I.D. I, requires the Government to 

disclose "all reasonably available evidence in its possession that tends materially to undermine 

the information presented tø support the government' s justification för detaining the petitioner." 

The CMO specifically defines the phrase "reasonably available evidence'> as "evidence 

1A"i discussed in greater detail in the next section, see intra section II.A, Petitioner's 
memorandum requests in a footnote that the Court expand the CM O's definition of "reasonably 
available evidence" and require the Government to conduct a new search for exculpatory 
informarion encompassing a broader collection of documents. Respondent objects to Petitioner's 
request for tho reasons explained in section II.A. 

2Pctitioner also should not be permitted to introduce new evidence or allegations to 
support hís requests or substantially recraft his requests in his reply memorandum, because 
Petitioner's failure to present a basis for his requests in his initial memorandum prevents the 
Government from properly responding. See D.D.C. Local Civil R 7(a) (requiring that a motion 
include a "statement of the specific points of Jaw and authority that support the motion"); Scott 
Y.:.Offiœ of A1ex.¡mder.., 522 F. Supp. 2d 262, 274 (D.D.C. 2007) (Kollar-Kotelly, J.) (''It is a 
well-settled prudential doctrine that courts generally will not entertain new arguments firnt raised 
in a reply brief"), Pub. Citizen IIct:tlth Research Group v. Nat'J l_Q;,ts. ofIIÇ{llth, 209 F. Supp. 2d 
37) 43-44 (D.D.C. 2002) (Kollar-Kotelly, J.) (noting that presenting an argument Iorthe first 
time in a reply does not pennit the opposing parry to competently respond to the argument). The 
Court should treat ~my requests or arguments not presented in Petitioner's initial memorandum as 
waived. At the very least, if the Court is inclined to grant any request for discovery based on new 
information, new arguments, or reerafted requests presented in Petitioner's reply memorandum, 
the Court should permit Respondent to submit a surreply responding to Petitioner's reply 
arguments. 

!5'.9f.5@Rßíf/M898ll!P1 
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contained in any information reviewed by attorneys preparing factual returns for all detainees" 

and "other evidence the government discovers while litigating habeas corpus petitions filed by 

detainees at Guantanamo Bay." CMO § LD. l. Thus i the Government's obligation to conduct an 

affirmative search for exculpatory information is explicitly limited to documents that 

Petitioner now seeks to expand the scope of Respondent's search. In footnote 21 of his 

Government attorneys have reviewed in the course of preparing factual returns and litigating 

habeas corpus cases brought by Petitioner or other 'Guantanamo detainees. 

memorandum) Petitioner requests that the Court compel Respondent to expand its search under 
,· 
t 

CMO § I.D. 1 for exculpatory Information to encompass information collected by the 

Guantanamo Review Task Force created under Executive Order No. D,492, 74 Fed. Reg. 4897 

(Jan. 27, 2009). Petitioner> however, has provided no rationale for this expansion, and certainly 

has not provided a rationale substantial enough to justify the extraordinary burden the requested 

additional search would impose on the Government. Given this burden, Petitioner cannot justify, 

and this Court should not order, the extraordinary delay this request would entail. 

As the Government explained in a previous filing, the scope of "reasonably available 

evidence" under the CMO includes records of Combatant Status Review Tribunal (CSRT) and 

Administrative Review Board (ARB) proceedings compiled by the Office for ihe Administra ti ve 

Review of the Detention of Enemy Combatants (OARDEC), representing hundreds of thousands 

of hours of effort over se vera] years, and further includes pertinent intelligence information 

compiled on each habeas petitioner from the intelligence community by the Joint Intelligence 

Group of Joint Task Force-Guantanamo (JIG), representing thousands of hours of effort. See 

Resp't's Mot. for Recons, of Orders Regarding. Discovery from the Guantanamo Review Task 

Force and Mot. for Consol. Order Regarding Task Force Discovery (dkt. nos. 157, 158)i England 

SiiJCRIM'iN8PORN 
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Deel.~[, 5-8; cf. Abdullah v. Bush, 2009 WL 3080507, at +2 (D.D.C. Sept. 28, 2009) (Roberts, 

J.) (interpreting CMO as requiring search of JIG and OARDEC consolidated assemblages of 

informatíon). Judge Hogan, as the coordinating judge, adopted this limited definition of 

"reasonably available evidence" on reconsideration in response to the Government's argument 

4 

' that if the definition were not cabined in this manner, the exculpatory disclosure requirements of 

the CMO would impose an impossible burden on the Government without offering any clear 

benefit to habeas ,corpus petitioners or to the Court. See Order (dkt, no. 62). 

As Petitioner notes in his memorandum, several judges of this Court have issued orders 

expanding the scope of t'reasonably available evidence" to encompass materials collected by the 

Guantanamo Review Task Force. But Petitioner has not presented any specific reasons that 

would justify amending the CMO in this manner in his case in particular. Petitioner's request for 

a broader search is therefore not a properly supported motion for amendment of the CMO. 

Moreover, in this particular case, amending the CMO to require a wide-ranging search of 

' ' 
Guantanamo Review Task Force documents for additional exculpatory information would delay 

the resolution of this litigation for months. The materials to which the Guantanamo Review Task 

Force has access on its network database (the "Task Force Network database") can most readily 

be understood as including, first, the detainee information provided to the Guantanamo Review 

Task Force pursuant to the Executive Order by various national security and law enforcement 

agencies/ and, second, access to the Office of Military Commissions-Prosecution (''OMCP") 

"Iheæ agencies include the Central Intelligence Agency; the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation; Department of Defense components other than the Office of Military 
Commissions-Prosecution (OMCP), including the Defense Intelligence Agency (DJA), the 
National Security Agency, the Office for the Administrative Review of Lhe Detention of Enemy 
Combatants (OARDEC), and the Office of Detainee Affairs; the National Counterterrorism 

(continued ... ) 
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database, including source materials such as FM40 interview reports prepared by the Criminal 

Investigation Task Force (CITF) and intelligence reporting from other agencies, as well as 

prosecutorial working files and prosecutorial work product. 

To facilitate compliance with orders by this Court requiring searches of detainee 

information in the Task Force Network database, Respondents have loaded detainee information 

provided to the Guantanamo Review Task Force by the aforementioned agencies, and source 

documents contained in the OMCP database, into a Concordance database with search 

capabilities equivalent to those tbat the Government attorneys assigned to tbe Guantanamo 

• • habeas litigation have previously used in performing searches of materials made available to 

If the Court expanded U1e scope of exculpatory disclosures to encompass 

Guantanamo Review Task Force documents, Government attorneys would have to conduct 

reviews of these documents to determine whether they pertain to Petitioner (or instead, 

for example, other individuals with similar names) and whether they conta-in any exculpatory 

information. The Government would also have to conduct additional searches beyond these 

~ocuments to identify additional documents that do not refer to Petitioner by name but 
i • 

nevertheless might contain exculpatory information concerning, for example. other individuals 

or groups discussed in the Government's factual return or information pertaining to the 

3( ... continued) 
Center (NCTC)1 the Department of State) the Department of Justice, and the Department of 
Homeland Security. 

SEeRß'ffN6P0RN 
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credibility of individuals. who provided statements that the Government relies upon in its factual 

return. The Government has not determined how many additional documents would need to be 

examined beyond the-documents identified by the preliminary name search, but it is 

easily possible that these documents would also number Requiring a 

search of Guantanamo Review Task Force material would therefore impose an undue burden on 

the Government. Indeed, Judge Huvelle recently suggested in Mohammed v. Obama, No. 05-cv- 

2385 {D.D.C.), that requiring the Government to review approximately 13,000 potentially 

responsive documents contained in the Guantanamo Review Task Force database-far fewer 

documents than would have to be reviewed in this case-would be excessive. See Tr. of H'rg, 

Mohammed v. Obamaj No. 05-cv-2385 (D.D.C. Aug. 12, 2009) (excerpt attached as Exhibit l), 

Additional searches also would not be likely to produce significant additional 

information that would demonstrate that Petitioner's detention is unlawful> especially given that 

a Jorge purt of the Government's case for deteining Petitioner is drawn from diaries and a 

propaganda video that Petitioner wrote and recorded before his capture. In the diaries, Petitioner 

describes his work as a facilitator for the Khaldan training camp, see generalJ.x Factual Return 

~ 30, Zubaydah Diary Vols. lV-V1 and his contacts with Usama Bin Ladin, sç~. e.g,, Factual 

Return ~ 44 ( citing Zubaydah Diary Vol. IV at 92. Vol. V at 11, 17-18). He provides a detailed 

account of his joining with hostile fighters, assisting the escape of fighters from Afghanistan, and 

preparing for attacks against American forces in Afghanistan after September 11, 2001. See, e.g., 

Factual Return~~ 49-62, 65-66 (citing Zubaydah Diary Vol. VI at 14-15, 27-94). He writes of 

plans to attack the United States, see. e.g., Factual Return~~ 72-73 (citing Zubaydah Diary Vol. 

V at 17, Vol. Vl at 89-90), and expresses solidarity with Usama Bin Ladin and al-Qaida, seel 

!UL, Factual Return~ 47 (citing Zubaydah Diary Vol. VI at 86). Petitioner expresses similar 
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sentiments in the video, saying that "We and the [Sjheikh are one. We have been working 

together for almost 1 O years. but we were hoping to keep this work secret ... hidden." Factual 

Return ~· 46 ( quoting AZ Video Translation). Respondent has provided copies of the diaries and 

the video to Petitioner in original and translated forms, and Petitioner has not disavowed them; 

indeed, he has described the diaries in particular as containing a "critically important" account of 

his activities. Mem, in Supp. of Mot. for Order Requiring the Government to Return the Original 

Unredactcd Copies of Pet'r's Diary and Other Writings, and to Allow Petr to Share His 

Writings with Counsel (Jan. 15, 2009) at 2. 

• ;, Because Petitioner has not provided any case-specific reasons to expand. the scope of tho 

CMO, because expanding the C:\10 would place a tremendous burden on the Government and 

prolong this litigation, and because the value of additional searches is dubious in light of the 

nature of the Government's case against Petitioner, the Court should de dine to expand the 

CM O's definition of "reasonablv available evidence." • 

B. The CMO permits Respondent to disclose information to Urn Petitioner in 
redacted or summarízed form. 

Petitioner's Request Nos .. l 7b, 17j, 50, 86, 951~, and 96a should be rejected to the extent 

that they assert that Petitioner is entitled to documents in unredactcd förrn. The CMO permits 

Respondent to disclose information to Petitioner's counsel in redacted or summarized form when 

the material disclosed to Petitioner's counsel contains all the information that is subject to 

disclosure. This holds truc for information submitted by the Government in support of its fä.etu al 

return. exculpatory information produced pursuant to CMO § I.D. 1, and other. information 

disclosed pursuant to the CMO. There is no basis for Petitioner's assertion that the CMO 

requires production of documents in complete, unredacted form. 

S lsCBlsT,qaJ9F8 lij>1 
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Petitioner is mistaken when he argues that the presence of unredacted exculpatory 

information in u document supports an inference that redacted information in the same document 

" ,; contains other exculpatory information that the Government has failed to disclose. Disclosure of 

exculpatory information is not evidence of failure to disclose exculpatory information. 

Indeed, this Court has explicitly recognized in this case that the Government may 

properly redact. certain Information from documents disclosed to Petitioner, such as names of 

Government personnel. Sec liusayn v. Gates, 2009 WL 544492, at *l (D.D.C. 2009) (Roberts, 

J.) (holding that it was appropriate for the Government to redact the mames of providers of 

medical treatment from medical records produced to Petitioner)." 

.... - - -- ----··---- 

·, 
" 

4In ALO...dªhy_._linitG.d.SlªtG.~, 559 FJd 539 (D.C. Cir. 2009) (per curiam), the D.C. 
Circu.it set out three requirements that must be met before .. a district court may compel disclosure 
of classified information submitted to a court .w;_p,arte and in_£fgneru. Sec id. at 542 43i 547. 
The ß:.lOdah analysis is not directly applicable in this case, because the ,Al Odah decision 
pertained to information that the Government had submitted in factual returns in support of 
detention för ex 11arte, in_camera review by the court, but had not disclosed to Petitioner's 
counsel. i_çl .... at 542-43. ln this case, on the other hand, the dispute pertains to information 
that has not been presented to the Court in support of detention and is not itself required to be 
disclosed under the Case Management Order, but is contained within documents that also 
contain information that Respondent has disclcsed to Petitioner. ln this case, on order compelling 
disclosure would be appropriate only if Petitioner showed either that Respondents had 
erroneously redacted some material that is required to be disclosed under some provision of the 
Case Management Order, or that a request för the redacted material met the requirements for 
additional discovery under CMO § I.E.2. Petitioner has not shown that any of Respondent's 
redactions were improper, and also has not even attempted to show that the Court should order 
disclosure of redacted material under CMO § I.E.2. 

Even if AJ Odah were applicable in these circumstances, an order compelling disclosure 
would not be appropriate unless the Court first conducted an ex pa,nb in carnera review of the 
redacted ínformation. The court in Al Qdah held that a district court may only compel disclosure 
of redacted material only if it determines (1) that the information is "relevant and mut~rhü,11 that 
is, helpful to the petitioner's habeas case, i~L. at 544; (2) that disclosure of the lnformarion is 
"necessary to facilitate" "meaningful review" by the court of "the cause for detention and the 
Executive's power to detain," id. at 545; and (3) that "alternatives to disclosure would not 
effectively substitute for unredacted access." Id. at 547. The court further noted that even when 
all these requirements arc met, "additional issues" not considered in the Al Odah case still might 

(continued ... ) 
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IU. Petitioner's numerous requests for records of and information about statements he 
has made are not supported by the CMO and fail to meet the narrow tailoring, 
~pedficity, and good cause requirements of CMO § LE'..2. 

Petitioner's requests asking the Court to compel the Government to compile and disclose 

a wide range of additional information u bout statements he made either before his capture or 

while in U .S. custody arc not supported by the CMO, which only requires disclosure of 

statements relied upon by the Government, information about the circumstances in which those 

statements were made, and any statements that would tend to undermine the Government's case 

against Petitioner. GMO§ I.E.I. Petitioner's requests also do not amount to properly supported 
• • requests for limited discovery under§ LE.2, because they make blanket requests for information 

of dubious value, rather than making targeted requests for evidence that could help Petitioner's 

case in a specific way. 

A. Petrtinner's request for statements other than statements relied upon by the 
Government is not supported by the CMO, and Petitioner has not shown that 
his request is likely to produce exculpatory evidence. 

Petitioner's requests for statements made by Petitioner other than those relied upon by 

the Government (Pet'r's Mern, at 5-9, Request Nos. l , 2a--2p, 2r·"··2f1) is not authorized by CMO 

§ I.E.1(2). Respondent has folly complied with CMO § l.E.1 (2)'s requirement to disclose "all 

statements, in whatever form, made or adopted by the petitioner that the government relies on to 

' ., justify detention." The provision clearly contemplates only disclosure of statements by Petitioner 

that the government relics on to justify detention, in whatever form those statements were made 

or recorded. It docs not even arguably require disclosure of separate statements Petitioner has 

made about the same topics. 

4(. 
.. continued) 

weigh against compelling disclosure. Sec h:L. at 548. 

EJEf3Ri!llif,'f.f 6 PS :Ri't 
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The Go vernment ha s sa tisfíed the ter ms of CM O § 1. E. 1 (2) by providing Peti ti oner's 

counsel with copies of all statements by the Petitioner that the Government relies on to justify 

detention: specifically, a propaganda video and certified English translations of six volumes of 

diaries recorded by Petitioner before his capture. Respondent further provided Petitioner with 

copies of the original handwritten Arabic pages of the diaries. In addition, the Government has 

disclosed information, to the extent available, concerníng the circumstances under which 

Petitioner recorded the portions of the diary and video that the Government relics on for 

pnrpcses of detention, as required by CMO § I.E. l (3). The Government has also disclosed 

.. 
' statements by Petitioner that materially undermine information that the Government relies upon 

to justify detention as required by CMO § LD. l I including statements in which Petitioner made 

assertions undermining the portions of the diary or video re Hed on in the factual return. 

Petitioner argues that these extensive disclosures are insufficient, but Petitioner's 

argument is based on a misreading of the CMO. Petitioner contends that the CMO requires 

Respondent to disclose all of Petitioner's statements relating to subjects described in the factual 

return, even if those statements are entirely consistent with the information in the factual return. 

(Pet'r's Mern. at 5-·97 Request Nos. 1, 2a--2p, 2r--2ff). But the plain terms of CMO §LE.I (2) 

require disclosure of only "all statements, in whatever fonn, made or adopted by the petitioner 

that thrt._.ßovemment relies ()n tnjust:ífy detention" (emphasis added). No plausible re .. ading of the 
.. 
' provision would match up with Petitioner's request for disclosure øf all stu terncnts relating to 

information that the government relies on to justify detention. 

Petitioner argues that his request is consistent with orders compelling discovery in other 

Guantanamo habeas cases, but Petitioner simply rnischaracterizes those orders. None of the 

orders cited in Petitioner's memorandum required disclosure of all other statements by a habeas 

8'e@M'if'/N 8F'8ftff 
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petítioner relating u, fhc. subject mf1ttet of the statements relied upon by the Govcmrnent. Rather, 

these orders only required disclosure of alternative documents and recordings memorializing the 

specific statements the Government relied upon (that is, either forms of the statements relied 

upon), or at most required disclosure of other, later statements describing or referring back to 

I • 
those earlier statements. None of these orders extended further to require the Government to 

identify ond produce all statements that merely relate to the same subject nmtter as the 

statements relied upon by the Government. Sec, e.g.1 Al Odah v. United States, 2009 WL 

382098, at "'1 (D.D.C. Feb. 12, 2009) (Kollar-Kotelly, J.) (ordering production of statements 

about statements relied upon hy the Government); Z.çmiri v. Obama, 2009 WL l l 1858, at* 1 

(D.D.C. Feb. 9i 2009) (Kollar-Kotelly, J.) (ordering production of statements about statements 

relied upon by the Government); AJ-Adahi v. Ç)bama, 607 F. Supp. 2d 131, 132 (D.D.C. 2009) 

(Kess.ler, l) (ordering production of "interrogation logs or plans for those interrogations of the 

Petitioner that elicited statements upon which the Government relics to justify its detention"); 

Alj Qattaa v. Ogama, 2009 WL 691130, at *l (D.D.C. Mar. 13~ 2009) (Huveíle, J.) (ordering 

production of other records of the statements relied upon by the Government); see also Abdullah 

v. Bush, "2009 \VL 3080507, ut* 1 2 (D.D.C. Sept 28, 2009) (Roberts, J.) {interpreting CMO 

§ I, E.1 (2) as requiring production of other records of the statements relied upon by the 

Government}. 

Contrary to Petitioner's argument, other judges of this Court havo repeatedly rejected 

broad-rangíng requests for all statements made by habeas petitioners. See, e.g., 8adkhan v. 

Obama, 608 F. Supp. 2d 33: 41 (D.D.C. 2009) (Collyer, J.) (denying request for all statements 

made by a habeas petitioner who the Government acknowledged had consistently maintained his 

innocence, finding that "[hjaving scores of exhibits that demonstrate [petitioner's claims of 

fif:l!ctH!ff/:1'4 8 F8RN 
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innocence] would serve no purpose and would unduly burden the Government and this habeas 

process"); Hat im v. Obama, No. 05-ov-1429 at •2-3 (D.D.C. Feb. 17, 2009) (dkt. no. 217) 

(Urbina, J.) (denying request for all statements by petitioner and only granting request for 

An additional, crucial distinction is that the orders cited by Petitioner were issued in 

production of other records of statements relied upon by the Government); Al-GhiZZJl.JYi v. 

Obama, 600 F. Supp. 2.d 5, 7 (D.D.C. 2009) (Rates, J.) (same). 

circumstances where the Government was relying on records memorializing statements that 

detainees made under interrogation, such as interrogation reports. Sorne of these petitioners 

argued that such interrogation reports might not be the best available evidence of what a 

petttíoner actually said in an Interrogation, ln this. case, by contrast, the statements the 

Government is relying on are not recorded interrogations of Petitioner; rather, they are 

statements contained within a diary and a video recorded by the Petitioner before his capture, not 

under interrogation. The Government has already provided Petitioner's counsel with Images of 

the original handwritten Arabic pages of Petitioner's diary, as well as a copy of the video 

recorded by Petitioner. The Government has also provided Petitioner's counsel with information 

known to the Government about the circumstances under which Petitioner recorded these 

• • 
statements, as required by CMO §LE.I (3). Thus, Petitioner has no basis för arguing that he has 

been denied access to the best and most direct evidence of his statements. Moreover, under CMO 

§ U).J, Respondent hm¡ already provided Peti tioner with statements by the Petitioner that 

conflict with or otherwise. undermine the diary and video statements the Government relies on, 

so Petitioner also has not been denied access to evidence that might contradict his. statements or 

the Government's interpretation of those statements. 

CMO § I.E.2 also docs not support Petitioner's request för statements relating to subjects 

SECftET/.NOfPO.R.N 
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discussed in the factual return. Petitioner's blanket request for all statements relating to the same 

subject matter as his prior statements is not "narrowly tailored." ln light of the disclosures 

Respondent has already made; the request also is not "likely to produce evidence that 

demonstrates that the petitioner's detention is unlawful." Petitioner also has not shown that these 

requests "will enable; the petitioner to rebut the factual basis for his detention without unfairly 

disrupting or unduly burdening the government." Additional statements by Petitioner that merely 

corroborate the Government's contentions logically cannot undermine those contentions. 

Consequently, Respondent's disclosure of the diary volumes relied upon by the Government to 

support Petitioner's detention, copies of Petitioner's original handwritten Arabic diary volumes, 

and the propaganda video relied upon by the Government fully satisfy the requirements of CMO 

§ I.E. I (2). 

• • 

Pefüio.ne.r's requesfs för additional inrormation about his diarh~s arc not 
lilwly to produce exculpatory inrormation • 

Petítíoner's various requests for additional information and evidence concerning tile diary 

materials cited in Respondent's factual return should be denied, because Petitioner has not 

shown how any of the requests would uncover exculpatory information. Indeed, Petitioner has 

rnainrained in his papers that his diaries contaiu an accurate account of his activities before his 

capture. 

Respondent acknowledged in the factual return that Petitionerts diaries indicate that he 

suffered cognitive impairment from u shrapnel injury for n number of years. Factua] Return~ 23, 

Respondent has also searched for information materially undermining the reliability ofthe diary 

as required by CMO § I.D.1, including any information that suggests that the passages relied. 

upon by the Government did not recount true events, were not written by Petitioner before his 

Ø~CIM!ífh'( 8P8iftN 
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capture as described in the factual return, or had a meaning other than the meaning accorded to 

them in the factual return. The Government disclosed any such information to Petitioner's 

counsel. The Government also provided Petítíoner's counsel with copies of the diaries, including 

copies of the original untranslated Arabic pages, to permit Petitioner and his counsel to evaluate 

the diaries. themselves. To the extent that Petitioner's Request Nos. 54, 55, and 56 simply mirror 
• • 

the requirements of the CMO or the disclosures Respondent has already made, Petitioner's 

requests should be denied. 

To the extent that Petitioner requests that the Court compel a search for additional 

in formation that might mise doubts a bout his diaries, Petitioner' s requests are not justified by . 

any provision of the CYl:O and are not likely lo lead to the discovery of' exculpatory evidence . .lt 

first bears noting that Petitioner has not himself disclaimed authorship of the diaries or directly 

disputed the Government's interpretation of any specific portion of the diaries. On the contrary, 

Petitioner hæs maintained that the diary volumes relied upon by Respondent contain an accurate 

account of his activities. See Mern. in Supp. of Mot. for Order Requiring the Government to 

'· ' 
Return the Original Unredacted Copies of'Pet'r'e Diary and Other Writings, ami To Allow Pet'r 

to Share His Writings with Counsel (Jan, 15) 2009) at 2 ('•Volumes 5 and 6 [of Petitioner's 

diaries] were drafted before Petitioner's arrest and date most closely to the time of his arrest 

They are critically important to show what Petitioner was doing during this time frame .... "). 

This is reason enough by itself to deny Petitioner's requests regarding the diaries. CC Al-Ansi v. 

01?,;tIJ.Ui, 2009 WL 2600751, at "'I (D.D.C. Aug. 20, 2009) (Kessler, J.) (rejecting request for 

production of documents concerning the competence of translators who had produced 

translations relied on by the Government, noting that "Petitioner has not identified any specific 

words, phrases, or statements from any evidence upon which the Government relies in the: 

r,JîJCR"EJ'r/N OFOæ', 
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Factual Return that he alleges was not properly translated, summarized, or paraphrased.'} 

Moreover, Petitioner's requests for additional searches for information about the diaries 

are simply too broad and are not supported by a showing of good cause as required by CMO § 

LE.2, Further evidence that Petitioner suffered any mental illness or cognitive impairment 

(Request No. 54) would not be relevant without any indication that one of the specific diary 

-passages relied upon by the Government was actually linked to the mental or cognitive 

impainnent. Petitioner's request för such evidence therefore does not fäll within the scope of 

CMO § LD. I or§ J.E.2(1 ), (2), (3), or ( 4), 

Petitioner's request for "evidence tending to indicate that Petitioner's diary has been 

altered, damaged, or otherwise redacted in any way" since his capture (Request No. 55) also fails 

the requirements of§ l.E.2(1) and (2), because ít is impossible for the Government to discern 

what fonn of discovery Petitioner ls seeking or what criteria the Government could use to 

identify responsive material. Cf. Wagener v. SBC Pension Benefit Plan------Non~Dargained 

Program, 2007 WL 915209 at " 1 (D.D.C. 2007) (Lamberth, J.) (denying motion to compel 

response to request in civil litigation för "documents tending to support or refute" certain 

contentions, finding that the request was "vague and ambiguous"). lt is also unclear what further 

relevant information Petitioner's request could produce, The only way evidence of alteration, 

damage, or redaction of the diaries following Petitioner's capture would be relevant would be to 

show that the Government had doctored, falsified, or misconstrued tho diary passages it is 

relying on. But the Government has already disclosed copies of the original Arabic pages of the 

diary volumes to Petitioner and his counsel, so Petitioner ís already able to assess the 

authenticity of the diaries or dispute the Government's interpretation of specific passages. 

Petitioner fä ils to explain how evidence of alteration, damage, or redaction of the diaries 
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following Petitioner's capture could be relevant for any other reason. Such evidence therefore 

Petitioner's request for evidence that the diary was written in "multiple voices" (Request 

would not fall within the scope of CMO § LD.1 or§ I.E.2(3) or ( 4). 

No. 56) is equally puzzling. The best place to look for information about the content of 

... 
' Petitioner's diaries or any aspects of the writing style Petitioner used in composing them is in the 

diaries themselves. Petitioner and his counsel are already fully able to evaluate and make 

arguments based on the content and style of the diaries, and in any event, evidence that the 

Petitioner wrote the diary in "multiple voices" would not necessarily suggest that the diary was 

not an accurate account of events. 

Petitioner's reg u est for information suggesting that diary passages are "unable to be 

substantiated" (Request No. 56) also is not authorized by the CMO. Information that suggested a 

diary passage relied upon by the Government did not reflect true events would likely undermine 

the Government's cerne, would therefore amount to exculpatory evidence, and therefore would 

have already disclosed to Petitioner. But evidence that simply indicated that the Government had 
• ' 

not found other evidence independently verifying or corroborating a certain diary passage would 

not undermine the Government's case. Petitioner remains free to point 01,1t any ambiguity or lack 

of corroborating evidence in a future merits proceeding. Petitioner's request seeking evaluations 

of the diaries by the Government or Government agents also has no basis in the CMO, for the 

reasons explained at length in section IV .I below. 

Accordingly, Petitioner's Request Nos. 54, 55, and 56 should be denied. 

C. There is no basis for see-king disclosure of information about the 
circumstances in which Petitioner made exculpatory staterne-n ts while in U.S. 
custody. 

There is no basis in the CMO for Petitioner's requests for additional information 

• !• Sl!iCRE'F.'PfOF9~J 
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regarding the circumstances of exculpatory statements made by Petitioner while in U .S, custody 

(Pet'r's Mern. at 15--,18; Request No. 15). 

As required by CMO § I.D.1, Respondent conducted a search for statements made by 

Petitioner that materially undermine the information presented in support of detention, and 

disclosed those statements ln Petitioner's counsel. Petitioner farther seeks information about the 

circumstnnccs under which Petitioner made such statements, arguing that the circumstances 

themselves may be exculpatory and should be disclosed under CMO § l.D.l, 

Petitioner's request is based on the notion that Petitioner made some of these exculpatory 

statements under coercive interrogation while in t; .S. custody, and protestations of innocence 

made under such conditions have special meaning. Petitioner and other detainees have argued 

that information obtained under torture is inherently unreliable, sec, e.g., Am. Pet. for Writ of 

Habeas Corpus,~ 79--R2 (Aug. 25, 2008), and in the interest of streamlining this case and 

avoiding litigation of such issues, in this case the Respondent has forgone any reliance on 

statements the Petitioner made while in US. custody. But Petitioner now argues that while "the 

reliability of an ineul-pator~ statement is. undermined by evidence [of] duress, the reliability of an 

~xculpaton: statement made under duress is enhanced." Pct'rs Mern. at 18 n.28. Petitioner has 

not presented any scientific evidence, or even anecdotal evidence, to support this bit of 

speculative pop psychology, and it should be rejected for that reason alone. Moreover, 

I ,, Petitioner's argument is inconsistent with the normal process of factfinding in U.S. courts. 

Petitioner is essentíally asking the Court to presume that statements favorable to Petitioner arc 

reliable but that unfavorable statements made under the same or similar circumstances are not 

reliable. Ti pping the seal e in Petitioner's fa vor in such a maimer would cut at the very 

foundations of the adversarial process=courts do not look to the content of a statement to 

OHCRf3THi8f¥@RN 
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determine whether the statement is reliable; rather, they assess the reliability of a statement to .. 
' determine the value of its content.' 

Moreover, Petitioners request implicates discovery into details of the CIA 's detention 

and interrogation program. As explained in declarations accompanying earlier filings by 

Respondent, see, e.g., Resp't's Opp'n to Pet'r's Mot. for Relief from Improper Classification 

many details of this program remain extremely sensitive and 

highly classified. Petitioner has not demonstrated a sufficient need for information about the 

details of the CIA detention program to justify the significant burdens such an inquiry would 

• ' 
impose on the Government, 

Accordingly, Petitioner's Request No. 15 should be denied. 

D. Tbc Court bas already ruled on Petltioners requests for access to 
Petitioner's other writings. 

Petitioner's motion for discovery also reiterated Petitioner' s earlier request for 

production of certain diaries and other documents created by the Petitioner (Pet'r's Mern. at 

27~3 l & n, 45~ Request Nos. 77, 78a-d.). After the filing of Peûtioner's motion, the Court 

i 
' 

.sPetitioner also asserts in a footnote that information regarding the circumstances of 
exculpatory statements is required by§ I.E.1(3) of the CMO. See Pet'r's Mern. at 18 n.28. But 
the terms of that provision expressly limit its reach to statements "that the government relies on 
to justify detention." See CMO § I.E.1(2)-(3). Thus, the terms of the CMO in fact provide reason 
to deny Petitioner's request. See Al~Ansi v. Obama, 2009 WL 260075 l, at " l (D.D.C. Aug. 20, 
2009) (Kessler, J.) ("The Government is required to produce 'circumstances information' only 
for those statements upon which the Goverrunent relies."); Rabbani v. Ohrurm, 2009 WL 
25887021 at •4 (D.D.C. Aug. 20, 2009) (Urbina, J.) ("Section I.E.1 requires the production of 
'circumstances' evidence only for those statements mude by the petitioner on which the 
government rel ks."). 
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granted in part and denied in part Petitioner's earlier motion seeking these materials, requiring 

Respondent to produce certain documents sought by the Petitioner by November 30> 2009, and 

otherwise denying Petitioner' s motion. See Mern. Order at 11 (Oct. 1, 2009). To the extent that 

Request Nos. 77, 78a, 78b, 78c, or 78d are intended to reiterate any requests that the Court 

denied in its Memorandum Order, the Court should deny the requests based on the Court's prior 

denial and because the requests do not meet the narrow tailoring and good cause requirements of 

'i 
!~ 

CMO § LE.2(1), (3), and (4). 

IV. Most of Petitioner's other requests to compel addltíenal searches and disclosures 
are based on misreading of the CMO or fail to meet the requirements for limited 
discovery under CMO § I.E.2. 

Most of Petitioner's remaining requests ask the Court to compel the Govemrneru to 

search for and disclose additional categories of documents that are not required to be disclosed 

under the CMQ, and most of the requests do not meet the mandatory narrow tailoring, 

specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO § LE.2, Thus1 all but one of these requests 

should be denied for the reasons explained in the sections below. Respondent does not object to 

Petitionerts Request N o. 49, as explained below. 

i 
I 
), 

A. Requests that simply reiterate the Government's obligation to disclose 
exculpatory evidence under CMO § I.DJ should be denied; Petitioner has 
not presented any evidence suggesting tilat the Government bas. not complied 
with § I.DJ. 

As Respondent stated in Section I above, in instances where Petitioner requested material 

"tending to undermine" a. certain proposition; or used similar general language, Respondent has 

assumed that Petitioner's requests incorporate the same materiality criterion as CMO § I.D. l, 

and seek only "reasonably available evidence" as currently defined under the CMO. Under this 

reading, many of Petitioner's requests simply seek material that Respondent agrees is required to 

Rl!l l!!Mfli/f i 8 f1"'1Jtll ¡ 
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be disclosed as exculpatory information under CMO § I .D. 1. Respondent, however, has already 

.. 
y 

searched for and disclosed exculpatory information under ê LD. 1, and Petitioner has not 

presented evidence that Respondent has failed to comply with the CMO. Thus, any requests that 

effectively retterate the requirements of CMO §LD.I in general terms should be denied. ~ee, 

~. Bin Attash v. Obama~ 628 F. Supp. 2d 24, 32 (D.D,C. 2009) (Lamberth, J.) C'Absent a 

specific and colorable claim that the government has not produced material exculpatory 

evidence, the Court cannot order the government to reconduct a search .... "). 

Request Nos. 12, 13a-e1 17d, l 7g, 27a-d, 29d-c, 29g-h, 29j, 35a-h> 35d-e, 37a-c, 

39a e, -l l a-d, 46, 58b--e, 58h, 71 b-c, 71 f g, and 75a b do not appear to extend further than 

Respondent's disclosure obligations under§ I.D.1, and these requests should be denied in full. In 

addition, some other requests (Request Nos. 9, 16; l Te-e, 17e, 17h-j, 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 

25, 26, 2&, 29a-c, 2 9î, 30, 31 a, 33, 34, 35c, 36, J 8, 40, 42, 43, 47, 48, 5 O, 54, 55, 56, 58a, 61, 64, 

68a-b, 71a, 71 d-e, 72) are partly encompassed within Respondent's disclosure obligations under 

§ lD. l. as described in more detail in the Supplement to this memorandum. These requests 

should be denied to the extent that they merely reiterate the requirements of the CMO. 

B. The Government's obligation under the CMO to disclose documents or 
objects relied upon by the Government extends only to documents or objects 
relied upon by the Government. 

CMO § I.E. I (1) only requires disclosure of documents and objects relied upon by the 

Government in support of Petitioner's detention, so the Court should reject Petitioner's requests 

for disclosure of documents and objects that are merely mentioned in the factual return and are 

not relied upon by the Government 

The CMO entered by the Court on Novemher 6, 2008, initially contained a provision 

requiring broad disclosure of all documents and objects in the Government's possession that 
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were "referenced in the factual return." However, on December L6, 2008, in response to a 

Government motion for reconsideration, the Court amended this provision so that it only 

required disclosure of documents and objects "that the government re Líes on to justify detention." 

CMO § I.E. 1(1). T11e amendment narrowed the scope of the Government's disclosure obligations 
I: 

under CMO § I.E. I. Hence, in Bin Arta.sh v. Obama, 62& F. Supp. 2d 24 (D.D.C. 2009\ fod ge 

Lamberth denied a request fot objects mentioned in the factual return, noting that to grant such a 

request "would be to ignore the language of the Amended CMO and revert to the Original CMO, 

which required production of the objects 'referenced in the factual return. m ld.. at 37 & u.l. The 

Court noted that Petitioner remained free to argue in merits proceedings that the Court should 

draw certain conclusions from the fact that the Government had not produced the objects, Id. at 

37 «: 
1· 

Petitioner requests numerous documents and objects that are mentioned in exhibits to the 

factual return but that are not relied on by the Government in support of Petitioner's detention 

(Pet'r's Mern. at 9-12, Request Nos. 3, 4, 5, 6) 7, 8, 10) 11): training manuals, passports) a 

computer, electronic parts, a document containing a phone number connected to ISN 6&2, 

Respondent's factual return in support of detention does not rely on the existence or 

characteristics of any of these particular objects as part of the factual basis for detaining 

Petitioner, and they therefore do not foll within the scope of CMO § I.E. I. Respondent has not 

permanently disclaimed any right to amend the factual return to rely on such objects, but the 

CMO does not provide any basis for disclosure of such objects unless Respondent has first 

amended its factual return in such a manner. 
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C. Requests for additional corroborating evidence or neutra] evidence have no 
basis in the CMO and are not likely to lead to the preductlon of evidence that 
rebuts the factual basis for Petitioner's detention. 

No provision of the CMO requires the Government to produce, at Petitioner's request or 

otherwise, additional evidence that would corroborate the Government's case for detention or 

that would neither support nor undermine the Government's case for detention. And no provision 

of the CMO provides a vehicle by which Petitioner can compel the Government to further 
.. 
' enhance the allegations it has made in its factual return. Accordingly, the Court should reject 

requests that seek additional evidence corroborating the Government's account or that seek 

neutral evidence that docs not affect the Government's case one way or the other. 

Petitioner argues that without further "clarífîcation, detail or evidentiary support," he will 

not have a "meaningful opportunity to challenge the allegetions upon which Respondents base 

his detention." Pet'rs App'x at 32. Respondent's allegations are in fact quite detailed and 

extensive. To the extent Petitioner finds them unsatisfactory, however, Petitioner can "challenge 

the al legations upon which Respondents base his detention" in the traverne required under CMO 

, II.Gor in subsequent merits proceedings. Petitioner is free in his papers to tell his own side of 

i 

' 
the story or to argue that the Government's factual return and supporting material are susceptible 

to multiple interpretations, are too vague to justify Petitioner's detention, or are legally 

insufficient to justify detention. What Petitioner cannot do is force the Government through 

discovery to provide additional evidence or detail to support or enhance its allegations. See 

Sadkhan v. Obama, 608 F. Supp. 2d 33, 40 (D.D.C. 2009) (Collyer, J.) (denying request for 

discovery and stating; "The Government has presented the evidence on which it intends to rely to 

support its allegations. It does not need to search for more evidence in support ofits case."); Bin 

Attash v. Obama, 628 F. Supp. 2d 24, 37 & n.7 (D.D.C. 2009) (Lamberth, J.) (noting that a 
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petitioner can point to a dearth of corroborating evidence in merits proceedings but cannot rely 

on the absence of evidence to justify a request för discovery); jd. at 36-.37 (denying request for 
.. 
' "primary documents" underlying reports contained in the factual return). 

Petitioner suggests that the disclosure; of add i tio nal evidence corroborating the 

Government's. case conceivably might indirectly help Petitioner by helping him identify other 

wishful thinking is not enough to satisfy CMO § I.E.2's requirement that requests for additional 

limited discovery be narrowly tailored and lik.clY. to lead to the discovery of information that 

undcrminca the Government's case. Indeed, even in the context of U.S. domestic criminal 

proceedings, the Government's responsibility to disclose evidence under Brady v, Maryland) 373 

U.S. 83 (1963), extends only to materially exculpatory evidence and does not require disclosure 

' ' 
of additional evidence of guilt or neutral evidence. TI1e Supreme Court has held that criminal 

prosecutors are. "under no duty to report .. , to the defendant all that they kam about the case 

and about their witnesses," Unit.ød S~tQs ~' 427 lJ.S. 97, l 09 (1975) (quoting In re 

Imbler, 387 P.2d 6y I 4 (Cal. 1963)), and there is "no constitutional requirement that the 

prosecution make a complete and detailed accounting to the defense of all police investigatory 

work on a case," MC1me v. lllinois, 408 U.S. 786, 795 ( 1972). 

Accordingly, Petitioner's Request Nos, 3, 4, 5, 6. 7, 8, 10, 11, 73. 74, Bl a-b, 82, 83, 84. 

87, 88) 89, 9(\ 91 n e) 93a e, and 94 should be denied in full, and Request Nos. 20, 31 b, 50, 60) 

63) 73, 74, and 86 should be denied to the extent that they seek or request that the Government 

search for additional evidence corroborating the Government's account or neutral evidence, as 

further detailed in the Supplement. 

Fur similar reasons, the Court should not require the Government to search för ami 
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disclose information or evidence that does net undermine the Government's case in support of 

Petitioner's detention, but only suggests that the Government cannot prove more serious or 

dotai led contentions beyond the contentions stated ln the factual return. Petitioner's task in this 

proceeding is to defeat the contentions that the Government has presented to the Court He 

cannot prevail simply by defeating some set of hypothetical contentions of his own choosing. No 

purpose would be served by compelling the Government to search for information that would 

• • help Petitioner refute allegations the Government has not made, nor does the CMO provide any 

basis to requ ire disclosure of this kind of information. Such disclosure is not required by CMO 

§ I .D. I, because that provision only contemplates disclosure of evidence that would undermine 

information the Government has actually "presented to support the government's justification for 

detaining the petitioner." CMO § l.E.2 also does not authorize additional discovery of such 

information, because that provision similarly only authorizes discovery of information that will 

"enable the petitioner to rebut the factual basis" the Government has presented in favor of 

detention." 

For example, for purposes of this proceeding the Government has not contended that 

I • 
Petitioner had any personal involvement in planning or executing either the 1998 embassy 

bombings in Nairobi, Kenya, and Dar-es-Salaam, Tanzania, or the attacks of September 11. 

2001. Thus, there is no basis for Petitioner to demand that the Government search for evidence 

that Petitioner was not involved in or lacked prior knowledge of these attacks, as Petitioner 

6Some of Petitioner's requests for additional corroborating evidence seek evidence 10 
corroborate contentions that the Government has not in fact made in this case. Because the CMO 
does not authorize even discovery of additional evidence corroborating the Government's case, 
petitioner's request for additional corroborating evidence on matters Respondent does not assert 
should be denied. 
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• ' requests in Request Nos. 19 and 2 l. The Government also has not contended in this proceeding 

that at the time of his cupture, Petitioner had knowledge of any specific impending terrorist 

operations other than his own thwarted plans. Accordingly, there is no reason or basis to compel 

the Government tø search for information indicating that Petitioner had no knowledge of such 

impending terrorist operations, as Petitioner requests in his Request No. 66. 

Accordingly, Petitioner'u Request Nos. 17c, 17f: l ?h-1, 19, 21, 23, 25, 29a-c, 29ij 32, 

35c, 3.5f, 48i 58a, 62, 63, 661 68a--c1 71 e, 721 and 92 should be denied to the extent that they seek 

information about contentions nat made hy the Government, as further detailed in the 

Supplement. 

ln addltion, the CMO does not require the Government to search for evidence that ,. 
" undermines evidence that the Government has produced only as exculpatory evidence under 

CMO § LD.I and that the Government does not otherwise rely on to support Petitioner's 

detention. Requests for evidence that might undermine exculpatory evidence also fail to meet the 

requirements of CMO § LD. I (1 ), (3), and (4), because evidence that is at odds with evidence that 

undermines the Government' s case would not necessarily further undermine the Government' s. 

case= .. ,ít might be neuual, or it might even help the Govemment's cerne. Accordingly, the Court 

should reject Request Nos. 35g and 35h, which seek evidence to undermine information the 

Government disclosed as exculpatory evidence.~ Factual Return j 64.a.ii nn.18, 19. 

D. Information that suggests Qnly tfoat Petitioner w»~ not n "member" of .ul~ 
Qahln is consístent with the Government's factual alleganens against 
Petitioner and therefore is not exculpatory. i 

'y 

Evidence indicating that Petitioner is not a member of al-Qaida or had ideological 

differences with al-Qaida fo not inconsistent with the factual allegations made in the 

Governmenr s factual return, because the Government has not. contended in this proceeding that 

Dfi@lt@T:îf 8F8æt 
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Petitioner was a member of al-Qaida or otherwise formally identified with al-Qaida. Instead) the 

Government' s detention of Petitioner is based on Petitioner's actions as an affiliate of al-Qaida. 

Petitioner's various requests seeking statements by Petitioner or other evidence simply 

.. 
' 

suggesting that Petitioner is not a member of al~Qaida or had ideological differences with al- 

Qaída (Pet'r' s Mern. at 13-15; Request Nos. l O) 14, 441 50, .59, 64~ 68a, 95 f, 96i-j) therefore 

should be denied. 

Respondent does not contend that Petitioner was a "member" of al-Qaida in the sense of 

having sworn baxat (allegiance) or having otherwise satisfied any formal criteria that either 

Petitioner or al-Qaida may have considered necessary for inclusion 1n al-Qaida, Nor is the 

Government detaining Petitioner based on any allegation that Petitioner views himself as part of 

al-Qaida as a matter of subjective personal conscience, ideology, or world view. Rather> 

Respondent's detention of Petitioner is based on conduct and actions that esta bli sh Petitioner 

was "part of" hostile forces and "substantially supported" those forces. See Factual Return at 23 

n.11. 

Respondent conducted a thorough search for information undermining the Government's 

allegations regarding Petitioner's conduct and actions as required by the CMO, and it disclosed 

all such information identified in the search, This included statements in which Petitioner denied 

being a member of al-Qaida or expressed ideological disagreements with al-Qaida in a manner or 

a context in which the statement arguably suggested Petitioner's conduct and actions were notor 

were not likely 10 have been aligned with al-Qaida. Thus, to the extent that Petitioner's requests 

simply seek information undermining the Government's allegations about his conduct, 

Petitioner's requests should be denied because they simply reiterate the requirements of the 

CMO. See supra section IV.A; 
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In light of the nature and extent ofthe Government's allegations, however, statements 

and evidence that suggest only that Petitioner was not formally a "member" of al-Qaida, but do 

not undermine any aspect of the Government's account of Petitioner's conduct and actions, do 

not materially undermine the Government's asserted basis for detention. As such, statements and 

evidence of this kind do not fall within CMO § l.D.1, nor are they likely to result in the 

discovery of exculpatory evidence for purposes of CMO § I.E.2. See Hamlily v. Obama, 6!6 F. 

Supp. 2<l 631 75, 76-77 (D.D.C. 2009) {Bates, J.) (noting, upon considering the legal standard for 

detention, that the Court "will, by necessity, employ an approach that is more functional than 

formal,') and noting that "if the evidence demonstrates that an individual did not identify himself 

• ' 1:1s a member; but .. , rendered frequent substantive assistance to al Qaeda, whether operational, 

financial or otherwise, then a court might conclude that he was a 'part of the organization"). 

For the same reason, any evidence that suggested only that Petitioner may have had 

ideological disagreements with or reservations about al-Qaida, its leaders, or its. methods, but 

that would not undermine Respondent's allegations about the actions Petitioner actually 

performed or planned, would not fall within CMO § J.T)J, and its production: would not he likely 

to result in the discovery of exculpatory evidence for purposes ofCMO § I.E.2. In simple terms, 

the issue in this habeas corpus action is Petitioner's conduct. Private or public renunciations of 

violence would not abrogate the Government's authority 10 detain a person who has espoused 

violence in his actions and has demonstrated through his conduct that he poses a national 

security threat to the United Slates consistent with principles derived from the traditional law of 

war. 

Accordingly, Petitioner's Request Nos. 10, 14)44, SOi 59, 64, 68a, 95í~ and 96í-j should 

be denied to the extent that they seek statements by Petitioner or other evidence that suggests 
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only that Petitioner was not a "member" of al-Qaida or disagreed with al-Oaida's ideology or 

methods, but that does not bear on the conduct or actions attributed to Petitioner by the 

Government 

• • 
For similar reasons. Petitioner's Request No. 64 should be denied to the extent that it 

seeks "evidence ... that tends to support that Petitioner, .. was not a member of the Taliban." 

The Government does not contend in its factual return that Petitioner was a "member" of the 

Taliban. The Court should also deny Petitioner's Request No. 63 to the extent it seeks 

unspecified information suggesting that another individual not named in the factual return, l bn al 

Shaykh al Libi, disagreed with the philosophy or methods of Usarna Bin Ladin or al-Qaida. 

Again, the relevant issue in this case is Petitíoner'e conduot+Petitlonerts personal philosophy is 

not relevant except to the extent that it is reflected in his actions, and the personal philosophies 

of other persons are even farther afield from being relevant. 

Petitioner also makes several requests related to material cited in footnote 13 of the 

Government' s Factual Return (Pet'r's Mern. n.3; Request N os. 2q_, 58f~g), which clarifies the 

Government's allegations regarding the Petitioner's relationship with al-Qaida. The material in 

footnote 13 of the Government's factual return was included to define the contours of the 

Government's position to help the Court and Petitioner understand precisely what the 

Government alleges and what it does not allege about the relationship between Petitioner and 

Usarna Bin Ladin and al-Qaida. The Government díd not present the information or material 

related in this footnote as evidence justifying Petitioner's detention, and concedes that the Court 

should not consider the custodial statements referenced in this footnote except for the sake of 

understanding how the Government has cabined its allegations. See Factual Return~ 48 n.13. 

f. 

' 
Accordingly, there is no basis for disclosure of the information requested by Petitioner's Request 
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Nos. 2q, 58f. or 58g. 

E. Evidence that indicates that a witness or other source did not supply 
information against Petitioner is not categorically exculpatory; such evidence 
is exculpatory only in circumstances where the Government's contentions 
sug~est that the witness or sou rec would have been expected to supply 
information against Petttloner, 

Evidence that a given witness or source did not provide information against 

Petitioner-what Petitioner terms "negative identification" evidence-e-does not necessarily 

undermine the Government's case. Rather, such evidence is almost always merely neutral. Such 

evidence is exculpatory, and subject to disclosure under CMO § l.D.1, only in circumstances 

• ' where, if the Government's contentions were accurate, the witness or source would have been 

expected to provide information against the Petitioner. Thus, Petitioner's various requests for 

information about whether certain individuals and sources could not or did not provide 

information abuut Petitioner sweep too broadly; requiring the Gu vernrnent to se arch for and 

disclose all evidence of this sort would defy both the terms of the CMO and common sense. 

As discussed above, the CMO 's disclosure and discovery provisions only authorize 

discovery of evidence that tends to materially undermine the Government's case against 

Petitioner; it does not authorize discovery of neutral evidence that neither supports nor 

undermines the Government's case. Evidence that a witness or other source did not provide 

information ahout Petitioner would amount to exculpatory evidence in some instances, but in 
• ' other instances such information would simply be neutral. Whether such evidence is exculpatory 

or neutral depends on specific details and circumstances. For example, if the Government 

contended that A attended a gathering, and a witness who was at the gathering stated that A was 

not there, the witness's statement would most likely be exculpatory. If the witness did not say 

one way or another whether A was at the gathering, the witness's statement probably would not 
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be exculpatory, If the witness merely stated that he did not see A at the gathering, whether the 

witness's statement was exculpatory might depend, for example, on whether the gathering was a 

small meeting where four persons were present or a large meeting where 400 persons were 

present-common experience suggests that the witness probably would have seen A in a small, 

intimate meeting, but common experience would not necessarily suggest that the witness would 

have seen A amid a crowd of hundreds. 

Respondent searched for and disclosed evidence about witness statements that tended to 

materially undermine the Government's case against Petitioner, includíng, for example, 
• ' instances where detainees claimed not to recognize or claimed not to know individuals who the 

Government contends associated with them. Petitioner asserts, however, that he is entitled to 

broader disclosure of several categories of evidence about whether certain sources dld nol 

provide information against Petitioner. Request No. 1 O argues, for example, that a document 

containing names of al-Qaida members would be exculpatory if the list did not include 

Petitioner. And Request Nos. 31 a, 33, and 43 suggest that any statements that do not identify 

Petitioner as a terrorist associate should be treated as equivalent to statements that suggest that 

Petitioner is not a terrorist associate .. See Request Nos. 3 la, 33; 43 (seeking evidence of certain 

individuals' "inability to identify or name Petitioner" as a terrorist associate). 

i ,, Petitioner's extreme notion of what constitutes exculpatory evidence ignores the practical 

purposes of the disclosure and discovery provisions of the CMO. Adopting Petitioner's 

definition would require the Government to search for and disclose a large volume of irrelevant 

evidence to Petitioners' counsel, which would impose an enormous burden on the Government 

without serving any legitimate purpose. 

Requests attempting to categorize neutral evidence as exculpatory evidence should be 
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rejected. Petitioner's request for a list of al-Qaida. members (Pet'r's Mern. at 19 n.11, Request 

No. l. O) should be rejected because the list would not be exculpatory for purposes of the CMO 

even if Petitioner was not named on the list. Respondent has not relied on the list to support 

Peeítloner's detention, nor has it asserted that the list described in the document is a 

IV.D, Respondents have not contended in this proceeding that Petitioner is u member of al- 

comprehensive roster of all al-Qaida associates, Indeed, as explained above, ,S.Q.§:. fil:U'.rn section 

Petitioner' s Request Nos. 31 n, 33, und 43 should be rejected to the extent that they 

Qaída, so whether Petitioner appeared cm a list of al-Qaida members would not be relevant in 

this case. 

Petitioner as a terrorist associate or lacked knowledge of Petitioner's activities, These requests 

request information suggesting that certain individuals did not provide information identî(ying 

pertain to Sayf al-Adl and four detainees identified as ISN 7 53, ISN 1453, ISN 1457, and ISN 

1461, Information suggesting tha; none of-these persons provided information specifically 

• • identifying Petitioner as an associate of terrorists would not undermine the Government's 

allegations against Petitioner, Sec Bin At.ta$[LY_,, Obama, 628 F. Supp. 2d 24, 31-32 (D.D.C. 

2009) (Lamberth, .L) (holding that an interrogation report in which a detainee "[did] not mention 

petitioner's name as someone who was involved" was merely neutral, not exculpatory). 

Also, the Government's factual return alleges that one of these indlviduals=-Suyf al- 

Adl -had direct dealings with Petitioner, and the Government accordingly searched reasonahly 

avaílable evidence för information suggesting that Say f al-Adl did not know Petitioner or did not 

know of Ms ties to al-Ouida. But the Government's factual return does not either assert or 

implicitly depend on any contention that any of the other four individuals had direct knowledge 

of Petitioner's activities. The Government has never contended that al-Qaida is a closed circle in 
:¡ 
• SE@Jtt!'f,TJ Of P8ft.P4 
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which every member, associate, or operative of the group knows everything there is to know 

about every other member, associate. or operative. See generall~ Factual Return ~ 13 (noting that 

at least some al-Qaida associates maintained or tried to maintain autonomy). Accordingly, 

evidence that ISN 753, ISN 1453, ISN 1457, or ISN 1461 was unfamiliar with Petitioner's 

terrorist activities would not be exculpatory. 

F. Petitioner's requests purportedly aimed at testing the credibîlily øf sources 
who provided information hl rhe Government are not tailored to discovery of 
relevant exculpatory evidence and are not supported by specific fäets or 
allegations . • y 

Petitioner's requests asking the Court to compel the Government to search for, compile, 

and produce further information about sources cited in the factual return are not authorized by 

the CMO and are not otherwise warranted. The Government's searches and disclosures have 

satisfied the demands of the CMO, and the Peti tio ner has not demonstrated reasons that would 

warrant an order compelling additional searches and disclosures. 

Petitioner has already been provided with extensive information bearing on the 

credibility of statements relied upon by the Government. In keeping with its obligations under 

CMO § I.D.1, the Government searched reasonably available evidence for any information that 

tended to materially undermine the reliability of the statements relied upon by the Government in 
,· 
• 

its factual return. This included information suggesting that a source should be considered 

generally not credible. It also included information that undermined the credibility of specific 

statements relied upon by the Government. such as evidence of rewards or coercion that render 

specific statements suspect and evidence reflecting tater statements recanting, qualifying, or 

contradicting the statements relied upon by the Government, including statements submitted. in 

connection with other habeas corpus proceedings before this Court. Respondent disclosed such 
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information to Petitioner's counsel under CMO § I.D, I. Also, the interrogation reports disclosed 

to Petitioner typically contain information about the immediate context and circumstances of the 

interrogation. Sec, e.g., Ressarn 3()2 5/10/2001 at 1. ln addition, Respondent granted a request by 
• • 

Petitioner's counsel for broad consent to exchange documents and information related to the 

factual return, including information classified at the Secret level, with appropriately cleared 

counsel litigating habeas corpus petitions on behalf of other detainees who are identified in 

Respondent's factual return. 

Petitioner's requests for additiona: searches and disclosures would impose substantial 

burdens on the Government without good cause. Petitioner's Request Nos. ] 6, 18, 221 24, 26, 28, 

30, 34, 36, J81 40) and 42 request that the Court require the Government to assemble "complete 

file]s]" on thirteen other detainees and other individuals, citing im order entered by Judge Bates 

in Al-Ghiz2awi v. Obama, 600 F. Supp. 2d (D.D.C. 2009) (Butes, J.). Petitioner's reliance on the 

I 

' 
Al-Ohizzawí order is puzzling, firnt because Judge Bates in fäet denied the petitioner's request 

· for the "complete file" on another detainee who had provided information against the petitioner. 

íd,. at 8 ("[P]etitioner has not demonstrated that he is entitled to his accuser's 'complete file. 'H). 

Judge Bates did order the Government to produce extensive information about the accuser, but 

not because he concluded that the Government was routinely required tn produce such 

information under CM O § I .D .1. Rather, Judge Bates authorized the request under the limited 

discovery provisions of § I .E.2 because Petitioner had presented concrete information sufficient 

to demonstrate that the request was likely to produce exculpatory informatíon, Sec At .. Ohizzawi1 

600 F. Supp, 2<l at 8. Specifically, petitioner's counsel had learned through investigation "that 

the accuser's mental health may be at issue, that he has. a substance-abuse problem, that he may 

have been given certain inducernents and promises of favorable treatment in return for 
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information about other detainees) and that he has levied serious allegations against more than 

forty other detainees.'! at 7-8. In this case, Petitioner is not seeking information about a single 

i 
detainee based on specific, properly supported contentions, Rather. he broadly seeks the 

"complete filejs]" of thirteen detainees and other individuals based almost exclusively on 

speculation that additional searches may tum up more exculpatory information . 
• • 

Petitioner presents only four specific grounds for his request for these thirteen 

individuals' "complete filels]," none of which are adequate to support any part of his requests. 

First, he notes that Ahmed Ressam cooperated with the U.S. Government in exchange for 

favorable treatment and later recanted his statements implicating Petitioner. Pet'r's Mern. at 18. 

Second, he cites allegations of torture by Binyam Mohammad, identified as ISN i 458. Pet'r's 

Mern. at 21-22. Third, he notes that an individual mentioned in the Government's factual return, 

Abd al-Hadi al-Iraqi! was in CIA custody, and argues that Abd al-Hadi al-Iraqi therefore may 

have been subjected to so-called "enhanced interrogation techniques." Pet'r's Mern. at 23. 

Finally, Petitioner cites a statement made before this Court by Ghassan al-Sharbl, ISN 682, 

'l 1~ 
'· 

complaining of mistreatment by medical staff at Guantanamo in February 2009. See Request No. 

38 (citing ISN 682 Transcript of Hearing Before Judge Sullivan (Mar. 6, 2009) nt 45: J 3~24). 

None of these allegations is finn enough to support a broad request for additional 

information about any one individual, let alone thirteen different individuals. Respondent has 

already disclosed detailed information about Ahmed Ressams cooperation agreement with the 

U.S. Government and his later recantation of his statements; Petitioner's request simply echoes. 

what Respondent has already disclosed. See Factual Return~ 32.b-c; Transcript of Ressam 

Re-Sentencing, United Stat~s v,. B.essam, No. CR99-666JCC (Dec. 3, 2008); Ressam 

Cooperation Agreement; Letter from Ressarn to Joe Bianco (March 28, 2007); Letter from 
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• ' With respect to Petitioner's allegations that Binyarn Mohammed, ISN 1458, was tortured, 

Ressam to Judge Coughenour (Nov. 23, 2006), 

the Government does not rely on any statements that ISN 1458 made during the time period or 

Mohammed that Respondent relies upon in its factual return arc three statements that date to a 

under the conditions that Petitioner refers to in his memorandum. The only statements by 

five-day period in late July 20{)4 when Mohammed was detained at Guantanamo Bay. See 

Factual Return~ 64.a, a.íi, b, b.ii, c.í {citing lSN 1458 l,.M 40 7/27/2004; ISN 1458 FM 40 

7/28/2004; and ISN 1458 F:\-1 40 7/31/2004). 

Petitioner's conjecture about Abd al-Hadi al-Iraqi's treutrnent while in CIA custody is 

even more attenuated, Tile Government's factual return does not rely on any statements by Abd 

al-Ha di al-Iraqi to justify Petitioner's detention, and none of Petitioner's requests seek 
Î 

' 
information regarding the circumstances in which Abd al-Hadi al-Iraqi made any statements. 

Techniques used in Interrogatíng Abd al-Hadi al-Iraqi are therefore írrelevnnt. 

Finally, with respect to Ghassan al-Sharbí (ISN 682)'s statement in a March 6, 2009, 

hearing before Judge Sullivan, al-Sharbi's statement does not appear to contain allegations about 

coercive interrogation tactics. Rather, al-Sharbis statement appears to make a specific complaint 

that, on the night of February 71 2009, medical staff at Guantanamo handled him roughly while 

lle was being weighed. While the precise substance of al-Sharbi's allegations is not entirely clear 

from the tranacript, it at least appears that Judge Sullivan did not find serious cause for concern 

in anything that al-Sharbí said or in his demeanor in making the statement. Rather, Judge 

,· 
• Sullivan ruled timt al-Sharbi had made a knowing and voluntary decision to dismiss his petition. 

.$~Tr. at 46: I l·-·14 (the Court, at the conclusion of al-Sharbi' s statement, says i "All right So1 

it's your decision, then, just to be clear, it's still your decision to dismiss this case then ... ?''); 

~.B~MTs?J8fl8ft.lf 
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~ also Tr. at 42:18-24 (the Court states, "Mr, Al Sharbi, I respect your decision [to dismiss the 

habeas corpus petition]. 1 am satisfied that you 're an extreme ly intel ligent man, that you' re ful ly 

competen ti that you 're capable of making a decision today. And although I may disagree with 

Thus, Petitioner has not presented any facts or allegations that suggest that the 

your decision, I understand that you understand the nature and consequences of what you're 

doing and that you 're acting voluntarily and of your own free will.") . 
• ' 

Government has failed to produce material exculpatory evidence or that would justify 

Petitioner's broad requests for "complete files" of the thirteen specified individuals, whatever 

"complete files" might entail. Petitioner also has not presented fäets or allegations. that would 

support his other sweeping requests för general information about these individuals (Request 

Nos. 16~ 20, 23). 

Thus, Petitioner's Request Nos.16, 18, 20, 221 23, 24, 26, 28, 30, 34i 36, 38, 40, and 42 

fail to meet the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements uf CMO § I.E.2(1 ), 

(2), (3), and (4) and should be denied. 

• • G . The CMO does not authorize discovery of information that might undermine 
the detention or prosecution of another party but that does not undermine 
the Government's case against petitioner. 

Petitioner's various requests for information that might undermine the detention or 

prosecution of sorne other party, but would not undermine the Government's case against 

Peti tí oner, should he denied because the requests are not tai lored to di seo very of information that 

would undermine the Government's case against the Petitioner and would impose a burden well 

out of proportion to any possible benefit to Petitioner. 

As required by CMO § I.D. l , Respondent searched for and produced exculpatory 

evidence that could materially undermine the contentions the Government relied upon to support 
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Petitioner's detention. This included evidence that could undermine contentions made in the 

factual return about the backgrounds and other activities of other persons named in the factual 

return, even in instances where the Government has not alleged that Petitioner had any role in 

those past activities. 

The CMO does not additionally require the Government to search for and disclose 

information that would tindermine contentions that the Government has ma.de about other 

persons. in other habeas corpus cases or criminal proceedings. The disclosure and discovery 

provisions of the CMO provide a vehicle for Petitioner to obtain information that undermines the 

Government's case against him. They do not provide a means for obtaining information 

disclosed in other proceedings that involve other habeas petitioners or criminal defendants and 

turn on a different set of factual issues. Categorical requests for information disclosed to counsel 

in other habeas corpus proceedings or criminal proceedings fall outside the scope of CMO 

§ I.O. 1 und fail the narrow tailoring, specificity; and good cause requirements of CMO § I.E.2. 

Request N os. 16, 23, and 40 should be denied to the extent they make such requests. See Al-Ansi 

v. Obama, 2009 \),,1, 2600751 at *2 (D.D.C. 2009) (Kessler, J.) (denying request for information 

related to release or planned release of detainees who had provided statements, finding that the 

link between such information and the justification for petitioner's detention was "too attenuated 

10 constitute exculpatory evidence"). 

' ' Likewise; the Court should reject Petitioner's requests for evidence that would support a 

theory of'vinnocence by association," that is} evidence suggesting that other persons captured at 

the Faisalabad, Pakistan, location where Petitioner was captured were not involved with terrorist 

activity (Request Nos. 72, 92). Respondent's factual return contends that certain other persons 

captured at the Faisalabad site were involved in Petitioner's planned terrorist activity. As 
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required by CMO § 1.D.l, Respondent searched för and disclosed information suggesting that 

these persons were not involved in terrorist activity. But Respondent has not contended in this 

proceeding, and does not need to prove för purposes of its case against· Petitioner, that each and 

every person captured at the Faisalabad site was involved in or otherwise: aware of Petitioner's 

planned terrorist activity. Evidence that persons who arc not mentioned in the factual return were 

not involved in terrorist activity or were unaware of Petitioner's activities would not be 

inconsistent with the Government's allegations against Petitioner. Thus, to the extent that 

Req uest Nos. 72 and 92 seek information that pertains to persons not mentioned in the 

Government's factual return and that does not otherwise bear on Respondent's case against 

• • Petitioner. the requests should be denied because they fall outside the scope of CMO § I.D. 1 and 

fail to meet the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of§ LE.2(1), (2), (3)1 

and {4). 

Evidence tlrnt Petitioner engaged in lawful activity in addition to unlawful 
activity would not tend to lead to the discovery of exculpatory evidence. 

Petitioner's requests seeking evidence of involvement by Petitioner in work other than 

terrorism, such as charitable work, should be denied because the requests seek informatíon that 

falls outside the scope of the disclosures required under CMO § I.D. I and would not amount to 

relevant exculpatory evidence as required by CMO § LE.2. 

Petitioner's Request No. 57 seeks "evidence tending to show that Petitioner financed 

activities other than terrorism and/or that Petitioner was, in tum, financed by individuals or 

entities that are not adverse tu the interests of the United States or Coalition forces," and 

Petitioner's Request Nos. 670. and 67b seek "evidence tending to demonstrate that Petitioner was 

involved in charitable works, including assisting women, children and orphans .... " Request 
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No. 71 a seeks evidence that Petitioner's efforts in late 200 l assisting persons escaping 

Afghanistan not only includod assistance to enemy fighters but also "included the møvement of 

l'o begj'n with, Request Nos. 57, 67a-b, and 71a fail the requirement that requests under 

women, children, and/or other non-combatants." 

CMO § LE.2 "(1) be narrowly tailored, not open-ended" and 'º(2) specify the discovery sought." 

I 

' 
These requests do not request speciñc documents or otherwise seek recognized forms of 

discovery; rather, they simply request "evidence" "tending to show" or "tending to demonstrate" 

a vague proposition. Such requests would not amount to proper requests for discovery even in 

ordinary civil litigation, and as discussed above, the discovery authorized in these constitutional 

habeas proceedings is much narrower than the discovery authorized by the Federal Rules of Ci vil 

Procedure. See SadkhmlY, Obama, 608 F. Supp. 2d 33, 39 (D,D.C. 2009) (Collyer, J.) ('1A 

disccvery request that starts with 'uny and all' is almost certainly in trouble under the CMO 

Furthermore, Petitioner foils to explain how any of these requests is likely to produce 

evidence that will "demonstrate that petitioner's detention is unlawful" and "enable the 
I 
V petitioner to rebut the factual basis ror his detention)" as required by CMO § l .E.2. The fäet that 

an individual has engaged in some lawful activities, has performed good works, or has received 

funding from sorne legitimate sources does not prove, or even suggest, that. that individual has 

not engaged in unlawful activltics, All persons engage in some lawful activities, Indeed, 

Petitioner's suggestion in Request No, 7la that Petitioner may have assisted civilians in leaving 

Afghanistan is fully consistent with the Government's case=-the Government's factual return 

quotes a diary pussage in which Petitioner states that he is assiating the evacuation of "families" 

in addition to militant "brothers." Factual Return i· 60. The pertinent fact for purposes of 
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justifying Petitioner's detention, of course, is that Petitioner assisted e vacua ti on of militant 

"brothers." Accordingly, the Court should deny Petitioner's Request Nos. 57 and 67a-b in full 

I 
and should deny Request No. 71 a to the extent that it seeks information about lawful activities 

by Petitioner. 

l. Pctitfoner's requests for infermation about opinions of or assessments by 
huliviùual agents ur offleers of tile Government are not likely to produce 
exculpatory information. 

Petitioner's various requests aimed at uncovering information that suggests that 

Government agents or agencies questioned or abandoned early assessments about Petitioner's 

activities (Pet'r's Mern. at 23-26, 29 n.43; Request Nos. 14, 44i 451 51, 56, 66, 96i-j) also do not 

fäll within the scope of CMO § I.E.2. Petitioner has not shown that access to such documents 

and information would help him contest the information contained in the Government's factual 

return. The factual return represents the current basis of the Government" s detention and the: only 

relevant basis for purposes of this proceeding. Petitioner cannot obtain habeas relicf'by merely 

showing that the Government's understanding of Petitioner's activities has evolved since his 

capture or that individual Government agents have disagreed with past Government asæssments 

and analyses. 

Petitioner's Request Nos. 14, 44, 5], 56, and 66 seek evidence suggesting that the 

Government's "initial assessments were incorrect or exaggerated," and also seeks information 

about allegations that the Governmenr has asserted in other cases that arc inconsistent with 
' .. 

allegations made in this case. The issue in this litigation is whether Petitioner's detention is 

lawful based on the contentions and evidence that the Government has presented to the Court in 

its factual return, not whether Petitioner's detention would be lawful under some other set of 

contentions Peti tioner has selected. The Government Is understanding of Petitioner's role in 
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terrorist activities has necessanly evolved with further investigation. Evidence that the 

Government has abandoned or revised earlier bellefs about the Petitioner would not make 

Petítlcncr'e detention unlawful under the Government' s current understanding of the facts, as 

reflected in the factual return. Petitioner's requests for evidence and information about earlier 

• ' Government assessments fäll outside the scope of CMO § I.D.1 and fail the narrow tailoring, 

specificity, and good cause requirements ofCMO § l.E.2(1), (2), (3)1 and (4). 

Evidence that individual Government agents or officers disagreed with past or present 

Government assessments of Petitioner also does not fall within the Government' s disclosure 

obligations. Indeed, even in criminal proceedings in federal district court, this Court has held that 

prosecutoria' disclosure obligations do not require disclosure of analyses by investigutors and 

attorneys and do not provide a basis for discovery of such analyses. See,_ç,,.g .. , JJnited St~tes v. 

Nacg~l~, 468 F. Supp. 2d 150, 15:5 (r>.D.C. 2007) (Friedman, J.) (denyíng criminal defendant's 

broad request for "materials reflecting the judgment of [federal government personnel] that 

defendant's conduct was lawful," including documents that might indicate that "sorne prosecutor 

~ expressed doubts, that defendant' s conduct "amountjcd] to a crime or warrant] ed} 

prosecutíon'"): United States v. Edelîn, 128 f. Supp. 2d 23, 39 (D.D.C. 2001) (Lamberth, J.) 

(explaining that criminal defendant's right to disclosure of evidence did not extend to 

"information about the decisions and reeommendations made by the government attorneys who 

have worked on his case"). Petitioner's requests för evidence about assessments by individual 

Government agents or officers fall outside the scope of CMO § l.D, l and fail the narrow 

tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO § J.E.2( l )1 (2), (3)1 and ( 4). 

In addition, Request. Nos. 14, 44, 96i, and 96j in part seek various Government 

assessments suggesting that petitioner was not a "member" of al-Qaida, As explained above, sec 
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section IV.O, the Government's factual return does not contend Petitioner was a .. member" of al- 

Qaida in a formal or technical sense, and the Government has already disclosed evidence 

suggesting that Petitioner was not affiliated with al-Qaida in the manner described in the factual 

return. The Court therefore should deny these requests. 

J. Petitioner's request for production of documents related to Petitioner's 
designation as a Specially Designated Global Terrorist has no basis in the 
CMO and is not likely to produce exculpatory evidence 

.. 
y 

The Court should also deny Petitioner's. requests for production of documents concerning 

the President's designation of Petitioner as a Specially Designated Global Terrorist in Executive 

Order No. 13,22A, 3 C.F.R. 786 (2002) (Sept. 23, 2001), al]lended by Exec. Order No. 13,268, 3 

C.F.R. 240 (2003) (July 2, 2002); Exec, Order No. J 3,284, 3 C.F .R. 1 {j 1 (2004) (Jan. 23~ 2003); 

and Exec. Order No. 13,372~ 3 C.F.R. 159 (2006) (Feb. 16, 2005). 

Executive Order No, 13i22.4, issued by President Bush in the days following the attacks 

of September 111 2001 ~ declared o. national emergency to deal with the threat of terrorism and 

implemented measures to respond to that threat. Among other things, the order blocked the 

assets of several organizations and individuals linked with terrorism and authorized 

administrative procedures for designating additional entities whose assets are blocked under the 

Order. See Exec, Order No. 13,224, § 1 & annex; see also Ish)mic Am. Relief Agency v. 

Gonzales. 477 F.3d 728, 734-35 (D.C. Cir. 2007) (discussing the Executive Order). Petitioner 

was one of the persons brought under the scope of the Order by the Executive Order itself, not 

through the administrative procedures that Petitioner refers to in his Request Nos. 83 and 91 c. 

Exec. Order No: 13,224 annex. 

Respondent's mention of the fact of the President's inclusion of Petitioner in the annex to 

Executive Order No. 1 J,224, see Factual Return at 20 n.11, does not provide cause for 
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freewheeling discovery into the bases for the President's decision. The basis for Petitioner's 

inclusion in the annex is not relevant in this proceeding, because tbe Government is not detaining 

Petitioner based on his inclusion in tbe annex, The Government is detaining Petitioner because 

of his actions as described in the factual return; and the matters described in the factual return are 

the only relevant matters. Petitioner bas not suggested why he believes documents related to the 

designation are likely to contain exculpatory evidence, or what kind of exculpatory evidence 

they might contain. Accordingly, Petitioner's requests fail the narrow tailoring, specificity, and 

good cause requirements ofCMO § l.E.2(1), (2), (3), and (4), and the Court should deny 

Petitioner's Request Nos, 83 and 91 b-c in full. 

K. Petitioner's requests for evidence relating to U.S. foreign policy or support 
för the Knalden training camp by U.S. allies are too vague and are not likely 
to produce evidence that will undermine the Government's case against 
Petition el", • • 

Petitioners request for evidence revealing that the Uni Led States and its allies 

"encouraged, supported and/or otherwise approved of' activities of the Khaldan training camp 

relating to fighting against Communist forces in Afghanistan or Chechnya at unspecified times 

(Request No. 52) is far too vague to constitute a proper request for discovery pursuant to CMO 

§ I.O .1. Petitioner fails to specify what kind of encouragement, support, or approval by the 

United States might fall within the scope of the discovery request or how evidence of such 

encouragement, support, or approval would belp advance Petitioner's case. 

To the extent that the request seeks iníormation that would suggest that the United States 

sponsored the Khaldan training camp by providing funding, personnel, supplies, or similar 
i • concrete assistance-and that therefore could make it seem less likely that the Khaldun training 

camp would promote or facilitate activities hostile to the United States-the request merely 
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reiterates the Case Management Order's disclosure requirements and should therefore be 

rejected for the reasons stated in section IV.A. However, to the extent that. the request demands 

information about more remote or abstract forms of encouragement, support, or approva]---such 

as, for example, evidence suggesting simply that aspects of U.S. policy during the Cold War 

contributed to the growth of Islamic extremism in Afgh,,nistan-the request fälls far short of the 

• ' requirements of CMO § I.E.2. A discovery request that requires Respondent to conduct a 

scholarly analysis of historical l:.s. foreign policy regarding Afghanistan and Chechnya to 
identify responsive material is not "nan-owly tailored" and does not "specify the discovery 

sought" as required by CMO § I.E.2. Nor has Petitioner explained how evidence pertaining to 

historical U.S. policy would lead to the discovery (Jf evidence that would demonstrate that 

Petitioner's detention is unlawful and help Petitioner rebut the Govemment's factual allegations, 

as required by CM.O § I.E.2. 

Likewise, Petitioner has not explained how evidence of connections between Khaldan 

and Saudí Arabian or Jordanian intelligence services (Request No . .53) could possibly help 

Petitioner demonstrate that his detention is unlawful or rebut the Government's factual 

allegations. Accordingly, the Court should deny Petitioner's Request Nos. 52 and 53. 

L. Petitioner's request for production of medical records and un in-person 
medical evaluation is not likely to lead to the discovery of exculpatory 
evidence ond is unduly burdensome. 

Petitioner's Discovery Motion also renews Petitioner's earlier request för medical 

records and other records covering the period during which Petitioner was in the custody of the 

CIA, and seeking an in-person medical evaluation. (Pet'r'a Mern. at 3 l--37, Request Nos. 79, 

80). These requests should be denied because the Government' s'factual return does not rely on 

any statements Petitioner made while in U.S. custody, and so information about Petitioner's 
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treatment or condition while in U.S. custody is unlikely to result in the discovery of exculpatory 

evidence. 

Petitioner initially requested the records and in-person medical evaluation in his 

Emergency Motion to Produce CIA Medical Records and Allow In-Person Medical Evaluation 

(June 9, 2009). Respondent opposed these requests because they seek information to substantiate 

claims of torture, and this Court lacks jurisdiction to consider such claims. See Husayn v. Gates, 

558 F. Supp. 2d 7, l l (D.D.C. 2008) (Roberts, J.); Resp't's Opp'n to Pet'r's Emergency Mot. to 

Produce CIA Medical Records and Allow In-Person Medical Evaluation ( dkt, no. 18); Classified 

Suppl. to Resp'ts Opp'n to Pet'r's Emergency Mot. to Produce ClA Medical Records and Allow 

In-Person Medical Evaluation (June 12, 2009); Resp't's Suppl. to Its Opp'n to Pet'r's 

i • Emergency Mot. to Produce CIA Medical Records and Allow [n-Person Medical Evaluation 

(June 22, 2009). Moreover, because the Government's factual return does not rely on any 

statements Petitioner made while in U.S. custody, information about Petitioner's treatment or 

condition while in U.S. custody is unlikely to result in the discovery of evidence that would 

undermine the factual basis for Petitioner's detention. See CMO § l.E.2 (providing that any 

request for limited discovery in this case must "explain why the request, if granted, is likely to 

produce evidence thct demonstrates that the petitionerts detention is unlawful" and "explain why 

th-e requested discovery will enable the petitioner to rebut the factual basis for his detention"), 

Respondent further objected that it would be extremely burdensome for the Government to 

identify and produce the requested records, and so Petitioner had failed to "explain why the 

requested di scovery will enable the petitioner to rebut the factual basis for his detention without 

unfairly disrupting or unduly burdening the government," CMO § I.E.2. Respondent also noted 

the Court's earlier observation that a request to interfere with Petitioner's medical treatment at 
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Guantanamo should be treated as a request for injunctive relief. 

The reasons stated in Respondent's previous memoranda make it inappropriate to compel 

I • 
production of records and an in-person medical evaluation under § I .E.2 of the CMO, 

Respondent hereby opposes Petitioner's Request Nos. 79 and 80 on the grounds stated in its 

M. Petitioner's request to submit written queries to other detalnees is not 
authortzed by the CMO and is not 1ikcly to produce exculpatory evidence. 

three previous memoranda and incorporates its three previous memoranda by reference. 

Petitioner's request (Pet'r's Mern. at 39-41; Request No. 85) tø submit written questions 

to three al-Qaida Icedcrs-c-Khalld Sheikh Mohammed, Ramzi Binalshibh, und Abd al Rahim al 

Nashírí-c-should be denied, because ít is not authorized by the c;vro and is not supported by a 

showing under CMO § I.E.2. 

Petitioner identifies Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, Ramzi Binalshibh, and Abd al Rahim al 

Nashiri as al-Qaida personnel who were involved in the 9/11 attacks, the 1998 attack on the 

lJ .S.S. Cole, and the 1998 attacks on the U .S. embassies in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam. Se~ 

genernllv. Factual Return,; 53c (descrihing Khalid Sheikh Mohammed); Pet'rs Mern. at 40-41 

{describing the three detainees based on the 9/11 Commission Report and other sources). 

Petitioner proposes to submit to these individuals a series of six written questions pertaining to 

Petitioner's work with the Khaldan camp, whether Petitioner had tics to Usarna Bin Ladin or a~· 

Qaida, and whether Petitioner had plana to meet with Khalid Sheikh Mohammed in Kandahar in 

November 2001. 

Petitioner characterizes this request as a request to put "interrogatories" to these 

individuals, but because Petitioner's proposed queries would be addressed to third parties, and 

not lo Respondent, the proposed queries are not analogous lo interrogatories und are more. akin to 

,ll!ie1un n un om• 
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depositions by written questioning. Compare Fed. R. Civ. P. 33 (Interrogatories to Parties) with 

Fed. R. Civ, P. 31 (Depositions by Written Questions).7 In any event, regardless of the label 

applied to Petitioner's request, the request should be denied. There is no support for such a 

discovery device in the CMO, and Petitioner also has provided no reason the Court should 

authorize such a device under § LE.2. because he has not shown that his requests are narrowly 

tailored and has not presented any reason to believe his requests are likely to produce evidence 

that will help him prevail in this action. 

Petitioner has not shown that his proposed queries are likely to produce information that 

I • will help him show that his detention is unlawful, or indeed are likely to produce any relevant 

information at all. Two of the persons whom Petitioner proposes to depose, Ramzi Binalshibh 

and Abd al Rahim al N ash i ri, are not even mentioned in the Government's factual return 

narrative as figures with direct ties to Petitioner, nor has Petitioner alleged in his motion that 

Bínalshibh or al Nashirl know him either personally or by reputation. Khalid Sheikh Mohammed 

is mentioned in the factual return, but the Government's factual return does not contain 

information suggesting that he would be in a position to have specific knowledge about 

Petitioner's Khaldan activities or Petitioner's ties to U sama Bin Ladin and al-Qaida. 

Only Petitioner's sixth proposed query, which would ask Khalid Sheikh Mohammed 

whether he met with Petitioner in November 2001 and, if so, why, (Request No. 58f) comes 

close to having any potential relevance, This request is related to information presented in the 

factual return, as the Government notes that a number of major figures associated with al-Qaida, 

including Petitioner and Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, converged on Kandahar in November 2001, 

7Neither Rule 31 nor Rule 33 is applicable in habeas corpus proceedings. See Harris v._! 
Nelson, 394 U.S. at 292-98. 
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though the Government's contention does not specify whether any of these figures met during 

that time period.£~ Factual Return ,1 53. Dut this request still falls short of setísfying CMO 

§ LE.2' s requirement that a request for discovery be narrowly drawn and likely to uncover 

exculpatory information. Petitioner does not suggest what he expects Klud id Sheikh Mohammed 

will say in response to the query, nor docs he provide his own account of what actually happened 

in Kandahar in November 200 l. Moreover, it is difficult to imagine how any answer from Khalid 

Sheikh Mohammed would substantially help Petitioner, Even jf Khalid Sheikh Mohammed were 

to say he did not meet with Petitioner while they were in Kandahar, the fäet that Petitioner's 

presence in Kandahar coincided with the presence of major terrorist figutes in Kandahar would 

still weigh in fä vor of detention. 

Judge Urbina approved narrow written questioning of Khalid Sheikh Mohammed in 

another case, Rubhani v. Obama, 2009 WL 2588702 (D.D.C, 2009), but only because in that 

• • case the petitioner had "clearly articulated" specific reasons why the requested wrluen queries 

were likely to produce exculpatory evidence. Id .. at * &. By contrast, in this case Petitioner has not 
articulated any dear purpose for asking Khalid Sheikh Mohammed whether and why he met 

personally with Petitioner in November 2001 while they were both in Kandahar. 

ln other cases; judges of this Court have repeatedly denied detainees' requests to conduct 

depositions based on the absence of any provision for depositions in the CMO or based on 

petitionera' failure to establish that depositions would likely produce evidence that would 

undermine the Government' s case for detention. See\, e~u..i., Alsa'ar>: v. Obama, 63 J F. Supp. 2d 9 

(D.D.C. 2009) (Lamberth, J.) ("Pctitioners.1 requests for depositions [of detainees] appear to fäll 

folly outside the bounds of the Amended CMO."); Bin Attash v. Obama, 628 F. Supp. 2d 24~ 41 

(D.D.C. 2009) (Lamberth, J.) (''Petitioner has failed to show how [interrogatories and 
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depositions] would provide evidence that would likely show that the petitioner's detention is 

unlawful."); Zahl v. O barna, 2009 WL 799420 at • 1 (Bates, J.) ("'Without some sort of showing 

that a deposition-which is beyond the scope of discovery contemplated in the CM O-would 

substantially help this case, the Court will not grant such an open-ended, potentially burdensome 

request,"). Similarly, in this case, Petitioner's request to address written queries to these three 

other detainees should be denied. 

N. The Court should deny requests that are not supported by any attempt to 
esh!.blish the showing required under CMO § J.E.2, and it should not allow 
Petitioner to attempt tu make sueh a showing for the first time in his reply 
memorandum. 

• • 

Petítioner's Appendix also contains several discovery requests that are not accompanied 

by any explanation of why the requested information is likely tö lead to production of 

exculpatory evidence (Request Nos. 95a-·g, 96a-k). Because Petitioner foils to explain the basis 

for these requests, Petitioner fails to satisfy tbc requirements of CMO § I.E.2, and so the Court 

should deny Petitioner's requests. 

Petitioner requests an unredacted copy of the transcript: from Petitioner's CSRT hearing, 

as well as six additional categories of documents related to Petitioner's Combatant Status 

Review Tribunal apart from the transcript {Request Nos. 95a-g). Petitioner's only support for 

• y these requests is a bare statement that "[ijt is clear from H reading of [the CSRT transcript] that it 

contains both relevant and exculpatory information." This bare statement fails to meet the 

requirements of CMO § I.E.2. Respondent readily acknowledges that the CSRT transcript and 

related documents that have been produced to Petitioner's counsel contain some information 

required to be disclosed under CMO § LD.1----indccd, that i:s why Respondent produced those 

documents. But that is no basis for concluding that other portions that have not been disclosed, 

ØßUMlflJSftf8F81UJ 
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or other separate documents that have not been disclosed, also contain exculpatory information. 

Ses: AIMArnü v. Obama, 2009 WL 2600751 at ~z (D.D.C. 2009) (Kessler, J.) (stating that while 
the Government is required to disclose exculpatory evidence from CSRT proceedings, 

"comprehensive disclosure of all of those proceedings ts unjustified because the conclusions 

reached in those proceedings tire not relevant to what must be decided in this litigation, namely 

the: lawfulness of [the: petitioner's] continued detention"). The Court therefore should deny 

Petitioner's request. 

• • 
The same goes for Petitioner's request for eleven categories of documents supposedly 

connected LO the: CIA Inspector Genernl's May 2004 Special Review of Counterterrorism 

Detention and Interrogation Activities. and the Department of Justice Office of the Inspector 

General May 200R report titled A Review of the FBP.s Involvement in and Observations of 

Detainee Interrogations in Guantanamo Bay, Afghanistan, and Iraq (Request No. 968). The only 

support for these broad-ranging requests is a bare statement that "[o]n information and belief, 

[the two reports] contain relevant and exculpatory information relevant tö [Petitioner's habeas 

claims]." But Petitioner fails to explain why disclosure of the reports would lead to the discovery 

of exculpatory Informaríon. Furthermore, nine of the eleven subparts of Petitioner's request do 

not even seek documents related to the reports; rather, they seek broad categories of documents 
,·. 
' that pertain to events that are mentioned in the reports. (Request Nos. 95b, 95d-k). Because 

Petitioner fails to state any basts for these requests under CMO § I.E.2, the requests should be 

denied. Sec Al-Ansi v, Obama, 2009 WL 2600751 at *5--6 (D.D.C. 2009) (Kessler, J.) (denying 

unsupported requests for reports produced by the CIA Inspector General and the Department of 

'Petitioner's Appendix contains two successive requests both numbered Request No. 95. 
App'x at 35-36. The second request apparently should be numbered Request No. 96. 
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Justice Office of Professional Responsibility), To the extent that Petitioner seeks these 

documents to uncover information related to Petitioner's treatment or conditions of confinement 

while in U. S. custody, Petitioner's request should be denied because, as Respondent explained 

above, issues related to Petitioner's treatment or conditions of confinement in U.S. custody are 
Il 
! 

outside this Court's jurisdiction and are not relevant to evaluating the factual basis for 

Petitioner's detention. 

Because Petitioner fails to provide any foundation for these requests, the requests should 

be denied. ln addition, Petitioner should not be permitted to provide support for these requests 

for the first time in his reply memorandum, because as explained above, Petitioner's failure to 

articulate a basis for this request in his initial memorandum prevents the Government from 

properly responding. 

Accordingly, Petitioner's Request Nos. 95 and 96 should be denied. 

O. The Government does not object to Petitioner's request for a search for 
information obtained from two individuals identified by name, 

• • 
Petitioner's Request No. 49 requests that the Government search for information obtained 

from two specifically named individuals who Petitioner alleges would have provided information 

stating that the Khaldan camp was not in the practice of tranaferring persons to al-Qaida camps. 

The Government does not object to this request to the extent that it contemplates only a search of 

reasonably available evidence and disclosure of any exculpatory evidence identified in such a 

search. Any reasonably available exculpatory evidence obtained from these individuals would 

most likely have been found in the Government's initial search under CMO § LD. J, but the 

Government does not object to conducting an additional, targeted search. 

As explained above. however, a request for additional discovery may be denied at the 
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discretion of the Court even when the Government does not object to the request. Jf the Court 

finds that the request satisfies. the mandatory requirements of CMO § f.E.2 and authorizes 

Petitioner's request in its discretion, Respondent will search reasonably available evidence for 

information obtained from the two named individuals and will disclose any additional 

exculpatory evidence it locates within those materials. 

v. The Court should deny Petitíoner's motion seeking discovery based on the Court's 
authority to issue sanctions for destruction of evidence or should stay further 
proceedings on the motion to prevent interference with an ongoing criminal 
investigation. 

Petitioner's motion seeking discovery based on the Court's inherent authority to issue 

~ 
' 

sanctions for destruction of evidence, Pet'r's Mot. for Sanctions for the Spoliation of Evidence 

(Sept. 21, 2009), should be denied. A request in habeas. carpus proceedings seeking production 

of material that ís outside the scope of discovery, based on the destruction of other material that 

is also outside the scope of discovery, simply does not fit within the principles governing 

sanctions for destruction of evidence in ordinary civil proceedings. Moreover, the relief 

Petitioner seeks is far out of proportion to the destruction of the interrogation tapes at issue. 

Even if the Court could extend ordinary sanctions principles to petitioner's request by 

analogy, sanctions against Respondent would be unwarranted without further proceedings 

because Petitioner has not established that the interrogation tapes at issue were destroyed in bad 

faith or that the destruction of the tapes should be attributed to the United States, rather ihan to 

individuals acting independently. Lastly, the Court should refrain from conducting sanctions 

proceedings at this time, because further proceedings could interfere with the ongoing criminal 

investigation into the destruction of the tapes. 
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A. för 
u est 

Though Petitioner's motion is couched as u motion for sanctions, neither the reiief 

only relief Petitioner seeks is additíonal discovery into the history of Petitioner's detention 

.. 
~ 

Petitioner seeks nm Petitloner's basis for seekíng that relief fits under the rubric of sanctions . 

by the Central Intelligence Agency. Notably, Petitioner does not seek any relief of'the kind that 

courts have traditionally recognized as appropriate: sanctions Ior destruction of evidence, 

Furthermore, for destruction of evidence in ci vil proceedings me based on ar. 

assumption that destruction of evidence deprived an opposing party of ev iderce that would have 

discoverable hy that it lt had not been destroyed. That assumption does not nold in 

have the same presumptive d~ht to discovery of relevant evidence that lilip,ar.ts enjoy in more 

common forms of civil p.rnccedings. More specifically, because Respondent has not relied on 

' ' any statements Petítloner made while in U.S. custody, the interrogation tapes are irrelerant to 

this case. Consequently, Petitioner would not have been able to obtain the interrogation tapes 

under this Court's Management Order. 

Co uns have inherent powers to "protect their integrity and prevent llbu~cs the judicial 

process," and in civil cases, courts can use these powers to issue sanctions agaest partes who 

F.Jd 14(19, 1474-75 ( , Cie. 1995 ); Muzt9JmLv. D.C, M~trn. Police Dep\ 530 f'. S i~p 2d 

. 2008) (Bates) J.}. Such sanctions can include monetary senctuns ~uch.s ñnes 

or attorneys' fees or nonrnonetary senetions such as adverse evidentiary inferences .. excbsion of 

evidence, or, in extreme cases, dismissal or default. Slu\pbe.ru, 62 F.Jd at 147.5. 

~HU31UèTJîQ8F81tPf 
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There fa no precedent, however, for using sanctions powers to order discovery that is 

otherwise outside the permissible scope of discovery. A court has broad discretion in tailoring 

appropriate sanctions for destruction of evidence, ,West v. Goocb:ear Tire&: ßul2ber ~. 167 

F.3d 776, 779 (2d Cir. 1999), but courts' inherent powers are not limitless. See Roadway 

I 
y 

Express, Inc. v. Piper, 44 7 U.S. 752, 764 (180), ("Because inherent powers are shielded from 

direct democratic controls, they must be exercised with restraint and discretion."), cited in 

Shepherd, 62 F.2d at 1475. Petitioner has not cited any decisions in which any federal courts, or 

even state courts, exercised their sanctions authority to compel discovery that would not have 

otherwise been permissible. Petitioner cites some cases suggesting that courts can order 

additional discovery or evidentiary proceedings after evidence is destroyed; see Pet'r's Mot. at 

I 8; but these cases dealt with discovery that was designed to uncover evidence that would have 

fällen within the ordinary scope of discovery, or that was intended to uncover evidence relevant 

to the court's consideration of whether the court should issue some other traditional form of 

sanction." None of these decisions presented a case where a court issued an order authorizing 
i • 

9The cited passage in Africa v. Digulielmo, 2004 WL 2360419 (E.O. Pa. 2004), states 
that a Pennsylvania state court considering a claim of destruction of exculpatory evidence must 
examine all remaining available evidence to draw conclusions about whether the evidence 
destroyed was exculpatory. ld. at,¡. 5. Even assuming that Pennsylvania state law could be 
relevant in analyzing the scope of this Court's inherent powers, the cited passage in Africa would 
at most indicate that thie Court may employ its inherent powers to conduct evidentiary 
proceedings to determine whether sanctions are warranted. In the second decision cited by 
Petitioner. W.R. Grace & Co.-Conn. v. Zqtos Int'!. lllfu> 2000 WL 1843258 (W.D.N.Y. 2000), 
the court ordered production of drafts of expert reports and related documents still in existence, 

id. at"' 10- 12. These documents fell within the ordinary scope of discovery. See id" at " ]O 
("Courts have held that drafts of reports prepared by testifying experts are subject to disclosure 
pursuant to Fed. R. Civ. P. 26{a)(2)(B).n). Petitioner also cites two Freedom of Information Act 
cases that describe government agencies' efforts to reconstruct the contents of responsive 
documents, Landmark Legal Foundation v. E,P.A., 272 F. Supp. 2d 59 (D.D.C. 2003) 
(Lamberth, J.) and Jefferson v, Reno, 123 F. Supp. 2d 1 (D.D.C. 2000) (Kessler, J.). These cases 

(continued ... ) 
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discovery that was designed to operate as a sanction in itself.'? 

In this case, as Petitioner seems to acknowledge, the broad discovery sought by his 

motion for "sanctions" would not otherwise be authorized under the Case Management Order or 

any other order of this Court or provision of law. And he is requesting the discovery not for the 

purpose of proving that sanctions are warranted, but for the purpose of ad vancíng his case in 

chief. Ordering the requested discovery would not be an appropriate exercise of sanctions 

authority. The purpose of sanctions authority ts to redress harm that a civil litigant muy suffer 

from misconduct; sanctions are not a back door for litigants to use to circumvent limits on the 

scope of discovery. 

A second reason why civil discovery sanctions principles are a poor vehicle for 

• ? evaluating Petitioner's requests is that civil discovery sanctions principles rest on background 

assumptions that simply do not hold in habeas corpus proceedings. Civil discovery sanctions 

9( ... continued) 
dealt with destruction of documents that were subject ta disclosure under FOIA, not destruction 
of evidence that was subject to discovery in litigation. See Landmark Legal Found., 272 F. Supp. 
2d at 61-62; Jefferson, 123 F. Supp. 2d at 2. And neither case suggests that courts have 
authority, even in FOIA cases. to order discovery to ascertain information that might have been 
revealed in destroyed documents. In kferson, the only remedial measure the court ordered was 
recreation of the destroyed files themselves; the court did not order broader discovery designed 
to shed light on what the destroyed files might have contained. Se(;l Jefferson, 123 F. Supp. 2d at 
2. I n Landmark Legal Foundation, the EPA made agency officials avalla ble for deposition, but it 
did so only on its own initiative, not based on a court order. See Landmark Legal Found, 272 F. 
Supp. 2d at 67. 

I 
V 

1ºRespondent has found only one case in which a court may have ordered discovery as a 
sanction pursuant to its inherent powers, and that court's order was reversed on appeal: In 
Natural Gas Pi¡1eline Co. of America v. Energy GatheringJqç;_, 2 FJd 1397 (Sth Cir. 1993), an 
attorney challenged a district court order requiring him to produce his own personal tax returns. 
See id. at 1401. Though the basis for the district court's order was not clear, the Fifth Circuit 
assumed that the district court had relied on its inherent powers to sanction misconduct. See id. 
at 1410-1 I . It concluded that this "novel .. sanction was an abuse of discretion. See id. at 
1410-1 I. 
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principles are not universally applicable, and courts cannot simply assume they can be readily 

translated to proceedings outside the context of civil discovery. Indeed, in criminal proceedings, 

destruction of evidence by the prosecution is evaluated under a framework based on the 

constitutional guarantee of due process. See. Arizt"ma y. Youºgbh:>od, 48& U .S. 51, 57-5 8 ( 1988) 

(analyzing destruction of evidence under due process principles). And there is not yet any 

consensus among the federal courts. about how to analyze post-trial destruction of evidence in 

posteonviction habeas corpus proceedings, Ç:om_p:¡t@ Fe,rguso11_v. R.Ql1~cr., 400 F.3d 635, 638 (Sth 

Cir. 2005) (holding that the fumgblood due process framework docs not apply to evidence lost 

or destroyed after trial} with Yarris v. Countx of Delawarci 465 FJd 129, 142 (Jd Cir. 2006) 

(extending Youngblood to post-tria] destruction of evidence). Cf. Dist. Att'y'~ Office v, 

Osbomc, 129 S. Ct. 2308, 2320 (2009) (holding that due process rights to disclosure of 

exculpatory evidence under Brady v. :Æaryland cease to apply after conviction). 

Discovery in these habeas corpus proceedings is not merely a modified form of civil 

discovery; it is a fundamentally different process. fo civil cases, discovery is the norm, and it is a 

reciprocal process in which the parties bear mutual obligations with respect to discovery and 

preservation of evidence. ln habeas corpus proceedings, however, discovery proceeds only when 

authorized by the Court and is tightly constrained. A court therefore should not translate civil 

discovery principles to habeas corpus proceedings without carefully considering whether the 

those principles rely on assumptions that may not be valid in habeas corpus proceedings. 

In this case, the assumptions underlying ordinary civil discovery sanctions principles do 

not hold, The premise underlying sanctions for destruction of evidence in civil discovery u; that 

the destruction of evidence deprived a party of evidence that otherwise would have been 

discoverable. Cf. F_ebb, l 46 F. 3d at 974 (noting that one purpose of sanctions is to remedy 

SIZCRlllJ'HiOF6ftN 
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"prejudice to the judicial system"). ln ordinary civil litigation, Rule 26(b)( 1) of the Federal Rules 

of Civil Procedure extends the scope of discovery to all relevant materials, so destruction of 

relevant material generally equates to destruction of discoverable material. But Rule 26{b)(l) is 

inapplicable in an action for the mit of habeas corpus, and discovery in habeas corpus cases is 

permitted only by prior leave of court. See Harris v. Nelson, 394 U.S. 286, 297 (1969); Bräcy v. 

Gramley, 520 U .S. 899, 904 ( 19 97). The destruction of relevant material therefore does not 

necessarily deprive the opposing party of discoverable material. 

Adapting destruction-of-evidence principles from ordinary civil litiga tien to 'the context 

of habeas corpus proceedings might be more appropriate íf a petitioner could show that the 

evidence destroyed could have shown that his detention is unlawful and that the Court therefore 

.. 
,y would have authorized a discovery request fur the tapes under Case Management Order§ I.E.2 . 

But the interrogation tapes at issue would not have shown that Petitioner's detention is unlawful. 

Petitioner has alleged that the tapes may have recorded interrogations in which Petitioner denied 

any involvement with al-Qaida, as well as exchanges with interrogators who told Petitioner that 

they had concluded he was not affiliated with al-Qaida. See Mem. of Law in Supp. of Pettrs 

Mot for Sanctions for the Spoliation of Evidence at 3-4, But videotapes of interrogations of 

Petitioner by U.S. officials would riot have been enough to demonstrate that the Petitioner's 

detention is unlawful. Petitioner is being detained based on statements he recorded before his 

capture, and the Government has not relied on statements Petitioner made under interrogation. 

See: Factual Return at 20 n.2. 
1, 
¡,. 
¡: 
¡· Since neither the relief plaintiffs. are requesting nor the asserted basis for that relief fits 

under the rubric of civil litigation sanctions, Petitioner's request should be treated as an ordinary 

request for discovery and should be denied given that it is not narrowly tai lo red, specific, likely 
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to show that hrs detention is unlawful, or otherwise properly supported as required by Case 

Management Order § I.E.2. 

B. Even if sanctions proceedings were appropriate, the Court should 
temporarily defer such proceedings because they could interfere with the 
ongoing criminal ínvestigatton into the destruction of the tapes. 

As Petitioner notes in his motion, sanctions are generally appropriate only when a party 

destroys evidence with a "culpable state of mind." See Pet'r's Mot. at 9 (quoting Mazlourn, 53() 

F. Supp. 2d at 291). Thus) the Court should not issue sanctions without holding proceedings to 

determine whether the individual actors who destroyed the tapes did so with a culpable state of 

• • mind and) if so, whether the circumstances warrant holding the United States accountable for the 

actions and the state of mind of those individual actors. But holding such proceedings now could 

interfere with an ongoing criminal investigation into the destruction of the interrogation tapes. 

Consequently, if the Court is inclined to consider Petitioner's motion, it should stay any 

sanctions proceedings until the criminal investigation is completed. 

As explained by John H. Durham in the attached Declaration of John H. Durham 

(attached as Exhibit 2), 11 in January 2008, Mr. Durham was appointed Acting United States 

Attorney for the Eastern District of Virginia to supervise the investigative efforts of n team of 

lawyers and FBI Special Agents who are conducting a federal criminal investigation into the 

destruction of certain videotaped interrogations of detainees by the Central Intelligence Agency. 

Durham Deel.~ 1. In August 2009, the Attorney General expanded Mr. Durham's mandate to 

include a preliminary review into whether federal laws were violated in connection with the 

"Because the declaration reveals specific details concerning the status and direction of an 
ongoing criminal investigation, it is being filed in redacted form, and defendant is separately 
submitting an unredacted version for the Court's ex parte, in camera review. 
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interrogation of certain detainees at overseas locations. Durham Deel.~ 2. 

The Court should temporarily stay any civil sanctions proceedings to protect the integrity 

of the criminal investigation and any future criminal proceedings. "[T[he power to stay 

proceedings is incidental to the power inherent in every court to control the disposition of the 

« 

' 
causes on its docket with economy of time und effort for itself, for counsel, and for litigants.') 

Lan<fü.LY, N. Am. Co., 299 U.S. 248, 254 (1936). A court's discretionary authority to stay 

proceedings permits a court to stay civil proceedings that threaten to interfere with related 

criminal proceedings. S~~ Unite<l States v..,_Kor<lel, 397 U.S. I, 12 n. 27 (1970); SEC v. Dres~e.r 

Indus., Inc., 628 F.2d 1368, 1375 (D.C. Cir. 1980); see also United States v. Anv & All Assets of 

that Cci1ain Bus. Known as Shpne Co., 147 F.R.D. 99, 101 (M.D.N.C. 1993) ("[w]hen a civil 

proceeding may interfere with a criminal investigation, it is not uncommon that the United States 

will seek to stay ... the civil action in order to protect the criminal Investigation."). "The 

decision to stay a ci vil action pending the completion or declination of a criminal investigation 

lies within the sound discretion of the trial court." H.QIILY,..I.lis1riº1.ili~.oJu.m.blª, 210 F.R.D. !3, 

15 (D.D.C. 2002). 

The D.C. Circuit's opinion in SEC v. Dresser rn,lustdcs, Inc., 628 F.2d 1368 (D.C. Cír. 

J 980), identified a numher of considerations that might favor issuance of a stay i such as the 

prospect that either the defense or the prosecution might obtain discovery that would not 

ordinarily be available In a criminal case; the possibility timt Fifth Amendment issues would be 

implicated; the chance that a criminal defendant's theory of defense would be revealed 

prematurely; or the risk that the criminal matter would be otherwise prejudiced. Id" at 1376. 

Some factors a court may consider in deciding whether to issue: a stay eire whether the two 

matters involve related issues, whether a stay would or would not create hardship or 
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Unite~i States ex rel. Westrick v ... Secopd Chance) 2007 WL 1020808 (D.D.C. 2007); s~Q 

inconvenience for the courts or the punies. and whether the duration of u stay is reasonable. S~.<t. 

In this case, Mr. Durham luis concluded that conducting evidentiary proceedings on 

Petltioner's motion for sanctions or issuing the requested relief would interfere with the ongoing 

criminal investigation, Durham Deel. ,r~ 4, 8. As Mr, Durham explains in the attached 

declaration, knowledge that records depicting Petitioner's interrogations have been released to 

• • 
Petitioner and his counsel could taint the recollections of witnesses, notwithstanding o.ny 

protective order that may prevent disclosure of the content øf the records. See Durham Deel, i¡ :s. 

Second, depositions or evidentiary proceedings on Petitioner's motion could cause witnesses to 

conform what they say to criminal investigators to what was said or suggested in a deposition or 

evidentíary hearing. See Durham Deel. il 8. Third, notice of a deposition or evidentiary 

proceedings on Petitioner's motion may cause witnesses to refuse to speak with criminal 

investigators. See Durham Deel.~[ 8. The Court therefore should defer any sanctions proceedings 

until the conclusion of the criminal investigation. Staying proceedings would be consistent with 

a recent determination by the District Court för the Southern District of New York, which 

indicated in recent proceedings that it would not order evidentiary proceedings or production of 
.. 
' documents that would interfere with the ongoing criminal investigation. -~·~Q Durham Deel. 

~~ 9-12. 

C. Even if a sanction were warranted, the relief Petitioner requests is not 
tailored to or proportlonate to the lost evidence, 

Even if Petitioner could show that the Court's civil sanctions authority could provide a 

basis for granting Petitioner's discovery request, and the Court further found that sanctions were 

SECRE'tVNOFOR.N 
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appropriate, the broad discovery Peëitioner has requested would not be au appropriate remedy for 

the destruction of the CIA tapes. If it makes a finding that sanctions of some kind are warranted, 

the Court should instead consider a møre proportional sanction in a more familiar kmn, such as 

Rn order precluding the Government from relying on statements that the Petitioner made under 
• • 

The D.C. Circuit has emphasized that when a court employs its inherent powers to issue 

interro gati on or an order adopting a reasonable adverse inference regarding the contents of the 

destroyed recordings. 

sanction .. s for destruction of evidence, it must take care to fashion "wpronriat~ sanctiön]s]." 

Sh~~iherd, 62 F.3d at 14 78. "(The] district court must properly 'calibrate the scales' to ensure · 

that the gravity of an inherent power sanction corresponds to the misconduct." .Shegherd, 62 FJd 

at 1479. As part of this calibration, a court must consider whether lesser sanctions would 

adequately serve the purpose of deterring and punishing misconduct. Id. 

The sweeping discovery Petitioner requests in his moüon-e-productíon of a broad 

• ' 
category of documents, depositions of any person who was involved in or observed Petitioner's 

interrogations, and depositions of hundreds of former military detainees-i-does not bear any 

relation, in either subject matter or scale, to the destruction of the interrogation tapes. Even 

assuming that sanctions of some kind are warranted, there is no basis for the Court to grant 

Petitioner's virtually unbounded and practically infeasible request rather than imposing a more 

traditional "issue-related" sanction such as an order excluding certain evidence or adopting an 

adverse evidentiary inference. Such issue-related sanctions arc generally preferable to more 

drastic sanctions . .cf.. j.fi at 1478-80 (discussing issue-related sanctions and holding that a court 

must consider issue-related sanctions before imposing the more drastic saneticns of default or 

dismissal). 
,, 
\~ S.BCRE'ffNOFOftN 
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When evidence relevant to civil proceedings is destroyed, a court can bar other evidence 

from being introduced. or it can adopt an adverse inference about what the destroyed evidence 

would have shown. Such an adverse inference "should not test the limits of reason"; it should be 

146 FJd at 974 n.20. In this case, the Court could preclude the Government from introducing 

"reasonable" and should "not be inconsistent with other evidence." Webb v. Díst. of Columbia, 

·- ! 
evidence of statements Petitioner made during the interrogations recorded on the destroyed 

Lapes, or it could adopt an inference that the recordings of the interrogations would have shown 

Petitioner telling interrogators that he was not associated with U sama Bin Ladin, al-Qaida, or 

CONCLUSION 

other terrorist entities. An issue-related sanction of this sort would be a much more appropriate 

way to remedy any prejudice from the destruction of the interrogation tapes than the additional 

unauthorized discovery that Petitíoner has proposed as a sanction. 

Respondent has folly complied with its disclosure obligations under the CMO, and 

Petitioner's assertions to the contrary are based on misreadings of the tenns of the Order. 

Petitioner's requests for additional discovery largely fail to satisfy the core requirement that any 

• y requests for additional discovery be tailored and targeted at discovery of exculpatory evidence of 

discernible value, Petitioner's motion seeking discovery based on the destruction of evidence is 

not a proper request for sanctions and seeks relief out of proportion to the destruction of the 

interrogation tapes at issue. ln any event, the Court should stay evidentiary proceedings on the 

motion based on the ongoing criminal investigation into the destruction of the tapes. 

Accordingly, the Court should deny Petitioner's motions." 

12As noted above> see supra section IV.O, Respondent does not object to Petitioner's 
( continued ... ) 

' ' 
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ii(. .. continued) 
Request No. 49. 
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vs. Civil Action No. 08-cv-1360 (R WR) 

81Uil\t!VFzîi8F@WI 

UNITED STA TES DISTRICJ' COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMUIA 

ZA YN AL ABIDJN MUHAMMAD 
HCSAYN, 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 

-~~~~~~~~--~~~~) 

Petitioner 

• ! ROBERT GATES, 

Respondent 

RRSPóN:Qf.1.~SUPPLEM~~-T TO MEMOR¡).N])UM IN OPPOSITION TO 
PETITIONER'S MOTION FOR DISCOVERY 

This supplement provides more specific responses to the numbered requests for discovery I 
' 

contained in "Petitioner's Appendix of Discovery Requests. References to appropriate sections of 

Respondent's memorandum are provided for convenience. Respondent relies on al! objections 

that are asserted either in Respondent's memorandum or in this supplement. 

Request Nos, 1, li:.--p: 

See Resp't's Mern . section III.A. 
• • 

Request No. 2q: 

£££ Respt's Mern, section IV.D. 

Request Nos. 2r~·ff: 

j~~c Resp 't' s Mern. section III.A. 

Request Nos. 3-8: 

§.ç:_<;, Resp't's Mean. sections IV.Il, IV.C. 
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Request No. 9: 

To the extent that this request seeks disclosure of exculpatory material contained in 

and contained in reasonably available evidence in the 

Government's possession, this request should be denied because it simply reiterates the 

requirements of CMO § I.D.1. See Resp't's Mern. section IV.A. To the extent that the request 

demands that the Government determine whether additional materials exist and 

search any other.that are found for exculpatory matedal, the request should be denied 

because Petitioner fails to explain why he believes that exculpatory evidence might be found 

within other.or what kind of exculpatory evidence might be found, and the request falls 

outside the scope of CMO § I.D.1 and fails the narrow tailoring and good cause requirements of 

I • CMO § I.E.2(1), (3), tind (4). 

Request No. 10: 

See Resp't's Mem, sections IV.B. IV.C, IV.D, IV.E. 

Request N o. 11: 

See Resp't's Mem, section IV.B, IV.e . 

.See Resp'ts Mern. section IV .A. 

Request No. 14; 

See Resp't's Mem sections IV.O) TVJ. 

Request No. 15: 
r • See Rcsp't's Mem, section III.e. 

Request No. 16: 

To the extent that this request seeks information undermining Respondent's various 

fJl!@R iij'f;ffcf8 f'~ll'J 
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contentions about Ahmed Ressarn or based on statements made by Ressam, including 

information undermining Ressam 's credibility in general or with respect to specific statements 

relied upon by the Government> see, e,.g.j Factual Return,-¡¡ 5, 31-40, 42~ 44-45, 70-71i this 

• ' 
request should he denied because it simpíy reiterates the requirements of CMO § LD.1. See 

Resp't's Mern, section IV.A. To the extent that this request seeks an order compelling the 

Government to compile and disclose "general credibility assessments regarding Ressam; 

recantations; evidence of inducements or promises of favorable treatment; evidence that Ressarn 

was subjected to torture, coercion, or coercive conditions of confinement; evidence that Ressam 

suffers or suffered from a mental illness or instability; evidence that Ressam provided false 

and/or incorrect accusations about other detainees; evidence that the government has questioned 

Ressarn's credibility in any way"; exculpatory evidence disclosed :in other habeas corpus 

proceedings; or further unspecified information, regardless of any actual or potential link to 

matters relevant in this proceeding, Petitioner's request should be denied for the reasons stated in 

section IV.F of Respondent's memorandum. To the extent that Petitioner seeks disclosure of 

evidence disclosed in other cases, the request should be denied for the reasons stated in section 

IV.Gof Respondent's memorandum. 

Request No. 17a: 

To the extent that this. request seeks evidence tending to materially und-ermine Ahmed 

Ressam 's statement that Petitioner "was the 'top guy 1 and was 'in. charge' [ of) moving persons 

who came to Pakistan/ Afghanistan for training and ( of] assisting with their papers, money or 

providing safe harbor at a guesthouse," Factual Return~ 33i this request should be denied 

because it simply reiterates the requirements of CMO § I.D. l. See Resp't' s Mern. section IV.A. 

To the extent that this request seeks information suggesting that "other persons were responsible 

8@@Ml5P/J&f Sf@Il}f 
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for providing these. services," evidence suggesting merely that Petitioner was not the only person 

who provided such services would not undermine Respondent's contentions, and Petitioner's 

request for such evidence fälls outside the scope of CMO § LD. 1 and also fails the narrow 

tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO § l.E.2(1 ), (2), (3), and (4). 

To the extent that this. request seeks evidence tending to materially undermine 

Request No. 17b: 

Respondent's contention that Petitioner "coordinated and cooperated with [Usarna Bin Ladin] in 

the conduct of training and trainee movements between their camps," Factual Return~ 45, this 

request should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of CMO § I.D.1. See 

.. 
~ Resp Ts Mern. section IV .A. To the extent that this request seeks an unredacted copy of a 

document that was produced to Petitioner in redacted form> the request should be denied for the 

reasons stated in section ILB of Respondent's memorandum. The redacted document disclosed 

to Petitioner captures the exculpatory aspects of the statement Petitioner made to interrogators 

about whether Petitioner was responsible for referring trainees to other training camps and 

whether he in fact referred trainees to other training camps. 

Request Nu. 17c: 

To the extent that this request seeks disclosure of evidence undermining Respondent's 

contention that while at o. guesthousc associated with Petitioner in Peshawar. Pekistan, Ahmed 

Ressam met three Saudi men who had attended the at-Faruq or al-Sidiq al-Qaida training camps, 
• • ~ Factual Return "ii 34.e, this request should be denied because it simply reiterates the 

requirements of CMO § I.D.l. See Resp't's Mern. section IV.A. The Government has not made 

any further contention in this proceeding that Petitioner "provided safe harhor" to the three Saudi 

men, so Petitioner's request for information that would undermine such a contention fälls outside 

BECftf!'fW t6F6tui 
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the scope ofCMO § LD.I und fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause 

requirements ofCMO § l.E.2(1), (2), (3), and (4). See Resp't's Mern. section IV.e. 

Request No. I7d: 

S~~. Resp't's Mern. IV.A. 

To the extent that this request seeks evidence tending to materially undermine 

Request No. 17e; 

Respondent's contention that Petitioner "coordinated and cooperated with [Usama Hin Ladin] in 

the conduct of training und trainee movements between their camps, 1~ Factual Return , 45, this 

request should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of CMü § LD. l. See 

Resp Ts Mern, section IV .A. To the extent that this request seeks information suggesting that 

"any such role was undertaken by other persons (e.g., Ibin ul-Sheik al-Libi)," evidence 

suggesting merely that Petitjoner was not the only person who performed such acts would not 

undermine Respondent's contentions, and Petitioner; s request for such evidence fälls outside the 

• V scope of CMO § 1.1).1 and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of 

CMO § I.E.2(1 ), (2), (3), and (4). 

Request No. 17f: 

The Government has not contended in this proceeding that Petitioner selected or knew 

the identities of specific persons who were selected to leave Khaldun for training at al-Qaida 

camps. H~.Q Factual Return ~ 3 l & n.S, 45 (citing Ressam 302 5/24/200~ and Tr. of FBI Special 

Agent Stephen Gaudin Trial Test at l 997, United Statesv.Bin..Laden, No. S(7) 98 Cr. 1023 

(Jan. 8, 2001)). Thus, this request seeks evidence about contentions the Government has not 

made in this proceeding, and the request talls outside the scope of CMO § I.D. l and fails the 

narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO § LE.2(1 ), (2), (3 ), and ( 4). 

8E@Mif:î18F8Nl 
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Resp'r's Mern. section IV.C. 

Request No. 17g: 

Resp't's Mern. section IV.A. 

Request N o. 17h: 

To the extent that this request seeks disclosure of evidence undermining Respondent's 

contention that Ahmed Ressam was able to train at Derunta based on a letter provided by 

Petitioner (Factual Return'[ 34.i), this request should be denied because it simply reiterates the 

requirements ofCMó § l.D, L See Resp't's Mern, section IV.A. The Government has not 

.. • contended in this proceeding that Derunta camp had direct ties to al-Qaida or the Taliban, see 

Factual Return ,i 34.h, and Petitioner's request for such evidence seeks evidence about 

contentions the Government has not made in this proceeding and falls outside the scope of CMO 

§ I.D.1 and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity> and good cause requirements ofCMO 

§ LE.2(1 ), (2), (3)~ and (4). Resp't's Mern. section l V.e. 

Request No. 171; 

To the extent that this request seeks disclosure of evidence: undermining Respondent's 

contention that Petitioner was responsible for paying the Khaldan camp's expenses, see Factual 

Return i 33, the request should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of CMO 

§ I.D.1. See Resp't's Mern. section IV .A. To the extent ihot this request seeks information 
• • 

undermining a contention that Petitioner financed "particular terrorist operations asserted to have 

connections to the Kha Iden camp," Request No. l 7i; the request seeks information about 

contentions the Government has not made in this proceeding and therefore falls outside the scope. 

of CMO § I .D.1 and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and gond cause requirements of CMO 

§ LE.2(l ), (2), (J), and (4). &.ç_ Resp't's Mern. section IV.C. 

81?18M'f;îl81?8IlN 
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Reques t No. 17j: 

To the extent that this request seeks disclosure of evidence undermining Respondent's 

contention that persons trained at Khaldan included persons from al-Qaida, Egyptian Islamic 

Jihad (EJJ), Armee Islamic Group (GTA), Salafite Group for Preaching and Fighting (GSPC), 

Hamas, and Hizballab. see Factual Return~ 42, the request should be denied because it simply 

reiterates the requirements of CMO § l.D.1. See Resp't's Mern. section IV .A. To the extent that 

this request seeks disclosure of 

the request should be denied for tbe reasons 

stated in section Il.Bof Responden l's memorandum. 

T o the extent 

that this request seeks a prior statement of Ahmed Ressam, referred to in Ressam 302 1/17/2002 

• ' 
at 16, described as indicating that that very 

general description does not suggest the existence of any prior statement by Ressam that is likely 

to materially undermine Respondent's asseruons about the añíüauons of Khaldan traínces, and 

so the request fruis the narrow tailoring and good cause requirements of CMO § 1.R.2(] ), (3), and 

( 4 ). Respondent further notes that in an car lier statement by Rossam that hu..s already been 

disclosed to Petitioner, Reesarn described plans to create a "new Algerian camp." Ressam 302 

8/3/2001 at 6 7. 

Request No. 18; 

To tbe extent that this request seeks disclosure of evidence undermining Respondent's 

various contentions about Mohammad 11! 'Owhali, ~ Factual Return~ 41.b, the request should 
'¡ :, be denied because lt simply reiterates the requirements of CMO § I.O. l. See Resp't's Mern. 

7 
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section JV.A. To the extent that this request seeks further unspecified information regardless of 

any actual or potential link to matters relevant in this proceeding, Petitioner's request should be 

denied because it falls outside the scope ofCMO § LD.I and fails the narrow tailoring, 

~~ specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO § I.E.2(1), (2), (3), and ( 4 ). See Resp't's Mern. 

section IV.F. 

Request No, l9: 

To the extent that this request seeks disclosure of evidence undermining Respondent's 

• ' 
contention that Mohammad al 'Owhali trained ut Khaldun,~ Factual Return~ 4 l .b, the request 

should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements ofÇMO §LD.I.See Resp't's 

Mern. section IV.A To the extent that this request seeks evidence suggesting that al 'Owhalí 

"trained at camps other than Khalden," evidence suggesting merely that Khaldan was not the 

only camp where al 'Owhalí trained would not undermine Respondent's contentions, and 

Petitioner's request for such evidence falls outside the scope of CMO § I. D. I and fails the 

narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO § I.E.2(1 ), (2), (3), and (4). 

The Government has not contended in this proceeding that Petitioner had v.oy direct role in or 

advance knowledge of the terrorist attacks on U.S. embassies in Nairobi, Kenya, and Dar-es- 

Salaam, Tanzania, in 1998, so to the extent that this request seeks evidence suggesting that 
.. 
' "Petitioner did not know of o.ny planned attacks on the U.S. Embassies," the request seeks 

evidence about contentions the Government has not made, and the request falls outside the scope 

ofCMO § I.D.1 and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO 

§ l.E.2(1 ), (2), (3), and (4). ~ Resp'r's Mcm. section IV.e. 

St3@ItteT;lfteft'6ftN 
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Request N o. 22: 

To the extent that this request seeks information undermining Respondent's contention 

· ~ 
that T SN 200 "served with the Taliban on the front lines during Operation Enduring Freedom" 

and "received some of his military training at the Khaldan camp" or ISN 200's statements about 

BIUiÆ!Mlfl;1'8P8Rl'J 
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those matters, see Factual Return j 41.c, this request should be denied because it simply 

reiterates the requirements ofCMO § I.D.1. .$~~ Resp't's Mern. section IV.A To the extent that 

this request seeks further unspecified information regardless of any actual or potential link to 

matters relevant in this proceeding, Petitioner's request should be denied because it fälls outside 

the scope of CMO § ID. I and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause 

requirements ofCMO § I.E.2(1), (2), (3), and (4). Respt's Mern, section IV .F. 

Request No; 23: 

To the extent that this request seeks information undermining Respondent's contention 

that ISN 200 "served with the Taliban on the front lines during Operation Enduring Freedom" 

and "received some of his military training at the Khaldan camp," see, e.g., Factual Return 

~ 41.ci this request should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of CMO 

§ I.D.l. Resp' t's Mern. section IV .A. To the extent that this request seeks further unspecified 

information about ISN 200's credibility or exculpatory evidence disclosed in other habeas corpus 

proceedings, regardless of any actual or pötential link tö matters relevant in this proceeding, the 

request falls outside the scope of CMO § I.D.1 and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and 

good cause requirements of CMO § I.E.2(1)1 (2), (3), and (4), See Resp't's Mern. sections 1V.F, 

TV.G. Ta the extent that this request seeks evidence suggesting that "Petitioner did not support or 

was not aware of any alleged terrorist activity and/or plans of al Qatani," the request seeks 

evidence about contentions the Government has not made, falls outside the scope of CMO § 

LD.1 and faits the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO § I.E.2(1), 

(2), (3). and (4). See Resp't's Mern. section IV.C. 

Request No. 24: 

To the extent that this request seeks information undermining Respondent's various 

81i @Mi'F: fJlf 8 PfHUT 
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contentions about ISN 1460 and 1SN 1461 or baaed on statements by ISN 1461. se~ Factual 

Return 1~ 41 .c, 44 n. I 2, this request should be denied because it simply reiterates the 

requirements of CMO § I.D.1. Resp'r's Mern. section IV.A. To the extent that this request 

seeks further unspecified information regardless of any actual or potential link to matters 

relevant in this proceeding, Petlrioners request should be denied because it falls outside the 

scope of Ci\110 § I.D. l and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of 

CMO § I.E.2(1 ), (2), (3), and (4). See Re.sp't's Mern. section lV.F. 

Tö the extent that this request seeks information undermining Respondent's various 

contentions about ISN 1460 and ]SN 1461 or based on statements by ISN 1461. see Factual 

Return 1~ 4 l .d, 44 n.12, this request should be denied because it simply reiterates the 

requirements of CMO § I.D.1. See. Resp 't's Mern. section IV.A To the extent lha1 this request 

seeks evidence suggesting that "Petitioner was not aware of and/or did not support these 
• • detainees' connections with al-Qaida and/or l Khalid Sheikh Mohammed], h the request seeks 

evidence about contentions the Government has not made, falls outside the scope of CMO 

§ I. D. r and fails the narrow tall o ring, sp eel fi city, and good ca use requirements of CM O 

* l.E.2(1 )1 (2), (3), and {4 ). See Resp't's Mern, section IV ,C. 

Request No. 26: 

To the extern thai this request seeks ínïormatíon undermining Respondent's varínus 

contentions about ISN.ur based on statements by ISNll ::;~e F~etuul Return j' 64.<l, this 

request should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements ofCMO § I.D.1. See 

Resp'ts Mern. section IV .A. To the extent that this request seeks further unspecífled information 

'· • regardless or any actual or potentia l link to matters relevant in this proceed ing, Petitioner's 

BECIMI l. I 62 Old i 
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request should he denied because it falls outside the scope of CMO § l.D.1 and fails the narrow 

tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements ofCMO § I.E.2(l)i (2), (3), and (4). See 

Resp't's Morn. section lV.F. 

,Se_Ç, Resp't's Mern. section IV.A. 

Request No. 27ti~-d! 

.. ~ Request No. 28~ 

To the extent that this request seeks information undermining Respondent's various 

contentions about Abu Kami] al-Suri or biased on statements contained in al-Suri's diary, seel 

~lt,, Factual Return U 5, 481 60--62, 64.a.ii--iii~ 64.b.i-ii, 64.c.i, 67-69, this request should be 

denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of CMO § I.D. l. See Resp't's Mern. section 

IV.A. To the extent timt this request seeks further unspecified information regardless of any 

actual or pot~ntial link to matters relevant in this proceeding, Petitionerts request should be 

denied because it fälls outside the scope ofCMO § I.D.1 and fails the narrow tailoring, 

specificity, and good cause requirements ofCMO § LE.2(1), (2), (3), and (4). Se;e Resp't's Mern. 

section IV.F. 
I ., 

Request No. 2-9~: 

To the extent that this request seeks information undermining Respondent's contention 

that Abu Kamil al-Suri was .. a close associate of [Petitioner] who traveled with [Petitioner] at 

least during part of the time from approximately January 2002 until [Petitioner's] capture," 

Factual Return~¡ 48, the request should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of 

CMO § LD.1. Sec Respt's Mern. section IV.A. To the extent that this request seeks evidence 

suggesting that al-Suri und Petitioner only traveled together for part of that time period and did 

nøt remain together during that entire period, the request seeks evidence about contentions the 

819@Mff/f f 8P@lft! f 
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Government has not made, falls outside the scope of CMO § I.D, l and fails the narrow tailoring, .. 
' 

specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO § LE.2(J ), (2), (3), and (4). See Respt's Mern. 

section IV.C, 

Request No. 29b: 

To the extent that this request seeks information undermining Respondent's contention 

that Abu Ka mil al-Suri carried some kind of case belonging to Petitioner that al-Suri described in 

his diary as a "samsonite that had the entire future ín it;" Factual Return ,i 48.a, the request 

should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of CMO § l.D. l. See Resp't's 

Mern. section IV.A To the extent that this request seeks evidence undermining more specific 

contentions that what al-Suri describes as a "samsonite" was in fact a Samsonite brand briefcase 

,· 
~ or that the case contained materials that were related to terrorist operations, the request seeks 

evidence about contentions the Government has not made in this proceeding, fälls outside the 

scope of CMO § I.D.1 and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of 

CMO § I.E.2(1), (2), (3), and (4). See Re::.p't's Mern. section IV.C. 

Request No.29c; 

To the extent that this request seeks information undermining Respondent's contention 

that Petitioner told 11! -Suri "that if anything happened to him, [al-Suri and others] should join 

[Sayf al-Adl) to be under his wing and that of al-Qa'ida," Factual Return il 48, the request should 

be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements ofCMO §LD.I.See Resp't's Mern. 

section IV.A. To the extent that this request seeks evidence undermining a contention that 
I ,:~ 

Petitioner advised al-Suri to join Abd al-Hadi al-Iraqi, rather than Sayf al-Adl, the request seeks 

evidence aho ut contentions the Government has not made. fälls outside the scope of CMO § 

LD. I and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO § I.E.2(1), 

13 
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(2), (3), and (4). See Resp'f's Mern. section IV.C. 

Request No. 29d-c, g+h: 

.â££ Rcsp'ts Mern. section IV.A. 

To the extent thnt this request seeks information undermining Responderrt's contentions 

I 

' Request No. 29i: 

in its factual return about Petitioner's work in March 2002 preparing a number of persons for 

terrorist operations, see Factual Return~[ 67, the request should be denied because it simply 

reiterates the requirements of CMO § LD.1. See Resp'f's Mern, section IV.A. To the extent that 

Petitioner's request seeks evidence undermining a contention that Petitioner was "about to 

begin" terrorist operations at that time, Petitioner's use of the phrase "aho ut to begin" is vague 

and insufficiently spec i fic, and to the extent Petitioner's use of the phrase t'a bout te, begin" is 

intended to request evidence about contentions the Government has not made, the reguest fälls 

outside the scope of CMO § I.D .1 ane fails the narrow tailoring, specificity> and good cause 
i .. 

requirements of CMO § I.E.2(1), (2), (3), and (4) . .S.Ç.~. Resp't's Mem. section IV.C. To the extent 

Petitioner seeks "denials und/or contradictory statements obtained from any of the fifteen people 

listed in al Surl's diary as being part of Petitioner's 'core group,": Respondent does not contend 

for purposes of this proceeding that any specific individual whom al-Suri identified in his diary 

as an associate of Petitioner, but who is not otherwise discussed in the Government's factual 

return> was in fäet an associate of Petitioner. The request there fore seeks information about 

contentions the Government has not made and falls outside the scope of CMO § I.D.1 and foils 

the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO § I.E.ï,(1), (2), (3), and 

(4). See Resp't's Mern. section IV.e. 

• • 
Qi i'Mff.lfØFØNJ 
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.S.~_t.: Resp'ts Mern. section JV.A. 

Request No. 30: 

'fo the extent that this request seeks information undermining Respondent's various 

contentions about Sayf al-Adl or based on statements contained Jn 

Factual Return ~Î 481 53, 54, 57> this request should be denied because it simply reiterates the 

requirements of CMO § I.D. l. See Resp't's Mern . section JV .A To the extent that this request 

seeks further unspecified information regardless of any actual or potential link to matters 

.. • 
relevant in this proceeding, Petitioner's request should be denied because it fälls outside the 

scope ofCMO § I.D.1 and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of 

CMO § I.E.2(1), (2), (3), and (4}. Ss12. Respf's Mern. section lV.F. 

Request No. ~Ha; 

To the extent that this request seeks information undermining Res pondent' s various 

contentions about Petitioner's relations with U sama Din Ladin or al-Qaida, this request should be 

denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of CMO § I.D. l. St:e Resp't's Mern. section 

IV .A. To the extent that this request seeks information about Say fal-Adl' s "inability to identify" 

Petitioner as an associate of Usama Bin Ladin or al-Qaida, Petitioner's use of the phrase 

"inability to identify" is vague and insufficiently specific. 'fo the extent that Petitioner intends 

• • the phrase "inability te identiíy" to request evidence suggesting that Sayf al-Adl did not know 

Petitioner or that Petitioner was not associated with Usama Bin Ladin or al-Qaida, the request 

should be denied because: it simply reiterates the requirements of CMO § LD. 1. Sc.t'Ë Resp1t's 

Mern. sections lV.A, JV.E. However, to the extent that the request seeks disclosure of evidence 

that suggests only that the Government bas not obtained information from Sayf al-Adl about 

9ECR.R'fi'NOIPORN 
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fälls outside the scope ofCMO §LD.I and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause 

Petitioner's links with Usama Bin Ladin or al-Qaida, tho request should be denied because it 

requirements ofCMO § I.E.2(1), (2), (3), and (4). §~e.Resp;t's Mern. section IV.E. 

Request No. 3lb: 

To the extent that the request seeks evidence "tending to show that Sayf al-Adl and 

Petitioner had an antagonistic and/or non-cooperative relationship," Petitioner' s use of the 

phrase "antagonistic and/or non-cooperative relationship" is vague and insufficiently specific. 

and the request is not Likely to produce exculpatory information, so the request falls outside the 

scope of CMO § I.D, l and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of 

CMO § I.E.2(1 ), (2), (3), and (4), To the extent that this request seeks additional detail or 

supporting or corroborating information u bout Abu Kamil el-Suri's statement that "Sayf al-Adl 

and Abu Muhammad al-Masri und tncse with them [were] trying 10 take over [Petitioner's 
• V 

group}," Factual. Return j 48, the request should be denied for the reasons stated in section JV .C 

of Respondent's memorand um. 

Request No. 32; 

The Government has not made contentions in this proceeding about any direct connection 

between Petitioner and îSN ·¡453, ISN 1457, or ISN 1461. See Factual Return"] 44 n.12. 

Pctiticner's request for "[ejvidcnce tending to indicate" the absence of such direct connections or 

tending to indicate that Petitioner had no knowledge of any connections between these three 

detainees and Usams Bin Ladin therefore seeks evidence about contentions the Government has 

not made und fälls outside the scope of CMO § l.D.l and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, 

and good cause requirements of CMO § LE.2(1), (2), (3), and (4), See Resp't's Mern, section 

IV.C. 

fllil@JiU~'Jlff l 8Jil8 RN 
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Request No. 33: 

To the extent that this request seeks disclosure of evidence tending to materially 

undermine the contention that Pentiener associated with Usams Bin Ladin or al-Qaida, this 

request should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of CMO § l.D.1. See 

Resp't's Mern. section IV.A. To the extent that this request seeks information about ISN 1453'si 

ISN 145 Ts, or ISN 1461 "s "inabilí1)' to identify" Petitioner as an associate of Usama Biri Ladin 

or al-Qaida, Petitioner's use of the phrase "inability to identify" is vague and insufficiently 

.. 
' 

specific. To the extent that Petitioner intends the phrase "inability to identify" to request 

statements by these detainees suggesting that Petitioner \VUS not associated with Usama Bin 

I ,· Ladin or al-Qaida, the request should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of 

CMO § LD.1. See Resp't's Mern. sections IV.A, IV.E. However, to tae extent that the request 

seeks disclosure of evidence that suggests only that the Government has not obtained 

information from these three detainees about Petitioner's links with Usams Bin Ladin or al- 

Qaida, such evidence would not amount to exculpatory evidence for purposes of CMO § I.D.1, 

and Petitioner's request for such evidence fails the narrow tailoring, speciflc.ty, and good cause 

requirements of CMO § I.E.2(1), (2), (3), and (4). See Resp't's Mern. section JV.E. 

Request No. 34: 

.. ¡~ To the extent that this request seeks information undermining Respondent's various 

contentions about ISNlllor based on statements by ISN ._seç Factual Return ir 64.a, b.ii, 

th.s request should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of CMO § I.D.1 .. See 

Resp't's Merri. section IV .A. To the extent that this request seeks further unspecified information 

regardless of any actual or potential link to marters relevant in tbs proceeding, Petitioner's 

request should be denied because it falls outside the scope of CMO § LD.1 and fails the narrow 

iB?PFT?IIJ Fi Mfl 
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tailoring, specificity) and good cause requirements of CMO § I.E.2(1)i (2). (3)~ and (4). Rosp'Ps 
.. 
~ Mern. section IV.F 

£ee Resp't's Mern. section IV .A. 

Request No. 35a-b: 

Request No. 3Sc; 

To the extent that this request seeks disclosure of evidence tending to materially 

undermine the contention that Petitioner TSN.'went to the front to fight the Northern 

Allio.nee,:~~ Factual Return~ 64.a.i, this request should be denied because it sin ply reiterates 

the requirements of CMO § I.D. l. S.ee Resp Ts Mem, section JV .A. The Government has not 

contended in this proceeding that ISN-ltimatcly engaged in live combat at the front, so to 

the extent that this request seeks evidence suggesting that ISJ\'llldid not ultimately engage in 
I • 

live combat, it seeks information about contentions the Government has not made, fälls outside 

the scope of C\10 § LD. I, and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause 

requirements cfCMO § LE.2( 1), (2), (S), and (4). See Resp't's Mern. section IV.C. 

Request Nos. 3Sd-ce: 

See Resp't's Mern. section IV.A. 

Request No.. 35f: 

The Government has not contended in this proceeding that ISN lllstatcd that he "was a 

bomb-maker" or was "experienced" in constructing explosives when first recruited by Petitioner. 

Rather, the Government contends that ISNllwas selected to receive training in explosives 

from ISNll:at the Faisalabad safehouse, See Factual Return~ 64.a.ií, b.ii, Consequently, 

evidence suggesting that ISNll[acked extensive prior experience witn explosives seeks 

information about contentions the Government has not made, and Petitioner's request for such 

iii CAliT17UiPQIV I 
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evidence. fälls outside the scope of CMO § LD. I and fails. the narrow tailoring, speciflcity, and 

good cause requirements of CMO § J.E.2( 1), (2), (3), and (4). ~ Respt's Mern. section JV .C. 

Request Nm •. 35g-h: 

These requests should be denied because they seek evidence that would undermine 

information the Government disclosed as exculpatory evidence, not information the Government 

presented in support of detention.~ Resp't's Mern. section IV .C. 

Request No. 36: 

To the extent that this request seeks information undermining Respondent's various 

contentions about ISN.or based on statements by ISN. see Factual Return ~,r 64.b1 68i 

tilis request should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of CMO § I.D. l. See 

Resp't's Mern. section JV.A. To the extent that this request seeks further unspecified information 

regardless of any actual or potential link to mattera relevant in this proceeding, I'etitioners 

request should be denied because it falls outside the scope of CM O § LD. 1 und foils the narrow 

tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO § I.E.2( 1 ), (2), (3 ), and (4), See 

Respr's Mern. section IV.F. 

Request Nos, 37a-e: 

~ Resp 't's Mom. section 1V .A 

Request N o. 38: 

To the extent rha: this request seeks information undermining Respondent's various 

contentions about ISN.or based on statements hy fSN li~ Factual Return~ 64.a.ii, b.ii, 

e, this request should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of CMO §.LD.I. 

See Resp't's Mern. section IV .A. To the extent that this request seeks further unspecified 

information regardless of any actual or potential iink to matters relevant in this proceeding, 

S.8@RØF/~f Qtï'@Aff 
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Pctíüoner's request should be denied because it fälls outside the scope of CMO § 1.D.1 and fails 
.... 
' the narrow tailoring, specificity. and good cause requirements of CMO § I.E.2( 1), (2), (3), and 

(4). Resp'ts Mern. section lV.F. 

Resp't's Mern. section. TV.A. 

Request No. 39a.~c: 

Request No. 40: 

To the extent that this request seeks information undermining Respondent' s various 

contentions about ISN 145B or based on statements by ffs'N 14 58, ~ Factual Return~~] 64.a, b, 

e.i, 68 n.27, thiH request should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of CMO 

§ I.O. l. Resp Ts Mern. section IV.A. To the extent that this request seeks exculpatory 

"': ' 
information produced in other habeas proceedings or further unspecified information regardless 

or' any actual or potenual link to matters relevant in this proceeding, Petitioner's request should 

be denied because it falls outside the scope of CMO §LD.I and fails the narrow tailoring • 

speciñcity, and good cause requirements of CMO § l.E.2(1); (2), (3 ), and ( 4). See Resp't' s Mern. 

section IV.F. IV.O. 

Request Nos. 4la-d: 

Sec:¡ Respt's Mern. section IV.A. 

Request No. 42; 

contentions based on statements by ISN.~~ Factual Return ,i~¡ 64.a.iíi, this request should 
• • be denled because it simply reiterates the requirements of CMO § I. D.1. See Resp't' s Mern, 

sec ti on TV. A. To the extent that this request seeks further unspecified information regardless of 

any actual or potential link to matters relevant in this proceeding, Petitioner's request should be 

snæræ 112ro2n 
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denied because it fälls outside the scope ofCMO § T.D.1 and fails the narrow tailoring, 

speciñcíty, and good cause requirements of CMD ~ l.E.2(1 ), (2), (3), and (4 ). See Resp't's Mern. 

section IV.F. 

Request No. 43; 

To the extent that this request seeks information obtained from ISN li that tend to 

materially undermine Respondent's contentions that Petitioner was associated with al-Qaida, met 
4' 

' Abd al-Iladí al-Iraqi in Barmíl, Afghanistan, or was carrying out a plot related to improvised 

explosive devices, this request should be denied because lt simply reiterates the requirements of 

CMO § 1.D.1. See Re.-:p't's Mern. section TV.A. To tbe extent that this request seeks "negative 

íderuíûceríons" of Petitloner by ISN .. Perlüoners use of'the Lenn "negative ldenüñcauons'' 

is vague aud insufflclently specific. To the extert that Petitioner intends the phrase "negative 

identifications" to request statements by ISN.suggesting that Petitioner was not associated 

with Abd ul-Harli al-Jraqí or al-Qaida, the request should be denied because it simply reiterates 

the requirements ofCMO § LD.l.~Resp'fs Mern. sections. IV.A, IV.E. However, to the 

extent that the request seeks disclosure of evidence that suggests only that the Government has 

.. 
' 

not obtained Information from IS:N Ill.about Petitioner's links with Abd al-Hadj al-Iraqi or al· 

Qaida, Petitioner's request for such evidence falls outside the scope of CMO § I. D.1 and fails the 

narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements ofCMO § 1.E.2(1), (2). (3). and (4). 

Se~ Resp't's Mern. section IV .E. 

Request No. 44: 

Sec Resp't's Mern. sections IVD, IV .l. 

Request No. 45; 

Resp't's Mom. section IV .J. 

iiiliiSIHiiil<'t f91fQ5HI 
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Req uest N o. 46 ! 

See Resp 't's Mem, section IV.A. 

To the extent that this request seeks evidence suggesting that training provided at 

Request No. 47: 

Khaldan was not terrorist training, this request should be denied because it simply reiterates the 

requirements of CMO § I.D.1. S~ Resp't's Mern. section IV.A. To the extent that this request 

seeks evidence suggesting that some materials used at Khaldan could have been useful in 
• • applications other than terrorist training, suen evidence would not undermine the Government's 

contentions about Khaldan, and Petitioner's request for such evidence fälls outside the scope of 

CMO § LD. 1 and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO 

§ LE.2(1)~ (2), (3)1 and (4). Evidence that materials used at Khaldan, such as military manuals, 

could be used for lawful purposes would not suggest that such items were not used for terrorist 

training at Khaldan. 

Request No. 48: 

To the extent that this request seeks evidence suggesting that the Khaldan, Sade, al- 

Faruq, Jihad Wal, or al-Sadiq camps did nol provide terrorist training during the time Petitioner 

• • 
allegedly attended them, this request should be denied because lt simply reiterates the 

requirements of CMO § l.D. 1. See Respt'a Mern. section IV.A. The Government has not 

contended in this proceeding that any of these camps had launched attacks against the United 

States or declared hostilities against the United States at that time. Factual Return ,I 21. To- 

the extent that this request seeks disclosure of evidence indicating that these camps had not 

launched attacks or declared hostilities against the United States at that time, the request seeks 

evidence about contentions the Government has not made, falls outside the scope of CMO 

-------~ ~-- .... 
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§ I.D. l, and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO 

§ l.E.2(1), (2). (3), and (4). Resp't' s Mern. section IV .C. 

Request No. 49: 

The Government does not object to this request to the extent that it contemplates only a 

search of reasonably available evidence and disclosure of any exculpatory evidence identified in 

such a search.§.~ Resp't's Mern. section IV.O. 

To the extent that this request seeks evidence suggesting that the Khaldan camp was 

Request No. 50: 

"organtzationatly and operationally independent" of al-Qaida's camps, such a proposition would 

be consistent with the Government's contentions. Factual Return j 31 ("The Khaldan 

training camp ... was operationally and organizationally independent of al-Qaida."), The request 

therefore does not seek exculJJatory information and is not authorized under the CMO, as further 

• • explained in section IV.C of Respondent's memorandum . 

To the extent that this request seeks an unrcdactcd copy of a document that was produced 

to Petitioner in redacted form, the request should be denied for the reasons stated in section II.B 

of Respondent's memorandum. The redacted document disclosed to Petitioner captures the 

exculpatory aspects of the document 

To the extent that this request seeks evidence suggesting that the Khaldan camp did not 

advocate or approve of terrorist operations or díd not train persons who expressed interest in 

terrorist operations, this request should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements. of 

CM O § LD. I . s~~ Resp' t's Mern. sectio n IV A. To the extent that this request see ks any further 

information about purely ideological divisions between Khaldan and al-Qaida, this request is 
,: • vague and insufficiently specific, falls outside the scope of CMO § l.D.1; and fails to meet the 

81.8 tHW11;ff 8 F 8.N f 
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narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO § LE.2(1 ); (2), (3), und (4). 

~eê Respt's Mern. section IV.D. 

Request No. 51: 

Request N os. 52-53: 

.S~~ Resp't's Mern. section IV.K. 

To the extent that these requests seek evidence tending to materially undermine 

• ' 
Request N os. 54-SS: 

Respondents' contentions about or based on the diary passages relied upon in the factual return, 

the requests should be denied because they merely reiterate the requirements of the CMO. See 

Resp't's Mern .. section IV.A. To the extent that these requests seek further information, they 

should be denied for the reasons stated in section l.II.B of Respondent's memorandum. 

Request N o. 56: 

To the extent that this request seeks evidence tending to materially undermine 

Respondents' contenttons about or based on the diary passages relied upon in the factual return. 

the requests should be denied because they merely reiterate the requirements of the CMO. Sec 
• • Resp'ts Mern. section IV.A. To the extent that these requests seek further information, they 

should be denied for the musons stated in section Ill.13 und IVJ of Respondent's memorandum. 

Request N<). 57: 

See Resp'r's Mern. section IV.H. 

Request No, 5Ba: 

To the extent that this request seeks evidence tending to materially undermine 

Respondents' assertion that Petitioner met with Usarna Bin Ladin on múltiple occasions, this 

24 
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request should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of CMO § l.D. l.~ 

,¡ 
' 

Resp't's Mern. section IV .A. To the extent that Petitioner's Request No. 5 Ba seeks evidence 

suggesting that Petitioner did not meet with Usama Bin Ladin "at his own initiative," the 

Government makes no contentions regarding who arranged or initiated meetings between 

Petitioner and Usama Bin Ladin, so the request seeks information about contentions the 

Government has not made, falls outside the scope of CMO § I .D. I, and fails the narrow tailoring, 

specificity, and good cause requirements üfCMO § I.E.2(1)i (2), (3)1 and (4). See Resp't's Mern. 

section IV.C. 

Request Nos. 58b-e: 

~ Resp '1' s Mern. section IV .A. 

Request Nos. 58f-g; 

* • These requests should be denied because they seek evidence that would undermine 

information that the Government did not present as part of its case in support of detention. See 

Resp't's Mern. section TV.D. 

Request No. 58h: 

Se~ Resp't's Mern. section IV.A. 

Request No. 59! 

See Resp'fs Mern. section IV.D. 

Request No. 60: 

This request seeks information that isconsistent with the Government's contentions in its 

factual return. Compare Request No. 60 (seekin 

with Factual Return 41[ 26 (stating 

8J.il8R@•:T f 8 F8ltf f 
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CMO, as further explained in sectíon IV.e of Respondent's memorandum. 

The request therefore does not seek exculpatory information and is nöt authorized under the 

<( • Request No, 61: 

To the extent that this request simply seeks information 

Factual Return ~i,r 26, 3 l & n.â, 39, 44, 45, it should be denied because it simply reiterates the 

requirements of CMO § I.D.1. See Resp't's Mern. section IV.A. To the extent Petitioner intends 

to seek any further information through this request, Petitioner's uses of the words "indicating," 

"antagonistic," and "supportl]" are too broad and are vague and insuíflciently specific, and the 

request fails to meet the narrow tailoring and specificity requirements of CMO § I.E.2 (1) and 

(2). 

Request No. 62: 
• • 

The Government' s factual return notes that Petitioner met with U sama Bin Ladin to 

discuss the closure of the Khaldan camp and the potential union of disparate mujahideen groups 

under common leadership, but the Government hais not contended in this proceeding that 

Petitioner concurred with Usama Bin Ladin's decision that Khaldan should be closed or that 

Petitioner accepted an invitation to unite with Bin Ladin after Khaldari's closure. fum factual 

Return if126, 44, Thus, to the extent that this request seeks evidence suggesting that Petitioner 

disagreed with Bin Ladin' s decision or that Petitioner did not unite with Bin Ladin at that time, 

the request seeks information about contentions the Government has not made and should be 

8!!,C:ttE"t'fftf8F6RN 
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denied for the reasons stated in section IV .C of Respondent's memorandum. 

Request No. 63: 

The Government's factual return notes that Petitioner met with Usarna Bin Ladin to 

discuss the potential union af disparate rnujahideen groups under common leadership, but the 

Government has not contended in this proceeding that Petitioner accepted an invitation to unite 

with Bin Ladin after Khaldan's closure. See Factual Return ,r,¡ 26, 44. Thus, to the extent that 
this request seeks evidence suggesting that Petitioner did not unite with Bin Ladin at that time, 

the request seeks information about contentions the Government has nat made and should be 

denied for the reasons stated in section IV .C of Respondent's memorandum, Furthermore, 

Respondent's factual return contains no contentions naming Ibn al Shaykh al Libi. To the extent 

that this request seeks information about Ibn al Shaykh al Libias opposed ta information about 

Petitioner, the request should be denied for the reasons stated in section IV.C of Respondent's 

memorandum. 

Request Nn, 64: 

To the extent that this request seeks information undermining the contention that Khaidan 

associated with al-Qaida as des cri bed in the factual return, see. e.g., Factual Return 1'il 30, 31 & 

n.5, 39, this request should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of CMO 

§ LD. 1. See Resp't's Mern. section IV .A. To the extent that this request seeks informa tjon 

suggesting that Petitioner was not a member of al-Qaida or the Taliban, the request should be 

denied for the reasons stated ln section IV.D of Respondent's memorandum. 

Request No. 65: 

This request is vague and insufficiently specific and fails to meet the narrow tailoring and 

speciñcity requirements of CMO § l.E.2(1) and (2). Furthermore, evidence indicating that some 

í'£9PSI'JI9BQEll 
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persons not affiliated with al-Qaida had dealings with U sama Birt Ladin would flot ·undermine 

The Government has not contended in this proceeding that, at the time Petitioner was 

.. 
' either the Government's contentions that Petitioner had dealings with Usama Bin Ladin or that 

Petitioner in particular was affiliated with al-Qaida. Accordingly, the request fälls outside the 

scope of CMO § LD.1 and fails to meet the good cause requirements of CMO § l.E.2(3) and (4). 

Request No. 66: 

apprehended, Petitioner had knowledge of specific terrorist operations being planned or executed 

by persons or groups other than Petitioner and his group. Evidence suggesting that Petitioner 

lacked knowledge of plans by other persons or groups would not undermine the Government's 

allegations about Petitioner's own thwarted plans, or any other allegations against the Petitioner. 

• • Petitioner's request fo: such evidence falls outside the scope of CMO § I.D.1 and fails the 

narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements ofCMO § l.E.2(1), (2), (3), and (4), 

See Resp't's Mern. sections IV.e, JV.I. 

Request Nos. 67a-b: 

See Respt's Mern. section IV.H. 

Request No. 68a: 

To the extent that this request seeks information undermining Respondent's contention 

that Petitioner "workjed] in [U sama Bin Ladín's] military und security plan to confront un 

American counterattack" in Kho st,. Af ghanistan, after the Sep tern ber 2001 attacks, Factual 

Return ,i 50, this request should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of CMO 

' • § I.D.1. S(;'!e Respt's Mern. section IV.A The Government does not rely on any contention that 

Petitioner did this work as an "al Qaida deputy" or because he ms subject to al-Qaida command. 

~ Factual Return S 50. Thus, to the extent that this request seeks evidence that Petitioner 

SfJ CR:i!i'ffN 8F8ft N 
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declined to submit to al-Qaida command as fill "al Oaida deputy" or left Khost because he was 

being pressured to serve as an "al Qaida deputy," the request seeks information about 

contentions the Government has not made and falls outside the scope ofCMO § I.DJ and fails 

To the extent that this request seeks information undermining Respondent's contention 

the requirements of CMO § I.E.2(1), (2), (3), and (4). See Resp't's Mern. sections JV.e, IV.O, 

Request No, 6Sb: 

that Petitioner supported enemy forces and participated in hostilities as described in the 

Government's factual return, see, e.~, Factual Return~~ 49-57, this request should be denied 

because it simply reiterates the requirements of Cv10 § LD. I. See Resp'ts Mern. section rV.A, 

To the extent that Petitioner intends the phrase "actually participated" to refer to Jive combat, the 

request seeks information about contentions the Government has not made> and the request falls 

outside the scope ofCMO § I.D.1 and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause 

requirements of CMO § LE.2(1)1 {2)1 (3)1 and (4). Sec Rcsp't's Mern. section IV.e 

Request No. 69: 

The Government contends in its factual return that Petitioner was present in Kandahar in 

November 2001 ~ and a number of prominent terrorist figures converged on Kandahar around the 

same time. See Factual Return , 53. Petitioner's request for evidence that would undermine an 

"insinuation that Petitioner's presence in Kandahar ... was related to the presence of known 

terrorists in the city" is vague and insufficiently specific and is not supported by any allegations 

about whether Petitioner in fact was present in Kandahar or for what purpose. The evidence 

Petitioner seeks would not undermine Respondent's contentions) and Petitioner's request for 

such evidence falls outside the scope of CMO § I.D.1 and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, 

and good cause requirements of CMO § l.E2(1 ), (2), (3 ), and ( 4). 

SEiCR~'f>îf8F6ftff 
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,.., 
' Request No. 70: 

Respondent opposes this request on same grounds that it opposes Request No. 68a. 

Request No. 7h: 

To the extent that Petitioner seeks information that would undermine the Government's 

contention that Petitioner "facilitatjed] the retreat and escape of enemy forces.t'see Factual 

Return~~ 58···62, this request should be denied because it simply reiterates the requirements of 

CMO §LD.I. Sfil1 Resp'r's Mern. section IV.A. To the extent that Petitioner seeks information 

suggesting that the persons whom Petitioner assisted in escaping Afghanistan in 2001 included 

"women, children, and/or other non-combatants," this request should be denied for the reasons 

explained in section IV.Hof Respondent's memorandum. 
"' • 

Request No. 71 b-ct 

See Resp't's Mern. section IV.A. 

Request No. 7ld: 

The Government contends in its factual return that "[i]n late January 2002. Zubaydah was 

also lnvolvedln arranging a ransom for the release of two groups of rnuiahídeen (one group 

consisted of 17 mujahideen and the other consisted of 37 rnujahideen) captured by Pakistani or 

Afghani tribal members." See Factual Return~ 61 (citing Zubaydah Diary VoL V1 at 77, 79-80 

and Al-Suri Diary . Petitioner's request seeks evidence "tending 

to undermine" a contention that these persons, described as "brothers" in the cited passages of 

.~ • Petitioner's diary and Al-Suri's diary, were "enemy combatants." To the extent that this request 

seeks evidence suggesting that these "brothers" had nCJ links either to terrorism or to individuals 

or groups hostile to the United States, the request should be denied because it simply reiterates 

the rcquircrnents of CMO § I.D.1. See Resp't's Mern. section IV.A. However, to the extent that 

8 IHU<ælfl:'f f 8 P 8 IUf 
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Petitioner's use of the term "enemy combatants" is intended to refer to any more specific or 

technical contention, the request seeks information about contentions the Government has not 

made and the request falls outside the scope of CMO § I .D.1 and fails the narrow tail o ring, 

specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO § I.E.2(1), (2), (3), and (4). See Resp't's Mern. 

To the extent that this request seeks evidence suggesting the "brothers" were arrested by 

section IV.C. 

police rather than captured by Afghan or Pakistani tribes, the request should be denied because it 

simply reiterates the requirements of CMO § I.D.1. See Resp't's Mern. section IV .A. 

To the extent the request seeks evidence suggesting that the individuals in question were 

captured for the purpose of obtaining bounties or ransoms, such evidence; would be consistent 

with Respondent's contentions, ill Factual Return~ 61; Zubaydah Diary Vol. VI nt 77, 79 ·80; 

Al-Suri Diary and would not contradict Respondent's 

contention that these "brothers)' were linked to terrorism or to individuals or groups hostile to the 

United States. Accordingly, Petitioner's request for such evidence falls outside the scope of 

CMO § LD. l and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO 

§ I. E.2(1 ), {2), (3), and ( 4 ) . 
i 

\ I .. 
• 

Request N o. 71 e: 

To the extent that this request seeks evidence undermining Respondent's contention that 

between February 2002 and March 2002, Petitioner "moved from safehouse to safehouse with 

different groups," Factual Retum j 621 this request should be denied because it merely reiterates 

the requirements of CMO § 1.D.1. See Resp'f's Mern. section IV.A. To the extent that Petitioner 

seeks information suggesting that Petitioner's movements during this time were "not organized 

by Petitioner," the Government has not contended in this proceeding that Petitioner organized his 

S!J@ft@f;T f@PlSfM l 
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own movements during this. time without outside assistance, and the request seeks information 

about contentíons the Government has not made, fälls outside the scope of CMO § l.D.1, and 

fails the requirements of CMO § I.E.2(1 ), (2), (3), and (4). See Resp't"s Mern. section IV.C. 

Request No. 71f-g: 

Resp'ts Mern. section IV.A. 

Request No. 72: 

To the extent that this request seeks evidence undermining Respondent's allegations 
.. • about Petitioner's harboring terrorists at the Faisalabad, Pakistan, safe house where he was 

captured, see Factual Return 1il 63-69, the request should be denied because it simply reiterates 

the requirements ofCMO § 1.D.1. See Resp't+s Mem. section IV.A. To the extent that Petitioner 

seeks other information about other detainees who were captured at the Faisalabad location, 

whether they knew about Petitioner is terrorist activities, and their reasons for being in the house, 

Petitioner's request is not narrowly tailored to the purpose of uncovering specific exe ul pa tory 

evidence. Respondent has not contended in this. proceeding that each and every individual at the 

Faisalabad site was involved in Petitionerts plans, and evidence indicating that one or more 

persons at the: Faisalabad site was not involved in or aware of Petitíoner's activities would not 

• ' 
undermine Respondent's contentions against Petitioner. See Resp't's Mern. sections IV.e, IV.O . 

Also, Petitioner has not named or described any specific individuals who were at the house and 

observed or interacted with Petitioner enough to permit them to draw informed conclusions that 

Petitioner was not involved in terrorist activities or that Respondent's allegations against 

Petitioner are otherwise inaccurate. Resp't's Mern. section IV .G. Accordingly, Petitioner's 

request falls outside the scope of CMO §LD.I and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and 

good cause requirements of CMO § I.E.2(1 ), (2), (3), and (4). 

SE€~'Wl'i8P0ft.'l 
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Request N o. 73: 

Resp't's Mem, section IV.C. 

Request No. 74: 

See Resp't's Mern. section IV.e. 

Request No, 75a-b: 

Resp't's Mern. section IV.A 

Request No. 76: 

This request seeks evidence suggesting that any of six named associates of Ahmed 

Ressam lacked specific knowledge of Ressam's plans for a terrorist attack in the United States. 

Petitioner asserts that this would undermine Respondent's contention that Ressam told Petitioner 

about his plans för a terrorist attack in the United States but did not tell Petitioner the intended 

target or the intended <late of the attack, Factual Return~ 35. Evidence suggesting that other 

persons besides Petitioner lacked knowledge of Ressam's plans would not undermine 

Rëspondentts contention, and Petitioner's request for such evidence fälls outside the scope of 

CMO § LD.1 and fails the narrow tailoring, specificity, and good cause requirements of CMO 

§ l.E.2( 1 )> (2), (3 )) and ( 4 ). 

Request Nos. 77, 78a-d: 

The Court has already ruled on these requests.~ Resp'ts Mern. section TTLD. 

Request Nos. 79-80: 

~ Resp't's Mern. section IV.L. 

Request Nos. Sl.a-b, 82: 

.See Resp't's Mern. section IV.C. 
:, 
i• 
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Request No. 83: 

Resp'r's Mern. sections IV.C, IV.J. 

No. 84: 

Rcsp'ts Mern. sections ILB, IV.C. 

See Resp't's Mern. section lV.C. 

Nos. 85a-t: 

Sec Respt's Mern. section lV .M. 

No. 86: 

Nos. 87-91a: 

Resp't's Mern. section IV .C. 

No. b-ti 

Nu. 92: 

Respondent opposes this request cm the same grounds Ihm it opposes Request No. 72. 

Request Nos. 

See Respr's Mern. section IV .C. 

Resp't' s Mern. sections U .B, IV .N. 

Request Nos. 951)....e: 

Resp'ts Mern, section iV.~. 

Se@. Resp't's Mern. sections IV.D) IV.N. 

-~me N.:f\}ffNOPfHU~ 
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See Resp't's Mern. section IV .N. 

Request No. 95g: 

Resp't's Mern. sections !LB~ IV.N. 

Request Nos. 96b-h: 

See Resp'ts Mern, section IV .N. 

Request Nos. 96i-j; 

See Resp't's Mern. sections IV.D, IV.I, IV.N. 

Request No. 96k: 

Resp't';, Mern. section IV.N. 

Date: October 27, 2009 Respectfully submitted, 

... 
' 

TONY WEST 
Assistant Attorney General 

JOSEPH H. HUNT 
Director 

TERRY M. HENRY 
JAMES J. GILLIGA:'>J 
Assistant Branch Directors ~o; 

I 
i: 

RONALD J. WJLTSŒ (D.C. Bar No. 431562) 
JAMES C. LUH 
Attorneys 
United States Department of Justice 
Civil Division, Federal Programs Branch 
20 Massachusetts Ave NW 
Washington DC 20530 
Tel: (202) 514-4938 

"Petítíoner's Appendix contains two successive requests both numbered Request No. 95. 
App'x at 35-36. The second request apparently should be numbered Request No. 96. 
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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR TRE DISTRICT OF COLUMEI~ 

----------------------------X 
SA.BRY MOHAMMED' et al. , Civil case No. 05·2385 

Petitioners 

v. 

BARAC~ OBAMA, et al, 

Defendants I 

--~------------------~---~---x Washington, D.C. 
Wednesday, August 12, 2009 
9:45 A.M. 

10 TRANSCRIPT OF HEARING 
BEFORE THE HONORABLE ELLEN SEGAL HUVELLE 

11 UNITED STATES DlSTRXCT JtJDG:.E 

13 

1~ 

15 

FOR THE PETITIONER: Eric P. Gotting, Esquire 
WINSTON & STRAWN LLP 
1700 K Street, NW 
Washington, DC 20006 
{202} 262-5000 

16 FOR THE RESPONDENTS:John Wallace, Esquire 
Luke Jones, Esq. 

17 John Brañtl'lan, Esquirê 
Danial Barish, Esquire 

1S U.S. bEPARTMENT OF JUST!CE 
20 Massachusetts Avenue, 

19 Washington, DC 20001 
(202) 616-4272 
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20 

21 
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23 
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Court Reporter. RPR 
u.s. D1str1ct Court 
Room 6507 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
(202) 354-3247 

Proceedings recorded by mechanical stenography, transcript 
produced by computer. 
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10 that in other cases we' ve handled through moti.ons for 

11 discovery under section I(E).2, 

13 medical r'ecor ôs , could you find those :our.ied SO!lleplace? 

15 force does not have medical records. But ultimately we can 

16 search for. words in documents but not -- for example, there is 

.12 

14 
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29 

3 

You have not now made any motion for anything 

l specific categories of documents liki.l! that in the task force 

2 data. 

THE counrr: When you say task force data, arë we 

4 talking about something that is one, two or Lhree or something 

5 else? 

6 MR. BRANMAN: No, just the 2001, two, three. 

7 THE COURT: That's three subparts of the task force 

8 data. 

9 MR. BRANMAN: Right. Those are the kind of subjects 

THE COURT: :.t1m only, if :somebody said find his 

MR. BRANHAN: My understanding is that the task 

17 a request for photographs. ! don't think he can search for 

.18 those using the tools that we have. 

21 documents str.1.ke me as do-able. we ought to move up the 

22 timef:rame it seems to me. They're looking for what they 

23 consider to be responsive to the Court1s order of either 

,,. ,, 19 

20 

I 

24 

25 

THE COURT: ! don1t know how to resolve this. 

Doe5 petitioner's counsel have some -- the SOQ 

e:xcul:Datory or automatic. That's all they're looking for. 
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specific which you neeo to ~o if you want something specific. 

I don't know exactly what else we can do at the moment. I'm 

not going to have them search 13.000 doeu.rnents. That1s a 

waste of time frankly. 

MR. GOTTINGi I think just a couple of points. 

we•re preparing our opposition and we're also preparing a 

motion to cornpel some of-- 

THE COURT: 1 hate to say it, but I won_'t get to it. 

I'm going into trial. It is tmfortunate you didn1t do it 

before now. r didn1t realize. That's why we're here. 

MR. GOTTING: A lot of our requests are based our 

discussions with Sabry.just a few weeks ago a. Until then we 

didn't really have, we felt like we needed to have some 

specific reasons to request those documents. 

So that's why we're preparing the motion to compel 

right now. we'll file our motion for opposition. Eut just a 

couple of points. One thing they're completely missing here. 

Thèy1re relying on another detainee's statement against my 

elient. 

T~E COURT: Not a lot-- 

MR. GOTTING: Not a lot. I agree. 

THE COURT: we went through tbat pretty carefully, 

not a lot. I'm not too worriêd about other detainees here. 

That's not what is holding him I don't think. 

MR. GOTTING: Anyway, they have not even offered to 
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UNITED STATES l)ISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE DISTRICT OF COLUMBlA 

.. 
• Petitioner, 08 Civ. 1360 (RWR) 

ZA YN AL !\BfDIN MUHAMMAD lJUSAY~~:~~~~~~ 

v. 

F/.01lERT M. OAlES1 

Respondent 
.............. _.,. __ ..,_ ..... ~ ... - ................. ,.,,,,.,. ........... 1,r.,,...,.,.,¡,.,.,..._._ ............. - ... _----- ... - ......... _ .... .., ...... X 

EX !'ARTE DECLARATION Oll' ,fOHN H. DURHAM 

1. I am Counseí to the United States Attorney för the District of Connecticut. l have 

been employed ns a federal prosecutor since December 20, J 9.82, when I became a Trial 

Attorney for the New Haven Field Office of the Boston Strike: Force on Organized Crime. I 

served as the Strike Force in the District of Connecticut until September 1989. ln September 

1989, 1 became Chief of the Criminal Division for the United States Attorney's Office for the 

Di std ct of Connecticut and served in that position until March 1994i when I become Deputy 

United States Attorney for the Offlce.' I became Counsel to the United States Attorney in March 

2008. At various times, 1 have also served as the Interim United States Attorney for the District 

of Connecticut, Special Attorney in the District of Massachusetts investigating and prosecuting 

corruption involving law enforcement agendes in Massacltusens, and Special Attorney in the 

Southern District of New York investigating allegations of corruption within u foderal law 

I In the District of Connecticut, the Deputy United States Attorney is the position 
commonly known in other districts as the First Assistant United States Attorney. 
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enforcement agency. On January 2i 2008> then-Attorney General Michael B. Mukasey 

appointed me to serve as Acting United States Attorney for the Eastern District of Virginia in 

connection with a federal criminal investigation into the destruction of certain videotaped 

interrogations of detainees by the Central Intelligence Agency (the "CIA" or the "Agency"). In 

my capacity as Acting United States A ttorney for the Eastern District of Virginia, I am 

responsible for supervising the investigative efforts of a team of lawyers and Special Agents of 

• ' 
the Federal Bureau of Investigation conducting the investigation into the CIA tapes matter. That 

investigation remains ongoing. 

2. On August 24, 2009, Attorney General Eric H. Holder expanded my mandate to 

include a preliminary review into whether federa! laws were violated in connection with the 

interrogation of certain detainees at overseas locations. In that capacity, I am to recommend to 

the Attorney General whether there is sufficient predication for a full investigation into whether 

the law was violated in connection with those interrogations. 

3. This is the first declaration that I am submitting in this matter. However, I 

previously submitted declarations in the following cases, requesting stays over portions of those 

matters that overlap with the ongoing criminal investigation: 

American Civil Liberties Union, el al. v. Department of Defense, et al., 04 Civ, 
4 l 5 I ( AKH) (Freed om of I nforrnati on A ct case pending befo re th e Ho nora bl e 
Alvin K. Hellerstein in the Southern District of New York); 

• Amnesty International, et al. v. Central Intelligence Agency, et al., 07 Civ. 5435 
(LAP) (FOJA case pending before the Honorable Loretta A. Preska in the 
Southern District of New York); 

• The James Madison Project, el al. v. Central Intelligence Agency, 07 Civ. 2306 
(RBW) (FOIA case pending before the Honorable Reggie B. Walton in the 
District of Columbia); and 

2 
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Hani Saleh Rashid Abdullah, et al. v. George Bush, et al., 05 Civ, 23 (RWR) 
(habeas petition pending before this Court). 

4. I submit this: declaration to request that this Court stay its decision on whether to 
" y 

grant the relief requested by Petitioner Zay n Al Ab idin Muhammad Husayn 's C'Petítioner'') 

Motion for Sanctions for the Spoliation of Evidence, on grounds that providing those remedies 

or conducting evidentiary proceedings on Petitioner's motion at this time would interfere with 

my ongoing crimina I investigation, I would ask that this Court grant a stay until - 

, al which time, based upon presently available information, I believe that the 

criminal investigation into the destruction of the CIA tapes will be at a stage when a 

prosecutorial decision may be made. 

5. I am providing this declaration to the Court ex parte because contained herein are 

numerous details concerning U1e status and direction of an ongoing criminal investigation, 

-· I am also filing contemporaneously a redacted version of this declaration that 

discloses as much information as possible on the public record without disclosing any sensitive 

information. The statements made in this declaration an; based on my personal knowledge of the 

facts and information obtained and reviewed ín the course of my offlcial duties. 

6. The Petitioner's pending motion seeks relief on grounds that the CIA deliberately 

und unlawfully destroyed videotapes depicting the CIA's use of enhanced interrogation 

techniques on the Petitioner. The basis of the motion is precisely what my team of criminal 

3 
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investigators are, and have been, actively examining. During the course of the past year and a 

half, the criminal 'investigation has been reviewing whether any federal criminal Jaws were 

violated in relation to the destruction of the videotapes described in the Petitioner's motion. 

That investigation has included a review of whether any person or persons obstructed justice, 

knowingly made materially false statements, committed or suborned perjury, or acted in 

contempt of court or Congress. We have made substantial progress in our investigation, which 

• • has included urnerous individuals, interviews of over mwitnesses, and 

the subpoena and review o ages of documents. Although the 

majority of the work to be done in connection with the investigation has now been completed, 

the criminal investigators need to 

At present, I believe that the work necessary to render our 

decision will be completed 

7. The Petitioner seeks relief in the form of: ( 1) compelling production of any 

remaining video recordings, audio recordings, written records or documents depicting 

Petitioner's interrogations. including the CIA cables transmitted to and from CIA Headquarters 

and notes taken during the interrogations which detail all of the events therein; (2) permission for 

Petitioner's counsel to depose all parties present during or otherwise observing Petitioner's 

interrogations; and (3) permission for Petitioner's counsel to depose all other persons detained or 

interrogated at any time at Guantanamo Bay or as part of the CIA program for the purpose of 

cross-corroboratíng their accounts of their respective interrogations to Petitioner. 

4 
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8. 1 believe that granting these remedies at this time will significantly complicate 

and interfere with the criminal investigators' ability to successfully complete the remaining work 

that remains before rendering a final prosecutorial decision. The release of records relating to 

the Petitioner's interrogations or conducting evidentiary proceedings to determine whether 

sanctions should issue, as well as the ability for counsel to depose the persons identified in the 

Petitioner's motion, would, in my estimation, lead to a variety of adverse consequences for the 

• ' 
criminal investigation. First, the knowledge that records depicting Petitioner's interrogations 

have been released to Petitioner and to counsel could, in and of itself, taint the recollections of 

the remaining critical witnesses, notwithstanding any protective order that may prevent 

disclosure of the content of those records. Obtaining the unaided and untainted recollections of 

these witnesses is crucial to preserve the integrity of the investigation, 

Second, if granted, the requested depositions or 

any evidentiary proceedings on Petitioner's motion could cause these critical witnesses to 

conform what they say to the criminal investigators o what was 

said or suggested during their deposition with Petitioner is counsel or at the evidentiary hearing. 

Third, notice of the requested deposition or evidentiary proceedings on Petitioner's motion may 

cause the critical witnesses to refuse to speak with the criminal investigators 

9. Moreover, granting the relief requested in Petitioner's motion would conflict with 

a recent determination by Judge Hellerstein in connection with the ACLU FOli\ litigation, a 

matter that has been pending since June 2004. Shortly after the tapes' destruction was publicly 

announced in December 2007, the ACLU filed a motion for contempt of court and sanctions, 

5 
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alleging that the destruction violated a September I 5, 2004~ court order which required the CIA 

to produce or identify all documents that were responsive to the ACL U's FOIA request for all 

"records concerning the treatment of detainees in United States custody." The ACLU, as 

remedies for the tapes' destruction, asked the district court, inter afia, to order the CIA to 

produce records relating to the content of the tapes as well as documents relating to the 

destruction of the tapes. 

1 O. Judge Hellerstein has not made a finding on the issue of whether the destruction 

of the tapes was in contempt of any of his orders. That fäet notwithstanding, on April 20, 2009, 

Judge Hellerstein ordered that the CIA produce records relating to the contents of the tapes as 

well as documents relating to the destruction of the tapes. 

" ' l l. On July 29, 2009, I met with Judge Hellerstein to address whether the district 

court's order that the CIA produce documents relating to the destruction of the tapes would 

interfere with the ongoing criminal investigation. That meeting was conducted ex parte, due to 

discussions relating to an ongoing criminal investigation, , as well as 

potential disclosure of classified information. A court reporter was present, and a redacted 

transcript, with the sensitive and classified materials omitted, has been made available to the 
i ,. parties and will, as I understand, be made publicly available in due course. 

12. For the Coures convenience, a copy of the redacted transcript is attached hereto. 

Notably, Judge Hellerstein concluded that he "would not want to interfere" with the ongoing 

criminal investigation by ordering "interviews and depositions and hearings and the like." 

Transcript of July 291 2009, Conference ("Tr.") at 25, In addition, Judge Hellerstein made clear 

that he would not require the CIA to produce documents relating to the destruction of the tapes, 

to the extent that the production would interfere with the criminal investigation. See Tr. at 26 

6 
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("'there would not be actual prcdacríon, that ls, ¡iving over of documents that were alive in tenns 

of [the criminal lnvesti¡¡ation)"'). 

13. To avoid nny conñlct with Judge Hellerstein's conclusions at the Jul>' 29 

co,nfärence, as well as fot the additional reasons set forth in this declaration, I would respectfu.tly 

request that this Court st.uy any decision on Petitioner's requested rc!lefand stay conductin~ any 

cv Iden.tia.ry proi;a;,;din,gs on P~ítioner's motion 

·based on presently ¡¡vaihsblc inform¡¡tiooj r believe that the crtminal investi~ation will be at a 

si.age when a prnæcutoríal deoision may be made • 

.. 
' 
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(In chambers) 
THE COURT: This is a meeting that was set up 

following a submission by the government in response to various 
orders and requests that came from me, all having to do with 
the contempt proceedings that have been going on for sane 
period of time. 

Mr. Durham has asked for extensions and various other 
protective measures, and the purpose of this meeting is for him 
to be able to express his reasons in a way that would not 
ccmpromise ther his investigation or national security. 

Is that enough of an introduction? 
MR. DURHAM: Yes, your Honor. 
THE COURT: rs it more or less accurate? 
MR. DUR.HNI!: Yes, your Honor. 
THE COURT: So the real questions I guess are, A, why 

should I wait longer before l go into the activities that were 
incident to a contempt. And that would have another question, 
in what ways, if I were to do that, would I be interfering with 
your investigation . .And! don't think I've ever really learned 
the boundaries of your investigation, and it may be that there 
are no boundaries that you could make explicit. But let me 
hear you with that introduction. 

MR. DUR.HNI!: Yes, your Honor. I appreciate the 
opportunity to meet with the Court in this fashion. 

THE COURT: rtrs mutual. 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C. 
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MR. DURHAM: I'm hoping that we1 can provide the Court 

with information that would really be substantively or be 
useful in a subst anti ve way to the Court.. 

As you know, it :..s a li t.t1e bit comp li. cat.ed by the 
fact of the criminal inv·estigation, [.Redact.ed - Rezrs on : Bl . 
There is still a lot of information that. we are dea1ir~g with 
that remains crasaí r í.eo . As to the parameters of what Is 
class:if ied and what is no longer clasBH;ieci, it t.s a little bit 
ö.H f.i.cult to rneaaur-e becaus e or some of the materials that. were 
released in the oaae t>eton~ your Hono:i:. But. still I v.í r t.ua.lly 
all of the info:rmati.on tfiat; we I re dealing w í t n waø e La as Lr f.ed , 
and classified ln a particular compar tmenc . And. so that 
:furt.her compf ícat es what we een dü¡cJ.ose to the court:. 

I guePJS ~ would want to seek: t.he court's d í r-ect.I ve 
he:re as to how ft1r you would J.ike us te proc:r,H::d Ln g1v1ng che 
Court \.li¿i L ki ud CJ [ Ln fo.i: mat . Lori, 

THE CótJR'I': Ha.rd Lo say. l"'i::rsL of all, t.he t::rcm:,,wript 
is sealed. And t.he ee proceedings e-i.l'e in ca.mera. 

MR. DURHAM: Yes I your Honor. 
THE COURT: And I wouJ.d oe guided by YOLl 

in ·-:.:erms of what may be disclosed erid to what 
I think I need to gain assur.,mce that what you ure 
what 111ight. be co·· terminus with what I'm doing, rt 
mo t.h0.t. if you are pursuing tl:w earne :i.ndi vidual e who 

wou Ld bcJ responsible in te:rms of destruction of evidence that 
SOUTHERN DlS':'RICT íl.EWRTERS1 P.C. 
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was owed Ln r eaponae to a court ozde r I there is a larger 
argument for my staying my hand than Lf your Lnve s t í qat Lon and 
my inquiry di vergt?d. 

So, I think the first step is to understand how 
closely relat(;~d the two a re , 

Second is that I and maybe :i.t Is much Uke:.~ the first, is 
t.hat; 11ve expressed myself as to having a very great hesitancy 
:i.n holding a government agency in contempt. In t.e rms of 
separation of powers, it seems to me that the judicial power 
ahouj d be hes ir.an t to declare that. trie execut í.ve power , rather 
t han Lndí.ví.dued s within the executive I flout court orders. It 
makea me uncomfort abl.e even to consider that possibility. 
We' re a11 a government: of laws and we all work unde'r a 
goverrnnent of laws and we ahou ldn ' t be working at: cross 
purposes. On the other hand, individuals can do things that. 
are inconsistent with legal obligat ions and tha.t comes right 
back t.o t he f Lr st; point. If you are looking at those same 
individuals for those same acts tha.t. I would be lookinsr at, we 
should both not. be doing the same thí.nqe . I think I would be 
pnr suaded to defer. 

MR. DURR.AM: Yes, your Honor. Maybe - - 
THE COURT: 'í'hen there is the issue of documents. But 

I think wc~ can leave that: for a moment and go back, stay with 
these central questions. 

MR. DURHAM: I think we can provide, I hope we can 
SO!JI'HgRN DISTRICT REPOR'l'ERS I P, C. 
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provide the Court with some useful information. And what I'd 
propose then, your Honor, is in connection with the first 
point, that is how closely related is the criminal 
investigation to the contempt proceedings, provide the Court 
with information about the criminal investigation, sort of its 
broad outline, and then also information concerning what 

· information we1ve gathered to date and how that affects some of 
the materials that are being sought in connection with the 
contempt proceedings. And then we1d obviously answer any 
questions the court has to the extent we can as to that matter. 

Then we can address what I think falls squarely within 
[Redacted - Reason: BJ. And that's obviously our concern, that 
that most particularly not be made public while the criminal 
investigation is ongoing. 

If that would be helpful to the Court, we can proceed 
that way. 

TI{E COURT: It will be. 
MR. DURHAM: The criminal investigation as I think the 

Court knows, Judge Mukasey had decided the full investigation 
should start back in January of 2008. And - 

THE COURT: As the attorney general. 
MR. DUR.HAM: Yes, your Honor. Ari.ct so 's pretty much 

been full-bore since then. So I can report to the Court that 
it is actively being investigated still. That there are the 
same attorneys, that include Mr. Kang; Jim Farmer, who is the 

SOtn'HERN DlSTRICT REPORTERS, P.C. 
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criminal chief in the u.s. Attc.irne "s Office in Boston; - 
--- Francis 
~ \~ o is on in Was ianqt cn wor:-king Ul the National 
Seçurity Division. 

THE COURT: May ;¡; interrupt f.or a rnorr..ent. 
r-1R • DUru-rAM: Yes, your Honor. 
THE COUR î: To some ex te nt í t ma y be useful to make 

t hí.s transcript pvb::..ic. 
MR . DURHAM: Yes , your Honor . 
THE COURT: I donrt particularly want t.o take notes of 

Lt ems that would be çlassified. So who WO'.J.ld be responsib1e 
f oz reviewing the transcript and deciding what can be public 
and what not? 

t-l(R, DUR.Hl\M: Well, if we were to be provided with the 
transcrípt, we çould go through it and make suggestions to ::he 
court or reccmnenoat í.ona, and ultimately obviously it is your 
Honor's decision. 

Mr. sctmitz1 who is again on detail to Washington 
asi~igned co The National security Division, is working wít:h us. 
And then Inspector Johnøon and a number of agents conc í.nue :::o 
work on t:h.i s. 

so, as to wheLhez: we•re dorre or it1s ongoing, it's 
ongo.::.ng, arid [Reda0t.ed - Reason: BJ . 

I'd indicate to the court o:c tell the Coll.rt, r.he 
sig-n::.. fi cant maj ori ty o:C interviews of witnesses that. we needed 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C. 
(212) 805-030() 
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to do have been completed. And the documents that we believe 
we needed to retrieve to be able to answer the questions that 
Judge Mukasey had told us to answer have been produced and 
we're in the process of reviewing those. 

I think in declarations that we had filed with your 
Honor, we had indicated those documents number [Redacted - 
Reason; BJ, and the vast majority of those documents have been 
reviewed by agents or the attorneys and the like. So that's 
been completed. 

As is typical in criminal investigations, those 
documents then form the basis for a lot of the interviews that 
have been conducted, and [Redacted - Reason: BJ. 

We fully expect at this point in time that the 
prosecutorial decision in this case, that is whether there is a 
matter to be prosecuted or not, will be made and a report to 
the Attorney General, whether the decision is to recommend 
prosecution or not to prosecute1 will [Redacted - Reason: BJ. 

There is, I can tell the Court, there is no prosecutor 
decision that has been made at this point. Because we have 
focused on particular issues, and that's in large measure what 
[Redacted - Reason: BJ concerning the destruction of these 
tapes, again, what the directive from Judge Mukasey was. Judge 
Mukasey instructed us to investigate whether or not any federal 
statutes were violated by any person or persons when these 
tapes were destroyed. And specifically, we're examining 

SOIJI'HERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C. 
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whether the obst:r.uction of justice statutes may have been 
v.ío l at.ed: whether somebody engaged in a contempt of cour t or 
contempt of Congress; wheUu:n: the Federal Recor da Act was 
violated, that is I did the tapes const.I tute federal records 
and1 therefore, they should not have been destroyed; and we are 
looking at whether peop Le , any person or pe raona , fi led false 
statements or may have otherwise perjured themselves in 
connect.í.on wi ch these matters. 

We are not looking at whether the conduct that wus 
engaged in and reflected on che tapes violated the torture 
statutes and the like. [Redacted - Reason: BJ 

Sa that.' s essentially what we were directed to look at 
and so we are examining who destroyed the tapes, who made the 
decision to destroy the tapes, who is responsible for their 
des truc t i.on , and then whether there was the r equí.s Lt;e crim:i.na1 
intent involved to bring any indictment or fo:r.rna1 criminal 
charges aga.inst anyone. 

What we initially did when we were given t.h i s 
assignment [Redacted ·· Reason: BJ , most. particularly the 
Central IntelligE:mce Agency I but not 1im:i.ted to the CJA, 
[Redact.ed - Reason: B] che Department of JUBtice, the 
Department of Defense, a.LI ot hez Loq'icaL ent:i.ties. And we were 
Deeking [Redacted - Reason: BJ to obtain records t hat; related 
in any way to the destruction of the ví.dsotapes . 

I know that the Coi.u:·t in connection with this instant 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT RJ.<.:PORTERS I P, C. 
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litigation with the ACLU has been grappling with documents and 
the scope of documents and how they get retrieved. And we can 
provide this information to the Court that may be helpful. But 
again, [Redacted - Reason: B]. And as your Honor is familiar 
with, we defined for the Agency when we talk about "documents'' 
or 11recordst1 what we meant, [Redacted - Reason: BJ 

[Redacted - Reason: BJ. The result of which is the 
following; The CIA created something called the Tape 
Coordination Group. That may be a term or identified group 
you1ve heard. But the Tapes -- 

THE COURT: I don I t think I have. 
MR. DURHAM: Tapes coordination Group was set up in 

order to deal with what I think the CIA knew was going to be a 
firestorm, and they began to gather documents. So over the 
course of the past 18 months or so, the Tapes Coordination 
Group has put together what essentially are -- I'll call them 
three databases. 

There is one large database that contains documents 
that we were provided [Redacted - Reason: BJ with hard copies 
of these documents. And those number in the range of [Redacted 
- Reason: BJ documents -- pages, I'm sorry. About [Redacted - 
Reason: BJ pages of documents. We received those in hard copy 
form and that's part of what is taking us so long to make our 
way through this. The Agency -- or the Tapes Coordination 
Group when they initially received those materials, they didn't 

SOUTHERN DISTRICT REPORTERS, P.C. 
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9e.t them electron:í.cally. They too got them in har d copy form 
for the moat; par't, And so, the coordination Group over the 
same period of timo has scanned those document s , and so they I re 
in now electronic forrnat; in a particular Loca t i.on , So t hat; Is 
ene huge cache of documents. 

'I'he second retrieval was done because we were looking 
tor ['Redacted ···· Reason: BJ that dat.a is an estimated [Redacted 
- fü"1ason~ BJ of .inñormat.Lon , which as I understand it, 
translates into about [Rc~dacted - Rea.sc>n: BJ of documents. J\nd 
so it made little sense to us to ask for [Redacted ,. Reason: Bl 
pa9es in paper and to go t:hrougb those by hand. Inst.ea.ct, it 
made moxe aenae t o be ab1e to get t.hoaø on some kind of a 
system where we could search them using logica1 aear ch terms . 
'ï'hat; Is what we' ve done <:l.s to that second large volume of 
docurnent.s or page.Sl cr wht. a t have you. 

In f act; , the FBI [Recic::tcted - Reason: BJ . 
'J11en:, :i . .s i'l third ri:;:a11y much sma.lLar subset. of 

documents that the Agency has not yet been able to make 
aearchahl e for us. But we unde rat.and that by the end of next 
mon t.h it wíI J. be on scme system where i t. can be se arched, and I 
think it 1 .s much more easily revj_ewed. I be Ii.eva that the 
OH.ice of Gene:ral Courtae L, who is responsible for dea.l:ing with 
the retrieval of documents for your Honor's caae , is aware of 
a11 of t.hoae . 

A fourth uet; of documents, a small group, comes f r'om 
.SOUTHERN DI.STRICT REPORTER,S I P.C. 
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(Redacted ~ Reason: BJ . 

We had been hesitant to have the [Redacted - Reason: 
B) 

So, CGC, Office of General Counsel of the Agency, is 
aware of those documents and the question is can they have 
access to them. When we filed some -- 

THE OOURT: Let me understand this. There is a third 
cache of documents in the [Redacted - Reason: BJ which you 
expressed a concern about. But you have these or have had 
access to them? 

MR.. DURHAM: Yes, your Honor. 
THE COURT: And the concern arises from what? That 

you have them, that you1ve tracked them, that you've organized 
them? What? 

MR.. DURHAM: 
THE COURT: 

BJ. 

[Redacted - Reason: BJ. 
Why would they know? (Redacted - Reason: 

MR.. DURR.l\M: [Redacted - Reason: Bl. 
THE OOORT: Ah, so if (Redacted~ Reason: BJ. 
MR. DURHAM: Exactly. So that was a concern. 
A second concern was, and this sort of gets in the 

details of the investigation, but [Redacted - Reason: A and BJ. 
THE COURT: Oh. 
MR.. DURHAM: [Redacted - Reason: A and B], 
THE OOORT: That was the never mind letter. 
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MR. DURHAM: That's what that was about. Because we 

had represented to the Court grounds for wanting to delay it1 

only to find out that we weren't aware of all the facts. 
THE COURT: Right. 
MR. DUR.H.Al',1: That situation1 however, l:las been 

resolved in one sense, it's been complicated in another. It1s 
resolved this way, your Honor. [Redacted - Reason: A and BJ. 
That obstacle is removed. 

However, it gets complicated in the sense tl:lat 
[Redacted~ Reason: A and BJ. 

The long and the short of it I think, your Honor, is 
that [Redacted - Reason: BJ we have assembled through the CIA 
essentially cover any record that would be of significance to 
the litigation before your Honor. There may be scattered 
documents out there in other desks or file cabinets at the 
Agency that are pertinent that we don't know about, but on the 
whole, the records that have been gathered from the criminal 
investigation are documents that would be relevant to your 
Honor - - 

THE COURT: 
MR • DURHAM : 

Do you have any date limitations? 
In reference to your Honor's -- the two 

periods that 
THE COURT~ [Redacted - Reason: BJ. 
MR. DURHAM: [Redacted - Reason: Bl. 
THE (X)tJRT: [Redacted - Reason: BJ? 
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MR. DURHAM: [Redacted - Reason: BJ. There may be 

scattered documents that are corning in. 
THE COURT: [Redacted - Reason: BJ to encompass all 

aspects of the substantive issue? Namely, before the records 
were known and after they were supposed to be destroyed? 

MR. DURHAM: Yes, your Honor. I mean our -- 
THE COURT: The dates I have are within the dates you 

have. 
MR. DURHAM: Yes, your Honor. It1s totally subsumed, 

[Redacted - Reason: BJ. 
MR. KANG: [Redacted - Reason: BJ. 
MR. DDR.H.PJ'1: [Redacted - Reason: BJ. 
THE COURT: [Redacted - Reason: BJ. 
MR. Y-ANG: (Redacted - Reason: BJ, 
THE COURT: Okay. My jurisdiction stems from 

allegations that my orders of production were disobeyed. I 
take it that would fall within at least the obstruction of 
justice argument. 

MR. DU.RHAM: Yes I your Honor. 
THE COURT: So, your jurisdiction is broader and 

encompasses all of mine? 
MR. DDRHJ>..M: I believe so1 yes, your Honor. 
THE COURT: The documents I've requested are within 

the span of the documents you were looking for? 
MR. DURHAM: Yes, your Honor. 
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THH COURT: [Redacted - Rea.son: Bl . 
MR . DURHAM: I bel Leve so I yes , your Honor. 
'I'HE COUR'!': [Redacted .. R(!fü'l011: BJ . 
MR. DURHAM: Correct. 
'l'l!E COURT: That sug9e~;its t.heze :Ls nothing I should 

do, if I make the basic argument that I should not interfere 
with what you are doing or I ahouLd not. be working at croø s 
pur-po se s wi l:h what you' re doing. 

MR. DtJRHAM: Thn t;; would J::XJ the goverrnnent I s view, your 
Honor. To the ext am; that there are documents our; there that 
the Court would be concerned about disappearing or be:i.ng 
otherwise spoliated. 

'I'HE COUR'!'; I think there is a bet ter chance of you 
prem:n:vin9 them t han T am preserving t.hem, or since I Im not 
9ett:ln~1 t.hsm, you an.i the government and the lJ. S. Attorney who 
is supervising the search in relationship to my ca se is the 
same of f i ca , and there :ts no rea.i,;on t o rx:i1iiBve that one would 
be more or Le as di J. iHcmt: chan the other. ïndeed I there d.s more 
reen,on to believe that the a.ctiv:Lt.y that you have launched and 
continue would be a. more encompaee ínq activity t.hun che one of 
the Assistant u. S. Atto:mey here who Ls responsive to this 
case. I don't: see any argument that would be contrary to my 
deferrinq to Mr. Durham's investigation, 

I put this que.st.ion to you. 'I'he gove~rnment has been 
reluctant to create a dossier of docurnent s for me I and has 
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cited as .a re aeon a concern that you wou.ld have I that t.her e 
would .be :.nterference with your i.nvestigation, 

Why do you think that is so? Do you think that is ·so? 
MR. DURHAM: I t.hi.nk that is so, your Honor. 
'l'HE COURT; It would seem to me it they had a. list for 

me, tney ' re not producing necessarily - - they az'e on.ly 
producing that which triey feel would not. be within the 
exemption that; covexa grand ~u::ry investigations. J dori ' t have 
the exact words but. there was an exempr ton that deals with what 
you hove to do. F'or pr ac tí ca.l purposes a.11 thEC~Y would be doing 
wo .. i Ld :be J.it~t. iny documents and gi vin.y rfä:u-ions I n ~.1 Vaughn 
declaration why t.hey shot •. ld nol be produced. So why would t.hat, 
interfe:re with wbtit. you' re doíng? 

MR,· JJURBAM: Tri Le.rm a of put. t.ing Los1ethe.r: - - I Lh.l nk 
the Vaughn index has been done or is -- 

You .r.ave a v.:~.ughn index of the 6 !:i ox: so 
ca.bl<'-'U!J that we1:e che .Sl:l.Tl'lple th;1.t. was agreed upon 

'rIŒ COURT; I think we do or I th.ink l •ve seem it. 
- - La nt; t:l.me. 

Tl-m COUR.T: I •ve now onlax·gcd the ucopc and I don It 
have a VaL:.ghn declaration for that, l'll:e you ob~ecting to that'? 

MR. DURl·I.AM: I wa:nt to be sure I understand exactly 
what; it: is I would be objecting to, because maybe we don It have 
an objection. 

'l'HE COURT: l ox·,ck,red t ho government to assembla what 
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we call relevant paragraph 4 documents created during the 
period of June 1, 2005, and January 31, 2006. 

MR, DURHAM: Yes. 1 your Honor. 
TIIE COURT: As the government has inforracd the Court, 

the prosecutors {n the cr im+nal JDVP.st.igation would l1kely 
object to production of paragraph 4 documents created during 
this t períod. The goveinment would notify the Court in 
writing within one week of this order whether there is such 1;l.!l 

objeçtion. It: refers to t.he meeting t:hat we are going to have . 
And that is t.oday , 

MR. DtJRHJlJ,1: The Cour~'s earlier orde~ broke out, the 
initial timeframe the Court had included was essentially April 
of 200:2 through I think it was Sune 30 of 2003. 

THE COURT: Yes. 
MR. DURHAM: And the government ~ - our c c Lrn Lne I 

investigation would not be compromised or adversely qffected 
with respect to those doc111Uents. In fact, I1d indicate to the 
Court what we'll work out through and Mr. Lane, who 
have :been very helpful, and the Office of General Counsel, is 
that with respect to that timeframe, so long as the Agency deies 
not provide access to [Redacted - Reusan; BJ we hnve no 
objection to the Office of General Co~msel people searching for 
documents within that date range that may be responsive to the 
Court'.s order. 

THE COURT: We would be duplicating what you have 
SOUTHERN' DISTRICT REPO~TERS, P.C. 
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done. We wou Ldn ' t. be t::n,ickinq what you I ve done, but we would 
be duplicating goinH back to the same sources. And. may OO 
pot ent í alLy UFJeful because haví nq another investi gat ion 
independent of yours to identify document s would be a contro1 
tilat you've g-otten everything that you are supposed to get. 

MR. DURHAM: Yeah. I think they wou íd be searching a 
database or d.a.t.abar-1es that"'- 

TIŒ COURT: The ques t ícn would be whether it would be 
a productive use of manpower. 

MR. DURHAM: Ri9ht. 
THE COURT: To do double duty. The bottom 1:Lne is 

t hat you don't really object. to the enlargement of the subpoena 
and the production of document.s Ln ze sponee to that 
enla.rgement, so long as :i. t does not uncove r the work that 
you 1 :re .i.rrvo Lved with. 

MR. DURHAM: Right. Iï'or the time pe r í od t.hat; was 
covered in the Court Is initial order, that is up through I 
t.hí.nk it waa June 30 of 2003. But then as I underat and the 
Court 1 !3 Las+ order, it Ls Lrrtendad then a Lao to ericompaas or to 
Look at; documents for the broader period of time. 'ï'hat; Ls 
t.hr ouqh J·anuary of ' o 6. 

MR. KANG: 1 06 • 
M'.R. DURHAM: And :i. t, is that second period that WG 

believe would interfere with the cr ímma), üwei::1tigation. 
THE COURT: Pf1.ragrapb 3 of niy order of April 20 
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provides that the government shall produce records relating to 
the content of the tapes not merely from August 2002, but from 
the entire f)eriod of the tapes that were destroyed. The 
government represents this period to oe April through 
December 2002. In addition to the current plan for production 
from a sample, the government shall propose a schedule of 
production of documents from the entire period. 

-That doesn't speak to what you1ve just said. 
MR. DURHAM: Right. 
THE COURT: This is paragraph 4. The government shall 

produce documents relating to destruction of the tapes which 
describes the persons and reasons behind their destruction from 
a period reasonably longer than April through December 2002. I 
find that the period for such production shöuld be April 1, 
2002, through June 30, 2003, And the government can go back 
and say that it1s too much. Production of these documents 
shall be subject to a Vaughn index. 

MR. DURHAM: Right. So this is the April 20 order. 
THE COURT: Right. 
MR. DUR.HAM: And that's what we had submitted 

something to the Court talking about we had some issues, 
[Redacted - Reason: BJ, And the Court's subsequent order in 
July expands that paragraph 4 where the Court directs that in 
addition to paragraph 4 documents referred to above, the 
government is ordered to assemble relevant paragraph 4 
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documents created during the period of June 1, 2005, and 
January 31 of 2006. 

THE COURT: rs that the issue? 
f','iR • DURHAM: Yes, your Honor. 
THE COURT: The word nassetnble, n it is not my word. I 

was reacting to what the parties sub'oitted to me. I would not 
use the word assemble because I don1t know what it means. It 
speaks just to collect it and the action word is "pr oduc t i.on ;« 

f','!R, DURHJ\M: Our real concern is not that the Agency 
be required to assemble those documents. The issue for us 
would be the production of those documents, 

THE COURT: Well, the production would be subject to a 
Vaughn index. Production doesn't necessarily mean giving the 
document to the other side. When I've created the words I 
thought about identifying the documents. And then either 
producing them, or if there is a good faith belief that 
exemption applies, creating a Vaughn index for that exemption. 
But the parties did not use the same language, and I just 
adopted what they gave me. 

What is ít you want me to do, Mr. Durham? 
MR. DURHAM: Well, the government would - 
THE COURT: We should call Mr. Lane back? 
MR. DURHAM: -- want the Court to just hold the matter 

in abeyance until [Redacted - Reason: BJ. That's what we would 
be ideal for our purposes, and during that perio::J. of time - 
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1 THE COURT: The sa.me people wou1d be producing to you 

as would be identifying for me. So what is the harm Ln making 
them do the idcmtificat.:i.on for me and producing a Vaughn index 
aD well? Nobody knows what wt11 come of what you1re doing. 
Hopæf u.l ly it will be positive I but we know that things take 
different. turns all the time. J\nd the part.Le s lîk'lY come to me 
and say that for one reason or another I should continue in my 
work. 

so I would not like to redo t:hat which hus already 
been done. And therefore, it would Deem to be useful to 
require the ç3overrnnfü1t to produce t he document.s in the sense of 
cüther producing them in the way of giving them, unless there 
is an exemption. If there Ls an exemption, of creating a 
Vaughn index of those records, I don It think. they interfere 
with what you do. They are not going to be pub1ic except in a 
Lí e t . If the list is what. you are objecting to, the list can 
be Ln camera, [Redacted - Reason: BJ , 

Bo, I can understand t hat; you would not want me to 
take any testimony or conduct; any p.roocedí.nqs . I ¿tgrec~. But 
as to documentary identification, I don't think the case has 
been made that n~qui.r.es me to stay my hand. 

MR. DURHAM: Yes, your Honor. An to the Agency 
actually ç3oing and trying to identify the documents, that part 
of thins3s can proceed along. We have no objection to that. 

TI-m COURT: Subject to clarifyinçr what 11assemble11 
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means, which I think should be done, we should proceed. 

MR. :JUP-H.AM:: '::'hen in t arrra of production -- 
THE COURT: You are golt1g t.o be not producing them. 

You1ll produac them. You can idontify them. Those where there 
is no exemption will be produced, and those where there is an 
exerrption, they1re not going to be produced. They will be 
identified only. And the exemptíon will be c:aimed. 

MR. KANG: The Vaughn índex that your Honor 
contempla.tes belng p:t..~epared in those instances where the 
exempt:or. applies, will that ultimately identify, fo~ example, 
[Redacted - Reason: BJ? 

THE COURT: [Redacted - Reason: BJ. 
MR. YANG: [Redacted - Reason: B]. 
'J'HE COU.RT: 
MR. KANG: 
THE COURT: 
MR. YJWG: 
THE COURT: 

Redact t.hërr •. 
[Redacted - Reason: B]? 
Redact what you think is sensitive. 

But I think - ~ 
The purpose I want served is to have a 

log. 
(nisc."1.181.i í.on off the record) 
TH2 COURT: We went off the record for a moment. I 

waA looking for the t.ext; of thP- other Freedom of Tnformation 
Act so we~ on the reccrd a~ain. 

111111111111made rèfèrènce tó an ~and ån 
estimate of an aggregate number of cables ................ ~he 
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conver snt í.on turned to the term 11Vaugl:m-like index, 11 which waø 
mentioned in a goven:nment response as to which t ordered in my 
April 20 or de r , April 20, 20091 the government shall produce a 
Vat1ghn index, not a Vaughn-like index as the government. 
pzopoaeu. If the qovez nment; seeks to do less than that 
required by a Vaughn index, it shall seek leave so to do. 

What I envision is an identification of the dccuments , 
Now, i£ the number of pages or the number ai documents included 
something or attachments or sœiething else in yO'ur opinion 
woul.d complicate your investigation, you cover over it. You111 
reda.ct. I don t t; want to interfere with what you're doing. And 
I dem It think what I Im proposing interferes with what you are 
doing. In t.he application, i :E there :i .. f.1 a conce rri , r thinJc you 
can deal with the issue. 

But, the overall purpoae is to have a log of the scope 
of that whí.ch is relevant I so if there is a cause for me to 
ohanqe my V:Í.eW ¡ ()J':' t o modify my View, Wla W0!11 t. have t o retract'! 
wo.rk that Is a Lr-aady been done. r don 1 t think that affects your 
d nveat.í.qatí on in any way. · 

MR. DURil.A.M: No. Again, our practí.caj concern is the 
production. of documents that in the sense that -- 

THE COURT: The giving over. 
MR. DURHAM: The gi ving ovez of documents while ... -· 
THE COURT: So far they have not been g:í.vt~n over. And 

they won't be given ove r , And 1 apologize for the ambiguous 
sounrEHN DISTRICT REPORTERS I p . e. 
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terms in my orders. As I say, I took what the parties gave me. 

MR. DURHAM: I was going to say you don1t have to sort 
of that was sort of what the parties brought to you. 

With that clarification then I don1t believe we could 
or would assert any sort of objection. 

THE COURT: Just take a minute to check the term of 
the exemption. 

Exemption 7 under Section 552, records or information 
compiled for law enforcement purposes, but only to the extent 
that the production of such law enforcement records or 
information, A, could reasonably be expected to interfere with 
enforcement proceedings, and there are other criterias in 
subcategories. That's exemption 7. 

So it seems to me that the exemption would be claimed, 
and that anything that in your good faith judgment would 
potentially adversely affect your investigation would not be 
given over to the applicant. 

MR. DURHAM: Your Honor, with regard to the Vaughn 
index that would be prepared, would the Court contemplate that 
being submitted in camera? 

THE COURT: No .. It would be a public record. Unless 
there is reason. 

MR. DURHAM: Would the Court consider that, for 
example, the number of documents -- 

THE CXlORT: Anything that you feel would potentially 
SOUTHERN DISTRICT REF'ORTERS, P.C. 
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aff ect; what you I re do í.nq , I t.n í.nk you should, your first 
concern shoul.d ]:)(;;? the integrity of: your invest.igatior:.. And 
1111 wait. I think the waiting, however, should not be an 
issue o: prompt fi Ung. lt should be an i.a sue of timing of: 
dl.sclo1::iure. so, for example, -;:.he.re are aspects that you think 
sho uld wa.t.t unt U you fini sh your wor k, you should so st at e. 
And t hoae things can be held back. 

I :::hink t.here are two ccncerns . One Ls to make a 
public :::-ecor'd. when it:' s fresh in relationship to the activity. 
Activtty being one or: collection of document.a Hnd 
id.ent:if:~.Cë.ttion of aame . Aud the se cond is not interfering w í.th 
yciur work. I think we should look to serve both of those 
criterifrt. 

MR. DURHAM: 

2 

TITS CóORT : 
okay. 

So I think you satisfied your ocrice r-rrs and. 
I satisfied mine. 

MR • :JU.fil.AM ; Olmy. 
'.::'HE co:m:r. All right. so the ori'l, 

when. I think what happens there is that 
Lariø will coo:r.d:l.nat,¡:,, with you. Is there a due dac a , 

':'HE U\W CLERK: For thes{", no, bøoau sø it wa,':.1 pencHng 
t11E, objectiun. 

'::'HE CO'.JR'I': We 111 have to aak the government. 'I'here 
:l.s no due date. We werø supposed to get a written proposa). to 
l:.ru~ Cou'r+; wb,rn pr'oduo t i.on shall be-~ made . Lt; was •.:o awa.:i.t: thJ.r.4 
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971'3AC.LC 
~w we had the me etínq and 1111 Look for Mr. Lane or 
----to make chat; proposa; .. in terms ot the time ::,t 
ident.i.fica.tion and pz'oduct.í.on . 

MR. DURHAM: Yes, your Honor. so is there something 
i.he oourt wants us co r'epor t, to La.ne, j us c 
zepor-t. that. back t.o tbem? 

THE COURT: Right.. So, o.r Mr:. Lane 
ttvailE1..b1e on the telephone'? 

!"l'<. DU.RJ-IAM: r knew t.hat, Mr. Lëtne :i. s , 
(Mr. Lane hi 011 tbe phone) 
THE COUR'!': Mr. Lane, we huve had a di11cussion of the 

woz-k that M:i::·. Durham is doing and hin co l Le aque.s , looking 
towards th<,l is,:nmnce of a report to the Attorney Gene:::-al 
[Redacted -· Reason: BJ . ! 've to1d hím after hø der:1cribad the 
.t'lcop.:-, of h.i.a invastination, t.ha.t; it::. r,1eamod to emrlrace 
{~vc;;¡ryt::.hing that I wa!'> doing in this contempt: procac~ding, 
::..ookin9 to the same ~iourcc-,s for information .and covering the 
topics that wou Ld be raised in a cont.empc proceeding and 
ot.hez-a . 

And I c,bserved that I fe-lt that I would not want. to 
::.nterfere by conduct.ing a::'!tivit:ios that were the s ame as those 
he woul.d be doing. I wou Ld not want to :int:erfr::re with what he 
Ls doing. 'l'hat; ís as to interviews and depositions and 
hRad ngs and the l ikt"l . 

.As to documents, the s amë aour cë s within thé CIA woul.d 
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97T3ACLC 
be producing documents [Redacted - Reason: BJ in response to my 
orders. I observed that there would be virtue in conducting 
and creating a Vaughn index with respect to the documents that 
would be responsive to my orders, subject to the normal 
exemptions, including exemption 7, which could cover 
Mr. Durham's work. And where details within the Vaughn index 
would in his good faith judgment affect what he was doing, he 
would redact the information or ask you to redact the 
information that would otherwise be part of a Vaughn index. 

So since there would be not actual productionJ that is 
giving over of documents that were alive in terms of his work, 
and since we were nót asking for [Redacted - Reason: B], the 
logging or the creation of a Vaughn index for documents that 
were responsive to the order would not interfere with his work. 
To the extent that descriptions did, they could be redacted for 
the time that there was this sensitivity. Mr. Du.rham expressed 
his acceptance of that set of rules. 

Right, Mr. Durham? 
MR. DURHAM: Right. Yes, your Honor. 
THE COURT: And the next question is when this would 

be done and how it would be done. That's when I called you. 
MR. LANE: Okay, your Honor. I guess in order to 

answer that question, I just -- would probably help to sort of 
back up and see how this would relate to what currently has 
been contemplated by the Court in terms of documents that we're 
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97T3ACLC 
already dealing with frorn timeframes, if we are essentially 
superseding that what's currently going on or we1re adding to 
i t. 

THE COURT: We are not superseding anything. In my 
July 20 order, which I think is the operative document, I asked 
far a written proposal within a week for gathering any other 
relevant paragraph 4 documents created during this time period. 
The time period is April 20, 2002, through June 2003, and that 
goes back to my July 7 order . 

MR. LANE: Right . 
THE COURT: I think that's what I1m referring to. 

Though I would need to refresh my recollection. 
MR. LA.NE: I think you1re correct, your Honor. That 

is ght. We have been talking with CIA and CIA has been 
talking with others sort of stakeholders to make sure that the 
proposal they were putting together would be appropriate and 
useful, .And so that's something we are working on right now 
and expect to have to the Court no later than Friday. 

THE COURT: There are terms here about assemblies of 
docUments. Production of documents. And so on. I think all 
these terms should be defined as identification of documents, 
production of those documents, if they're not subject to a good 
fai'th exemption, and a Vaughn index where they are subject to a 
good faith exemption. That1s what we should mean by terms like 
assembly and production and the like. 
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97T3A.CLC 
MR. I.ANE: Yes I your Honor. And I know, your Honor 
THE COURT: When might I get the proposul? 
MR. LANE: Okay. Your Honor, I know we did have emme 

documents that had a.l ready been gath<~red from this earlier 
timeframe. And the Court had expressed an interest at some 
point in just looking through them itself. 

THE C.'OURT: I think I would withdraw that r eque st . I 
don ' t; see what I would learn. If you think .it would be 
heLptul., I11l be glad to do it:, bul: .I don't see what varue 
there would be .i.n t hat . 

JüBt to e Labor at e on t hat, Mr. Durham is engaged Ln an 
investigation of what people did and what people had :i.n mind 
when Lhey destroyed material that up to that time had been 
kept. And whether t.hat; destruction v.i.o Lat.ed some federal 
statute, for example, obat.ruct í on of j uet.d.oe , which would 
embn)..ce the disobedience of my orden,; contempt of Congress; 
Pedera.l Records Act; per'j ur'yr and so on. I don't know that. I 
wou l.d benefit by reviewing any of t ho se documents when .I'm 
defer:ring t o his Irrveat í.qat.Lon and not trying to draw some kind 
of a line between what I Im doing and what he's doing, .So, 
un.l es a the:re is some purpose for my doing it, I don't want to 
do it. 

MR. J..J\NE: Undor at ood, your Honor. 
'I'HE COURT: Do you see any purpose in my do i.nq? 
MR. LANE: Given what the Court has said and my 
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97T3ACLC 
understandirtg öf the situation, I don1t think there is -- I 
thirL\ the court ii::: correct about it not b~ing t he wo.rth the 
Court's time at thío point. 

THE COURT: Do you agree, Mr. Durham? 
MR. DURHA\1: Yes, your Honor. llllllJlll 
THE COURT: The co~rt reporter, is 

going to produce a transcrípt under sea.í.. e i.s go:;.ng to 
distribute it to the people here and to you, and I would like 
as quickly as possible and ask you to supervise it, to review 
ít, and to identify anything there that should be kept under 
seal with a view of putting in the public record aB much as 
possible. • 

MR. D~~: Your Honor, can I just ask the Court to 
modify that in one respect. There is a fair amount of 
information that we disclosed to the Court [Redacted - Reason: 
B], and I wonder iE there is some way tha~ we could review the 
transcript. To the extent that there are portionB of the 
~hat would relate directly to what Mr. Lane and 
........... are doing, we could maJce those available. 
[Redacted Reason: BJ. 

THE CDURT: You want: to do this first 0:1 your own cut? 
~. DURHAM: 'tes. 
THE COURT: Before Mr. Lane gets involved. 
MR. DUR.HAM: Yes. I know he would do a tremendous 

I 

' 
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9'7T3ACLC 
TI-n:,: COURT: I don I t think M:r: . Lane wil 1 object. 

[Redacted - Reason: B]. 
So yes, t.he ariswer is thai::: wlll chen riot 

include Mc Larie on t.he t, di::,l:J::ibution list, and he'll get:. h.l s 
copy from t.!i:. Du:du;1m.. l: Udnk if you are 9·0.:l.ng l:o hold t.hat; 
back, the.re should be: some kind of le~Jend 1 Lke "Rr::duct.ed - 
description of [Redacted ·· Reason. BJ • 11 Somel:hinr; of that 
nr.tun.i. So that the n~odor of che public record would know cho 
rea o on fox· the r(?dci.ct Lon . 

MR . DURHAM: Y as , your Honoz • 
TI-Ili! COUl~'.r; Okay. 'l'hank you, Mr . Lanø . 
MR . I...A.NF! : '.l'ha:nk you I your Honor . 
1'H£ COUR'l' ~ May I close the proceedings now'? Okay. 
~R. DURHAM: Ye!'.l. 
1'HE COURT: Wei I n.~ t~] osed. 
(D·i sm.lRt-'lion off the record) 
'T'HE COUR'I': Mr. Lano . we 1ve corrected what we j ust; 

s a íd. Mr. Du rharn wUl røví.ew the t.ranacr í.pt . make the 
appropr-í.at.e redac t í.ons. chan give it to to 
Lmp Iement , Arni what wi 11 nappen then it wi 11 then come to me 
or cot(K-'! to -- 

MR. DC'Rll.AM: It would come to the Court and Fie<~ if 
those redaetion!'.:l arc accept abl.o to the Court. 

THE COUR'.I'! Thim W!::11l give the appropriate 
instructi:::ms in term.s of release to t.he public. So, Mr. Lane , 
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you don It have co do anything. 
MR. LANE: All right . r f chat, changes, someone need 

just let me know. I1m happy to help in n.ny way, but undez st.and 
the grand jury secrecy issues. 

'I1JE COURT: Thank you. 

ººº 
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